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Abstract

Variations in seafloor depth exert a major control on ocean circulation. The discrete representa-
tion of marine topography in geopotential Ocean General Circulation Models (OGCMs) creates
artificial steps that have adverse effects on the simulated circulation. This thesis aims at finding
suitable ways to address the adverse effects of stepped topography in z-coordinate OGCMs. Us-
ing idealised configurations and exploring the potential of the Brinkman Volume Penalisation
(BVP) method, we investigate the sensitivity of modelled currents to the presence of artificial
steps along model boundaries.

We first address the spurious lateral form drag (or staircase problem) highlighted by Adcroft
and Marshall (1998). First, to become insensitive to staircase coastlines (or isobaths), numerical
models should ideally achieve physical convergence (i.e. the main characteristics of the flow are
not affected by increasing spatial resolution while keeping viscous and frictional parameters
constant). This convergence can be attained at lower resolution with a careful treatment of
discrete momentum advection involving a large stencil.

Second, the application of free-slip as a true mirror condition makes step-like coastlines
slippery for all numerical formulations. It is shown that the usual discrete implementation of
free-slip using a symmetric viscous stress tensor and flux-form advection actually corresponds
to no-slip along step-like topography. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the detachment of a
vortex flowing past an outgoing corner of the coastline is missed with a free-slip condition at the
corner. The choice of viscous boundary condition should thus vary with location to represent
both the detachment of boundary currents at a cape and the unperturbed flow along a smooth
continuous coastline.

We also highlight the impact of momentum advection schemes on the fidelity of simulated
downslope currents within an idealised overflow configuration. The BVP method allows to
spread the land-ocean interface, by introducing porous cells that are part land part ocean. We
find that this spreading allows to smooth bottom currents and to reduce spurious mixing during
downslope flow.

It is shown that the representation of topography with the BVP method provides a better
alternative to the use of shaved-cells (Adcroft et al. 1997). The numerical stability of the BVP,
without modifying the reference time-step of the simulation, can be guaranteed by sufficient
spreading of the porous boundary and by defining friction within porous cells in a consistent
way. The results underscore the potential of the BVP method to better represent flows along
topography in OGCMs.
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Résumé

Les variations de profondeur du fond des océans exercent un contrôle majeur sur la circu-
lation de l’océan. La représentation discrète de la topographie dans les modèles de circula-
tion générale océanique (OGCMs) géopotentiels crée des marches artificielles qui ont des ef-
fets néfastes sur la simulation des courants. Cette thèse vise à établir des solutions adaptées
pour résoudre les effets adverses des marches dans les OGCMs. En utilisant des configurations
idéalisées et en explorant le potentiel de la méthode de Pénalisation des Volumes de Brinkman
(BVP), nous étudions la sensibilité des courants modélisés aux frontières en marche d’escalier.

Il est montré comment résoudre le "spurious form drag" latéral (ou "staircase problem")
mis en évidence par Adcroft et Marshall (1998). Pour devenir insensible aux lignes de côtes (ou
isobathes) en marche d’escalier, les modèles numériques devraient idéalement être physique-
ment convergés (c’est-à-dire que les caractéristiques principales de l’écoulement ne sont pas
affectées par l’augmentation de la résolution spatiale en conservant les paramètres de viscosité
et de friction constants). Cette convergence peut être atteinte à une résolution plus faible par
un traitement minutieux de l’advection discrète des moments qui implique des schémas util-
isant un stencil élargi.

L’utilisation d’une condition miroir exacte pour appliquer le glissement sans frotte-
ment rend les lignes de côtes en marche d’escalier glissantes pour toutes les formulations
numériques. La formulation usuelle de la condition de glissement sans frottement dans le
tenseur visqueux symmétrique et l’advection sous forme de flux produit une condition de non-
glissement le long des topographies en marche d’escalier. Il est également montré que le dé-
tachement d’un vortex au passage d’une marche de la ligne de côte n’est pas capturé avec une
condition de glissement sans frottement au coin. Le choix de la condition limite visqueuse de-
vrait donc varier en fonction de l’emplacement pour représenter à la fois le détachement d’un
courant à un cap et l’écoulement non perturbé le long d’une ligne de côte continue et lisse.

Nous montrons également l’impact de la résolution discrète des moments sur la précision
des écoulements le long des pentes en marche d’escalier à travers une configuration idéalisée
d’un "overflow". La méthode de BVP permet d’étaler l’interface terre-océan en définissant
des cellules poreuses mi-terres et mi-océans. Il est montré qu’en étalant ainsi l’interface, les
courants sont lissés et le mélange artificiel est considérablement réduit pendant la descente.

Il est montré que la représentation de la topographie avec la BVP offre une meilleure alter-
native à l’utilisation des "shaved cells" (Adcroft et al. 1997). La stabilité numérique de la BVP,
sans modification du pas de temps de référence de la simulation, peut être garantie en éta-
lant suffisamment la frontière, et en définissant de manière cohérente la friction dans les cel-
lules poreuses. Les résultats soulignent le potentiel de la méthode de BVP pour une meilleure
représentation des courants le long de la topographie dans les OGCMs.
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Introduction

The world ocean is central in shaping and regulating Earth’s climate. Its vast expanse and

tremendous heat capacity make it the primary heat reservoir of the climate system. Between

1971 and 2010, approximately 91% of Earth’s energy accumulation due to the greenhouse effect

was absorbed by the ocean (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2021), which thus acts as the planet’s ther-

mometer. The ocean also plays a vital role as a conduit for redistributing the excess of energy

received from the Sun at the tropics towards the poles. This redistribution occurs mostly via up-

per ocean currents – from transient small-scale flows to major boundary currents like the Gulf

Stream and Kuroshio – and to a smaller extent via deep meridional overturning circulations

(Forget & Ferreira, 2019). On the other hand, these overturning circulations largely determine

the ocean’s ability to store carbon and heat in deep layers, and therefore impact both transient

and equilibrium climate sensitivity to increasing greenhouse forcing (Marshall & Speer, 2012).

The large-scale ocean circulation is fundamentally shaped by ocean geometry. While the

circulation is mostly forced at the surface, it is largely dissipated at the bottom. The depth

and shape of the bottom boundary is a critical factor controlling the nature and intensity of

dissipative processes, and thereby an essential factor setting the circulation which exists as a

balance between sources and sinks of kinetic energy (Naveira Garabato, 2012).

Furthermore, the bottom boundary has a blocking effect that constrains the allowed cir-

culation patterns and strengths. Unlike the atmosphere, the ocean has a solid boundary (the

seafloor) that rises through the entire depth of the fluid. Indeed the ocean is divided by con-

tinents into basins. The three major basins are the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific, connected via

the Southern Ocean, the Arctic Ocean and the Indonesian Seas. This compartmentalisation of

the ocean by continental masses is a zero-order constraint on ocean circulation (Ferreira et al.,

2018).

The blocking effect of the solid bottom boundary is not restricted to continental boundaries:

submarine ridges, trenches and mounts create a complex network of underwater basins that

channels deep currents and shapes deep overturning circulations (Ferron et al., 1998; MacKin-

non et al., 2008) (Figure 1). This channelling effect on deep ocean flows is augmented by a steer-

ing effect that can be felt all the way up to the surface. Such steering stems from a fundamental

dynamical constraint on the depth-average component of ocean circulation, which tends to
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INTRODUCTION

follow f/H contours where f is the Coriolis frequency and H the seafloor depth (Pedlosky, 1987).

Variations in seafloor depth, hereafter referred to as topography, thus exert a major constraint

on the pathway of major ocean currents, such as western boundary currents (Hughes & Cuevas,

2001; Jackson et al., 2006; Schoonover et al., 2016).

The presence of geothermal heating along the seafloor and the tendency of small-scale tur-

bulence to be intensified near the bottom confer an additional role to the bottom boundary:

lightening of deep waters is largely confined to a near bottom layer (Ferrari et al., 2016; Lavergne

et al., 2016). As a result, the vertical distribution of the seafloor exerts a major constraint on the

upwelling rate and meridional circulation of abyssal waters at basin scale (de Lavergne et al.,

2017). More generally, the intensity and distribution of mixing by small-scale turbulence in the

ocean interior is tied to topography, which catalyses dissipative processes (Holmes et al., 2019;

Naveira Garabato et al., 2013; Melet et al., 2014). Topography thus affects ocean circulation

indirectly via its impacts on vertical mixing.

Figure 1: ’World Ocean Floor’ map from (Berann et al., 1977). This manuscript painting by Heezen-Tharp
portrays the topography of the earth, with continents and their reliefs depicted in shades of green to red.
The oceanic depth is represented by varying shades of blue, ranging from light to dark. The fractured
mid-ocean ridge is visually emphasized through greyish brushing, illustrating the cracks through which
deep water masses can potentially flow. Notably, the map showcases the division of the world ocean
floor into underwater basins enclosed by either continents or underwater ridges.

Hence, topography emerges as a primary constraint on the large-scale ocean circulation.

Accurate simulation of ocean circulation requires an adequate representation of topography

and its impacts on ocean flows. This thesis focuses on investigating methods to improve

the representation of flows along topography in Ocean General Circulation Models (OGCMs),
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specifically those utilising a z-coordinate for vertical representation, which are known to be

susceptible to adverse effects resulting from discrete topographic steps. The limitations of con-

ventional approaches for representing topography in such OGCMs are discussed, with a partic-

ular emphasis on addressing issues related to spurious form drag exerted by piecewise constant

coastlines and spurious mixing caused by topographic steps encountered by downslope flows.

A novel approach called the Brinkman volume penalisation method is introduced and explored

as a potential solution for improving the representation of topography in OGCMs.
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Facing Obstacles with Step-Wise

Topography

The simplicity and maturity of the geopotential (or z) coordinate system have made it the

prevailing choice in present-day Oceanic General Circulation Models (OGCMs) (S. M. Griffies,

2004). In this system, the ocean is discretised into rectangular boxes (or cells) along the three

spatial dimensions, forming a connected grid (or mesh) for the model. Within the z-coordinate

system, vertical levels align with geopotential surfaces, which greatly facilitates calculations of

pressure gradients and seawater densities. However, this gridding approach requires the mask-

ing of cells (i.e., excluding them from the calculation domain) below a certain depth, typically

the observed or target seafloor, to represent the model topography. As a result, bottom seafloor

and coastlines are represented in a step-wise manner, as illustrated in Figure 2.

The representation of topography as a series of steps has implications for various aspects of

ocean circulation, impacting both gyre and overturning circulations (Beckmann & Haidvogel,

1999). Simply increasing spatial resolution to reduce the size of steps does not guarantee the

elimination of adverse effects caused by staircase-like topographies (Adcroft & Marshall, 1998),

highlighting the need for a deeper understanding of how boundary currents respond to artificial

steps. Furthermore, the ability to increase spatial resolution is limited in climate simulations

due to the computational cost of long (order 1000 years) integrations. Finding ways to address

nonphysical repercussions of stepped topography is an active area of research and the focus of

this thesis. We next present some long-standing issues associated to step-wise boundaries and

consider the potential of the novel Brinkman Volume Penalisation method (Debreu et al., 2022,

2020; Kevlahan et al., 2015) to better represent flow-topography interactions in z-coordinate

models. We then summarize recent developments and formulate key questions.
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FACING OBSTACLES WITH STEP-WISE TOPOGRAPHY

Figure 2: Discrete representation of topography in a z-coordinate model. On the left (from (Pacanowski
& Gnanadesikan, 1998), their figure 1), discretized bottom topography for a given horizontal resolution
using partial cells. On the right, the ORCA1 grid is shown on a sphere, emphasizing the presence of
horizontal staircase coastlines. The ORCA grid is a tripolar grid based on the semi-analytical method of
(Madec & Imbard, 1996).

1 Recurrent issues linked to stepped boundaries

Finding the appropriate lateral viscous condition in OGCMs

The presence of vertical sidewalls in the model’s stepped topography requires the definition

of a lateral viscous boundary condition (Ezer, 2016; Adcroft & Marshall, 1998; Dengg, 1993).

Specifying such a condition is a challenging issue with significant implications for the simulated

currents. The very presence of vertical sidewalls is artificial since the ocean has a small aspect

ratio and therefore only a gently sloping seafloor; this makes it even more difficult to physically

base the lateral boundary condition.

The ’no-slip’ condition is the physical condition for fluid-solid boundary interactions

(Dalibard & Gérard-Varet, 2011; Richardson, 1973). However, its translation into global OGCMs

is not straightforward due to the limited spatial resolution (typically 10-100 km in the horizon-

tal) that does not allow the viscous boundary layer to be resolved (Deremble et al., 2011). In

such cases, the combined use of bottom drag and a no-slip condition at the sidewall may po-

tentially overestimate frictional boundary effects.

Realistic topography exhibits a fractal nature: it contains features at all scales. Coarse-

graining of the target bathymetry is required when constructing the model bathymetry. Mod-

erate smoothing of the bathymetry is sometimes also applied to avoid noise in the simulated

solutions (Le Sommer et al., 2009). However, these procedures may suppress some important

effects of topographic roughness, such as damping of currents (Özgökmen & Fischer, 2008;

Richardson, 1973; Barnier et al., 2006; Smith, 2014).
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1. Recurrent issues linked to stepped boundaries

In practice, slippery or mixed lateral boundary conditions, such as ’free-slip’ or ’partial slip,’

are often preferred in coarse OGCMs (Penduff et al., 2007). Studies have demonstrated that

stochastic boundary conditions based on observed currents yield a mixed response between

no-slip and free-slip conditions, advocating for a slippery condition (Mariano et al., 2003). The-

oretical support for the use of free-slip conditions has been provided, showing better agreement

with classical turbulence theory compared to the no-slip condition (Deremble et al., 2011).

However, it is clear that lateral viscous conditions do not fully capture all the unresolved physics

of the turbulent boundary layer.

Figure 3: From (Deremble et al., 2016) (their figure 3). Time evolution of the vorticity field at (a) 1, (b)
10, (c) 20, and (d) 30 days. Dashed contours are negative values, and solid contours are positive values.
Contour interval is 8.7 10−6 s−1. The x- and y-axes are in kilometers.

For instance, Deremble et al. (2016) demonstrate that the interaction between an eddy and

a sharp topographic feature, such as an isolated step, induces a retroflection of the current at

the tip (Deremble et al., 2016). Sharp turns in the coastline can result in retroflection of bound-

ary currents and eddy generation (Magaldi et al., 2008; Warner & MacCready, 2009). Numerical

studies aimed to reproduce this process (Figure 3), but the simulated response is highly sensi-
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tive to the formulation of discrete advection or diffusion and the nature of the viscous condition

applied at the tip (Dengg, 1993; Deremble et al., 2016; Dupont & Straub, 2004). Dengg (1993)

argues that the retroflection of the current at a cape is better captured in numerical simulations

when a no-slip viscous condition is used instead of a free-slip condition. Therefore, it remains

unclear whether a slippery viscous boundary condition is appropriate to represent retroflection

at a sharp turn in the coastline.

Apparent roughness exerted by staircase-like coastlines

Figure 4: From Adcroft and Marshall (1998) (adaption of their figure 3 and figure 8e,f). Steady solutions
solved with a no-slip (left column) and a free-slip (right column) viscous boundary condition, under the
rot-div stress tensor. Isolines depict the active layer thickness h of the reduced gravity model. In the
upper column, the mesh is aligned with the borders of the basin. In the bottom row, the mesh is turned
at 45° relative to the borders, as illustrated in the bottom-right zooms. Notably, both no-slip and free-slip
solutions contract under the presence of staircase coastlines.

Irrespective of the chosen boundary condition, boundary currents in OGCMs are affected by

the staircase-like nature of the lateral boundary. Adcroft and Marshall (1998) (hereafter AM98)

conducted experiments using an idealised square basin configuration and different orienta-

tions of the numerical mesh. They found that the broken aspect of the shoreline consistently

causes a ’spurious form drag’ that slows down the coastal flow, even when a free-slip boundary

condition is applied at the coast (Figure 4). Subsequent investigations within similar configura-

tions suggested that the spurious drag may persist at higher resolution because coastal steps in-
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1. Recurrent issues linked to stepped boundaries

crease in number as they become smaller (Adcroft & Marshall, 1998; Dupont et al., 2003). These

results conflict with the expectation that undesirable effects of artificial indentation of model

coastlines should vanish with resolution high enough to well approximate the target shoreline.

This ’staircase problem’ is troublesome for more realistic geometries as artificial steps are

unavoidable in OGCMs, since isobaths are generally misaligned with the grid. Artificial steps

along isobaths can affect boundary currents but also any horizontal current following f/H con-

tours (f is the Coriolis frequency and H the seafloor depth), ultimately affecting the basin-scale

three-dimensional circulation (Edwards & Pedlosky, 1998). Hence, artificial steps appear to ex-

ert a lateral ’spurious form drag’ despite using free-slip conditions or reducing the size of the

steps.

Spurious mixing within downslope currents

Artificial steps in the topography can also induce strong vertical velocities and spurious convec-

tive mixing, particularly when bottom currents descend along staircase-like slopes. As a result,

there is often an overestimation of mixing in water mass properties during overflows, as high-

lighted by numerous past studies (Legg et al., 2009; Riemenschneider & Legg, 2007; Ilıcak et

al., 2012). This overestimation generally leads to deep water that is excessively warm and fresh

(Winton et al., 1998) or bottom water that is overly warm and salty (Downes et al., 2011). Such

discrepancies between simulated and actual hydrographic properties impact the realism of the

model and carries important consequences for the large-scale circulation (Dickson et al., 2008;

H. Wang et al., 2015). Consequently, inaccuracies in the numerical models used to simulate

these overflows can lead to important consequences for climate predictions. Legg et al. (2009)

emphasize that models lacking precise representation of overflows may incorrectly locate deep-

water formation sites (Kösters et al., 2005), and inaccurately depict the vertical structure of the

Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) and meridional heat transport. As another example,

modelling of the ice shelf-ocean interface with a z-coordinate system shares some similar dif-

ficulties: excessive diapycnal mixing of the light plume occurs around boundary steps (Losch,

2008).

However, numerous studies focusing on idealised and realistic overflows have consistently

concluded that a significant reduction in excessive mixing can be achieved by substantially in-

creasing the spatial resolution. While most of these studies recommend prioritising refinement

in the horizontal direction (Legg et al., 2006; Riemenschneider & Legg, 2007; Legg et al., 2008;

Q. Wang et al., 2008; Colombo et al., 2020), some have also shown that refining the vertical res-

olution or both resolutions (Reckinger et al., 2015; Laanaia et al., 2010) can also have a positive

impact on mitigating spurious mixing. However, Winton et al. (1998) suggest that the optimal

resolution of the topography is achieved when the discrete aspect ratio corresponds to the ac-
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tual slope. Naturally, increasing resolution may not always be feasible nor desirable in realistic

OGCM configurations. Finding suitable ways to reduce spurious mixing in climate models is

crucial.

Thus, although the spurious mixing created by topographic steps along downslope currents

tends to decrease as the steps become smaller, the staircase problem persists. Considering the

diverse behaviours exhibited by staircase-like topographies, it is important to better understand

the physical impact of an isolated step or a collection of steps along a boundary.

Spurious effects of partial bottom cells

The presence of steps in the model topography leads to discontinuities in the depth profile,

which introduce noise at the scale of the grid and distort the mean circulation (Pacanowski

& Gnanadesikan, 1998; Adcroft et al., 1997). Adcroft et al. (1997) show that increasing spatial

resolution can reduce the noise in simulated currents by minimising the jumps in the stepped

profile. However, achieving the recommended resolution that matches the aspect ratio of the

stepped topography to the actual slope is not always feasible in OGCMs.

To better represent the actual topography in z-coordinate, Adcroft et al. (1997) introduced

the ’partial cells’ method, where the bottom surface of the deepest wet cells is modified to align

with the actual seafloor depth (Figure 2, left). This approach departs from the historical ’full

cells’ technique (Bryan & Cox, 1967), which simply masks cells below the target bathymetry. The

truncation of the bottom cells in the ’partial cells’ method enables a more accurate and compu-

tationally efficient representation of the actual slope compared to the ’full cells’ method, lead-

ing to improved simulated currents (Pacanowski & Gnanadesikan, 1998; Adcroft et al., 1997).

Though partial cells do allow a more faithful representation of topography, they cannot elimi-

nate most issues of stepped topography and generate additional spurious effects.

The partial cell approach generates a misalignment of the cell centers at the boundary, and

thereby introduces interpolation errors in the computation of the horizontal pressure gradient.

These errors alter the solution from the beginning of the simulation and can induce signifi-

cant flow in the bottom cells that propagates throughout the water column (Gallus & Klemp,

2000; Pacanowski & Gnanadesikan, 1998; Adcroft et al., 1997). These errors persist even when

increasing spatial resolution but can be significantly reduced by assuming a linear equation of

state for seawater (Pacanowski & Gnanadesikan, 1998). However, such an assumption is not

applicable in climate models where non-linearities in the equation of state play a crucial role

in setting global ocean stratification (Roquet, 2013). Likewise, this aspect is also problematic

when modelling under ice shelf seas, where non-linearities affect the ascending cold plumes

along the shelf (Losch, 2008).
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Hence, stepped topographies have significant implications for the general circulation of

the ocean. Although increasing spatial resolution can address some of the adverse effects of

stepped topographies, the associated computational cost (with its monetary and carbon foot-

print implications) is often deterrent. In this context, we formulate the overarching question:

Are there computationally efficient ways to reduce the adverse effects of stepped topogra-

phies in OGCMs?

2 State of the art

Alternative traditional approaches

There are a number of recent attempts to overcome the problems of staircase topography in

geopotential coordinate models. In order to examine the impact of a stepped representation of

topography on boundary currents, we will discuss various approaches to represent topography

in circulation models. Specifically, we will compare the ’partial cells’ approach (Adcroft et al.,

1997) commonly used in z-coordinate models with the ’shaved cells’ technique (Adcroft et al.,

1997) and the s coordinate or terrain-following approach (Bleck & Smith, 1990; Haidvogel et al.,

1992).

The major drawback of stepped topographies lies in the artificial discontinuities introduced

along both the horizontal and vertical directions, which alter the representation of bottom cur-

rents. An alternative approach, known as the ’shaved cells’ method (Adcroft et al., 1997), ad-

dresses this issue by trimming the bottom wet cells that intersect the slope, resulting in a piece-

wise linear representation of the slopes. This refinement slightly reduces but does not eliminate

the spurious mixing during overflow events (Q. Wang et al., 2008), while significantly reducing

noise in the computed fields (Pacanowski & Gnanadesikan, 1998; Adcroft et al., 1997). This ef-

fect can be attributed to the continuous depth variation across horizontal levels and smoother

bottom currents (left and middle panels in Figure 5). In contrast, the s-coordinate representa-

tion, or terrain-following representation, achieves a continuous representation of the seafloor

by applying a vertical coordinate transformation. This transformation results in bottom cur-

rents that exhibit minimal fluctuations at the grid scale (right panel in Figure 5). The resultant

smooth representation of topography induces a smoother velocity field, which helps reducing

spurious mixing at the bottom.

However, these advantages come at a cost. The use of the ’shaved cells’ method in OGCMs

is often impractical due to the severe constraint it imposes on the time step. The trimming of

bottom cells creates a situation where a cell with a small volume has a large exchange face,

which jeopardises the numerical stability of the model (Adcroft et al., 1997). On the other

hand, terrain-following coordinates are often disregarded for climate applications due to the
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Figure 5: Idealisation of a barotropic flow across a slope (inspired from Adcroft et al. (1997)). The total
transport of the column is unity and assumed to be uniformly distributed across the vertical levels with
a vertical and horizontal grid spacing of unity. The land is masked in grey and the Cartesian grid is in
solid black lines. The real slope (red dotted line connecting the black circles) is defined at T-cells and its
discretisation is shown in z-coordinate with full cells (or equivalently partial cells) at the left and shaved
cells at the middle. The right subplot shows the slope represented with a two-level s-coordinate system.

misalignment of tilted levels with geopotential surfaces which leads to significant errors in the

calculation of the horizontal pressure gradient (HPG) throughout the ocean interior, resulting

in non-physical residual currents (Lemarié et al., 2012). The ’shaved cell’ representation also

suffers from this limitation but only in its bottom levels.

It is commonly recommended that the bottom slope seen by an s-coordinate model does

not exceed a certain factor r , typically around 0.2. r is a proxy for the magnitude of HPG er-

rors; it is defined as ∆H/H , where ∆H and H represent the local grid-scale difference and av-

erage seafloor depth, respectively. The usual strategy is to limit the maximum slope handled by

the coordinate at a given resolution, by smoothing and coarsening the original bathymetry as

needed to maintain r sufficiently small. However, this procedure significantly restricts the use

of a generalized s-coordinate in realistic OGCMs, particularly in regions where solving currents

interacting with steep topographic slopes is crucial, such as in the western boundary current

separation problem (Schoonover et al., 2016). To address this issue, some OGCMs, like the

GFDL model (Adcroft et al., 2019), uses a ’z-on-top-of-s’ coordinate (Madec & Imbard, 1996)

to minimise HPG errors while still representing the bathymetry using a terrain-following ap-

proach. However, the presence of large steps concurs with that of steep slopes, so that this

approach remains imperfect. Are there ways to retrieve the benefits of shaved cells or terrain-

following approaches without the above-mentioned drawbacks?
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Insights on the lateral viscous boundary conditions

Previous studies have pointed out the drawbacks of a poor approximation of the boundary con-

dition on the simulated currents. Verron and Blayo (1996) highlight the negative impact of a

crude implementation of the viscous boundary condition at the boundary. Likewise, Kazantsev

(2015) shows in a configuration similar to AM98 that optimised boundary conditions with a 4D-

Var data assimilation technique compensate the errors induced by the staircase-like approxi-

mation of the coastline. However, their findings are restricted to this idealised configuration

and cannot be generalised to all OGCMs.

Similarly, several studies have observed a deceleration of Kelvin waves propagating along

a staircase-like ’straight’ coastline (Pedersen, 1986; Schwab & Beletsky, 1998; Greenberg et al.,

2007). Griffiths (2013) argued that the retardation effects of an indented coastline could be han-

dled by implementing the right impermeability condition corresponding to the real coastline.

However their findings apply only to traveling Kelvin waves, and it remains unclear how the

long-standing issue of spurious form drag should be addressed in OGCMs.

Improving the resolution of boundary currents

The potential of improving discrete advection schemes to mitigate the spurious effects of stair-

case coastlines has been explored. Cox (1979) initially discussed this issue while studying the

Somali current, noting a slight weakening of the alongshore flow when the mesh was rotated

at a 45° angle from the straight shoreline. This difference was attributed to truncation errors in

the advection schemes. Several investigations in similar configurations as AM98 showed that

the response of the flow to staircase-like coastlines depends on the advection and diffusion

schemes (Dupont et al., 2003). Notably in (Barnier et al., 2006; Le Sommer et al., 2009), advec-

tion schemes like the energy-enstrophy conserving (EEN) scheme (Burridge & Haseler, 1977)

with partial steps have shown promise in enhancing topostrophy and reducing solution noise

at the bottom compared to the simpler enstrophy conserving (ENS) scheme (Sadourny, 1975).

Increasing the spatial resolution has been suggested as a means to resolve geostrophic ed-

dies and the bottom Ekman layer more effectively (Reckinger et al., 2015; Colombo et al., 2020).

However, excessive mixing is observed even in a simple 2D vertical-horizontal plane where ed-

dies and Coriolis effects are absent (Ilıcak et al., 2012), highlighting the interplay of bottom

currents with artificial steps. Determining the optimal resolution is challenging, as viscosity

is often reduced proportionately with the increase in resolution to capture finer scales during

overflows. Studies have demonstrated that increased lateral viscosity can lead to a reduction in

numerical mixing (Riemenschneider & Legg, 2007; Legg et al., 2008; Ilıcak et al., 2012). In fact, it
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is widely recognised that smoother currents at the grid scale result in less mixing in the advec-

tive tracer field. Can a careful choice of the advection formulation in OGCMs reduce adverse

effects of topographic steps?

Other issues arise with the downslope flow of dense waters, which tend to be diluted too fast

into the ambient environment. This dilution phenomenon is particularly prominent in coarse

resolution models with horizontal resolutions on the order of 10-100 km, where water masses

can enter cells that are too wide to effectively conserve their properties, and where large steps

can favour deep convective mixing of overflowing waters (Campin & Goosse, 1999). In fact, this

dilution problem can be mitigated by reducing the size of the cells, as smaller cells and steps

are better able to preserve the density characteristics of the water masses, thereby reducing the

overall dilution of dense waters.

Various bottom boundary layer schemes have been developed to reduce spurious mixing in

z-coordinate models as dense plumes descend the slope (Campin & Goosse, 1999; Beckmann

& Döscher, 1997; Killworth & Edwards, 1999; S. M. Griffies et al., 2000). These parameterisa-

tion methods have proven useful not only to palliate the side effects of stepped topographies

but also for representing non-hydrostatic phenomena occurring during overflows (Legg et al.,

2006; N. Z. a. S. Griffies, 2012; Snow et al., 2015). However, the wide range of available parame-

terisations and their application dependencies make it difficult to determine the most suitable

approach (Snow et al., 2015). The limited testing and comparison of overflow parameterisa-

tions within realistic bathymetry models underscore the need for a deeper understanding of

the source of spurious mixing of stepped topographies.

The deficiencies in the representation of overflows are thought to stem from the stepped

representation of bottom topography in z-coordinate models, which induces artificial mixing

when a gravity current overflows a step (Winton et al., 1998). One approach to address this issue

is to reduce the size of the mesh, resulting in smaller steps and jumps (Colombo et al., 2020).

The use of the ’shaved cells’ approach instead of the traditional ’partial cells’ method allows for

a piecewise linear representation of the slope, similarly to a terrain-following coordinate. How-

ever, studies have shown that the shaved cells representation can mitigate, but not completely

eliminate, the spurious mixing (Q. Wang et al., 2008). This suggests that other factors, in addi-

tion to the presence of topographic steps, play a role spurious mixing within overflows. What

are these factors?

Practical solutions are currently lacking to improve the representation of topography in z-

coordinate OGCMs. As a result, we are interested in exploring a new approach for representing

topography, namely the Brinkman volume penalisation method.
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Toward a new approach: the Brinkman volume penalisation method

The Brinkman volume penalisation (BVP) technique is a powerful method that enables the sim-

ulation of the blocking and viscous effects of a solid body on fluid flow. One of its unique fea-

tures is the replacement of the solid domain with a permeable porous medium. The motion in

the porous region is governed by the Brinkman equation where some permeability (which in-

volves friction) is included to account for the resistance of the porous medium to fluid through-

flow. Caltagirone (1994) shows in the case of very weakly permeable (highly frictional) medium

that the drag and lift exerted by the porous body is the same as if it were solid. In addition,

the complete incompressible Navier-Stokes/Brinkman equations have been shown to be well

posed (Angot, 1999; Angot et al., 1999). Recently, Debreu et al. (2020, 2022) showed the po-

tential of the method to represent topography in ocean models by combining the BVP to an

s coordinate, which allows to capture the steep topographic slopes that would otherwise vio-

late the r factor requirement. Furthermore, Kevlahan et al. (2015) reproduced a similar basin

configuration as AM98 on a hexagonal-triangular C grid and showed that their Brinkman pe-

nalisation method was not sensitive to the orientation of solid boundaries with respect to the

physical shoreline, thereby showing the potential of the BVP method to address the lateral stair-

case problem in ocean circulation models.

The BVP method shares some similarities with immersed-boundary methods (IMB) in the

treatment of the forcing term (e.g., permeability) in the equations (Mittal & Iaccarino, 2005).

The treatment resembles the ’Direct Forcing’ technique, which enforces zero velocities in the

penalised region (to enforce no-slip conditions). Additionally, Bensiali, Chiavassa, and Lian-

drat (2015) demonstrate the versatility of the penalisation method by showing that the BVP can

handle Robin boundary conditions (partial slip) in addition to the traditional Dirichlet (no-slip)

and Neumann (free-slip) conditions. However, the introduction of the penalty parameter called

porosity sets the BVP method apart from other IMB methods, allowing for finer control of the

effective volume of the water column (Mittal & Iaccarino, 2005; Lundquist et al., 2010).

Furthermore, one possibility of the BVP method is the spreading of the penalised region,

whose benefit is often overlooked in previous studies (Debreu et al., 2022, 2020; Kevlahan et al.,

2015; Reckinger et al., 2012). Spreading the interface is often justified to preserve the numerical

stability of the method (Kevlahan et al., 2015; Reckinger et al., 2012) but also encouraged as it

dampens the impacts of topographic steps (Debreu et al., 2022). The numerical stability of the

BVP method will be addressed in this thesis.

In the traditional approach, the no-flow condition of the topography is typically enforced

on the cells adjacent to the boundary. However, the BVP method takes a different approach by

incorporating the blocking effect of the topography within a few cells near the land borders,

using both penalty parameters (i.e. porosity and permeability). This spread interface allows for
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a more distributed topographic constraint on the bottom currents, extending throughout the

penalised region. This could allow to better resolve bottom currents with discrete schemes, and

yield reductions in spurious mixing. This anticipation is a primary motivation for developing

the BVP method in this thesis.

Key questions

These recent results call for clarification of the response of bottom currents to stepped topog-

raphy in OGCMs. Is there a way to elucidate the physical impact of an isolated step or a collec-

tion of steps along a coastline? Can we leverage the advantages of the BVP method to mitigate

adverse effects of stepped topographies? These and earlier questions may be summarised as

follows:

• Are there computationally efficient ways to reduce adverse effects of stepped topogra-

phies in OGCMs?

• Can Brinkman Volume Penalisation reduce the sensitivity of circulation to topographic

steps?

• Is Brinkman Volume Penalisation a viable option in climate-scale ocean models?

The following chapter revisits the well-known staircase problem originally presented by

Adcroft and Marshall (1998) and the isolated step configuration of Deremble et al. (2016) to

unveil numerical promises and pitfalls of lateral boundary representations. Chapter II focuses

on deriving the numerical stability of the Brinkman volume penalisation method and assessing

the impact of the penalty parameters on stability. Subsequently, we investigate in Chapter III

the potential advantages of spreading the penalised interface within an idealised overflow test

case inspired by Ilıcak et al. (2012). In Chapter IV, we explore some uses of the BVP method in

realistic configurations. We discuss the implications arising from a preliminary simulation us-

ing a penalised ORCA1 configuration (Madec & NEMO System Team, 2022). Finally, we provide

a summary of the key findings and offer perspectives for future research (Chapter V).
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CHAPTER

I

Addressing the Lateral Form Drag of

Piecewise Constant Coastlines

Preamble

Using an idealised square basin configuration and various orientations of the numerical mesh,

Adcroft and Marshall (1998) (hereafter AM98) showed that artificial indentation of a shoreline

consistently causes a spurious form drag that slows down coastal currents, despite using a free-

slip condition. Several studies addressed this question by investigating the sensitivity to other

numerical formulations (Adcroft & Marshall, 1998; Dupont et al., 2003; Dupont & Straub, 2004;

Greenberg et al., 2007), which consistently showed a slowdown of currents depending on the

number of steps. However, these studies also indicated that the staircase issue may persist

even at higher resolutions, because coastal steps increase in number as they become smaller

(Adcroft & Marshall, 1998; Dupont et al., 2003). It remains unclear how the long-standing issue

of spurious form drag should be addressed in OGCMs.

Realistic representation of boundary currents along a staircase-like coastline is challenging

because coastal steps may have spurious as well as real effects on the flow. We know the ex-

pected effect of an isolated step: when a current passes near a step, filaments of opposite vor-

ticity are generated at the tip, inducing a current retroflection (Deremble et al., 2016). Hence, it

remains unclear whether grid-scale indentation of the boundary contributes to realistic dissi-

pation and retroflection of boundary currents, resulting in an apparent roughness of the topo-

graphic contour, or whether it should really mimic a smooth boundary.

Following the work of Kevlahan et al. (2015), our initial intention was to apply the Brinkman

Volume Penalisation method to address the ’staircase problem’ in Cartesian grids. The concept

seemed promising, as it involved controlling the roughness of the coastline by adjusting the per-

meability parameter of the porous medium and thereby regulating the ’form drag’ exerted on

the flow. However, we find that when smoothing the coastline using penalisation, a steering ef-

fect similar to an actual topographic slope is introduced, altering the nature of the problem (see

Chapter IV). Consequently, it appears that using penalisation to address the ’staircase problem’

is not an appropriate solution.
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One strategy could be to avoid the generation of artificial indentations along the shoreline

by implementing lateral shaved cells (Adcroft et al., 1997). For a mesh oriented at 45°, a straight

coastline coincides with the F nodes of the C-grid, and the volume of the intersecting cells

should be precisely halved. This representation is made possible with the Brinkman Volume

Penalisation method by making half cells porous. In this case, porosity impacts only the vol-

ume of the cell while the face porosity at the velocity nodes U and V are unchanged, thereby

avoiding the generation of topographic waves, as shown in Chapter IV. Considering half cells

requires dividing the reference time step by a factor of two and leads to modification of the ki-

netic energy gradient for consistency with the continuity equation, as explained by Marchand

(2014). However, simulated solutions on a 45° turned mesh are not modified with this treat-

ment of the coastline (not shown), echoing the study of Marchand (2014). These exploratory

results gradually led us to confront the subtleties associated with the ’staircase problem’, which

ultimately led to the publication of the subsequent paper.
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1. Introduction
Drawing the separation between land and ocean grid cells is a pre-requisite to building any ocean model config-
uration. This task requires non-trivial coarse-graining of the target (observed or idealized) bathymetry. Consider 
the example of the coastline in an ocean general circulation model (OGCM) with a structured numerical mesh 
(Figure 1). The real coastline typically needs to be approximated by a piecewise constant boundary. This approxi-
mation involves the removal of sub-grid-scale features of the real coast, the sharpening of real bends into corners, 
and the creation of artificial steps due to misalignment between the real coastline and the numerical mesh 
(Figure 1). This transformation of the real coastline carries important consequences for the simulated boundary 
currents, and therefore for the simulated large-scale circulation (Ezer, 2016). These consequences depend not 
only on the design of the model coastline, but also on other numerical choices such as lateral boundary conditions 
(Adcroft & Marshall, 1998; Dengg, 1993; Shchepetkin & O’Brien, 1996). Little guidance currently exists to 
make the most appropriate numerical choices for the chosen application, and it is often unclear to what extent  the 
model boundary behaves as the originally intended coastline or isobath.

Abstract Coastlines in most ocean general circulation models are piecewise constant. Accurate 
representation of boundary currents along staircase-like coastlines is a long-standing issue in ocean modeling. 
Pioneering work by Adcroft and Marshall (1998, https://doi.org/10.3402/tellusa.v50i1.14514) revealed that 
artificial indentation of model coastlines, obtained by rotating the numerical mesh within an idealized square 
basin, generates a spurious form drag that slows down the circulation. Here, we revisit this problem and show 
how this spurious drag may be eliminated. First, we find that physical convergence to spatial resolution (i.e., 
the main characteristics of the flow are insensitive to the increase of the mesh resolution) allows simulations to 
become independent of the mesh orientation. An advection scheme with a wider stencil also reduces sensitivity 
to mesh orientation from coarser resolution. Second, we show that indented coastlines behave as straight and 
slippery shores when a true mirror boundary condition on the flow is imposed. This finding applies to both 
symmetric and rotational-divergence formulations of the stress tensor, and to both flux and vector-invariant 
forms of the equations. Finally, we demonstrate that the detachment of a vortex flowing past an outgoing corner 
of the coastline is missed with a free-slip (zero vorticity) condition at the corner. These results provide guidance 
for a better numerical treatment of coastlines (and isobaths) in ocean general circulation models.

Plain Language Summary Most ocean general circulation models represent coastlines as piecewise 
constant, which does not accurately reflect the true boundary. This approximation is necessitated by the size 
and square shape of model grid cells, together with finite computational resources, making it difficult to finely 
represent the boundary. A long-standing issue in ocean modeling is accurately representing boundary currents 
along these staircase-like coastlines. In particular, Adcroft and Marshall (1998, https://doi.org/10.3402/tellusa.
v50i1.14514) discovered that artificial indentation of the model coastlines generates a “spurious form drag” 
that slows down the circulation. Our study revisits this long-standing issue and shows how this spurious drag 
may be eliminated. First, we demonstrate that having a sufficiently fine spatial resolution to resolve the physical 
processes allows the model to be insensitive to coastal indentation. We also show that indented coastlines 
become slippery, as if they were smooth and straight shores, when a true mirror boundary condition on the flow 
is imposed. Finally, we show how to faithfully simulate the retroflection of a current past a cape. In summary, 
these results provide guidance for a better numerical representation of marine land-forms in numerical ocean 
models.
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The choice of lateral boundary condition remains a thorny issue in this 
regard. It is clear that the “no-slip” condition is the physically founded 
condition when representing interactions of a fluid with solid boundaries 
(Richardson, 1973). However it is far from obvious how this fundamental 
constraint should be translated in OGCMs (Deremble et  al., 2011), whose 
typical spatial resolution (order 10–100 km in the horizontal) does not permit 
to resolve the viscous boundary layer. In fact, the small aspect ratio of the 
ocean implies that the viscous boundary layer sees a gently sloping seafloor 
rather than vertical sidewalls, suggesting that the lateral boundary condition 
is a numerical requirement lacking physical underpinning. For example, in 
z-coordinate OGCMs, the sloping seafloor is numerically transformed into 
a staircase boundary that alternates flat bottom and vertical walls. In this 
case, combined use of a bottom drag and a no-slip condition at the side-
wall may potentially overestimate the frictional boundary effects. In practice, 
slippery or mixed lateral boundary conditions, such as “free-slip” or “partial 
slip,” are often preferred in coarse OGCMs (Penduff et al., 2007). Deremble 
et al. (2011) provide some theoretical support for this approach by showing 
that a free-slip condition yields better agreement with classical turbulence 
theory than does a no-slip condition. However, they also caution that lateral 
viscous conditions do not capture all the unresolved physics of the turbulent 
boundary layer. In general it is not known how to best define boundary condi-
tions along the staircase-like frontiers of OGCMs.

The problem of defining suitable boundary conditions is made even more 
complex by the (unintended) impacts on the simulated circulation of artificial 
steps in the lateral boundary. Using an idealized square basin configuration 
and various orientations of the numerical mesh, Adcroft and Marshall (1998) 
(hereafter AM98) first pointed out that artificial indentation of a shoreline 
systematically causes a spurious form drag that slows down the coastal 
flow. AM98 showed that this drag depends on the numerical formulation of 
diffusive stresses but always exists, including when a “free slip” boundary 
condition is implemented. Subsequent investigations within similar config-
urations showed that the response of the flow to staircase-like coastlines 
depends on the advection and diffusion schemes (Dupont et al., 2003). These 
studies also suggested that the spurious drag may persist at higher resolution 
because coastal steps increase in number as they become smaller (Adcroft & 
Marshall, 1998; Dupont et al., 2003). Griffiths (2013) argued that the adverse 

effects of an indented coastline could be handled by implementing the right impermeability condition corre-
sponding to the real coastline. However their findings apply only to traveling Kelvin waves, and it remains unclear 
how the long-standing issue of spurious form drag should be addressed in OGCMs.

The response to an isolated, large-scale bend in the coastline also deserves attention because real swerves of the 
shoreline can have pronounced impacts on boundary currents (Magaldi et al., 2008; Warner & MacCready, 2009), 
and because such swerves may be sharpened in their discrete model representation. Deremble et al. (2016) showed 
that an outgoing corner in the coastline induces retroflection of a coastal stream. Their findings echo those of 
Dupont and Straub (2004), who varied the curvature of a wavy wall configuration and found that opposite vortic-
ity filaments were created at the coastal tips and caused detachment of the flow. In both studies, only some 
numerical formulations enable to capture the expected physical behavior. The reasons for this strong sensitivity 
to numerical formulations are not fully elucidated.

Here, we address these questions using idealized model configurations. We first reproduce the configuration 
of AM98 (Section 2) and demonstrate that the circulation is insensitive to the mesh orientation—and related 
coastline indentation—provided that the model is physically converged to spatial resolution (Section 3). Next, we 
expose how a true mirror boundary condition on the flow renders the indented coastline as slippery as a straight, 
free-slip frontier (Section 4). The numerical representation of an isolated, large-scale step in the coastline is 

Figure 1. Schematic illustrating the coarse-graining of a coastline on a 
structured mesh. The real coastline (thin brown line) presents an infinite 
number of details that are too small, relative to the size of grid cells (thin 
black), to be represented by the numerical model. It must be averaged over at 
least two grid points to avoid noise generation, resulting in a smooth coastline 
(red curve). Then the land mask (gray cells) is defined from the projection 
of the smooth coastline onto the grid, creating artificial abrupt changes in 
coastline direction.
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investigated in Section 5 using the configuration of Deremble et al. (2016). 
We summarize our findings and recommendations in Section 6.

2. Methods
2.1. Configuration

We consider the same problem as AM98: a shallow water model with reduced 
gravity is solved in a square basin of size L = 2,000 km. An anticyclonic wind 
stress τ = (−τ0 cos(πy/L), 0) is forcing the active layer. The coordinate system 
(x, y) has its origin in the lower left corner of the square basin. Equations in 
vector invariant form read

𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡ℎ + div (ℎ𝐮𝐮) = 0 (1)

𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡𝐮𝐮 +

(

𝑓𝑓 + 𝜁𝜁

ℎ

)

𝐤𝐤 × ℎ𝐮𝐮 + ∇
1

2
(𝐮𝐮.𝐮𝐮) = −𝑔𝑔′∇ℎ − 𝑟𝑟𝐮𝐮 + 𝐃𝐃𝜈𝜈 +

𝝉𝝉

𝜌𝜌0ℎ
, (2)

where h is the active layer thickness, u  =  (u, v) represents the horizontal 
velocity vector, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 = 𝐤𝐤. (∇ × 𝐮𝐮) the relative vorticity, k the vertical unit vector, 
f the Coriolis parameter, g′ the reduced gravity, r the friction coefficient, Dν 
the diffusion term and ρ0 the density.

Two formulations of the diffusion term (Dν where ν is the lateral viscosity) are considered, that will lead to 
different discretisations: the rotational-divergence (hereafter called “rot-div”) form (Madec et al., 1991) and the 
symmetric form (Griffies & Hallberg, 2000). The rot-div form is calculated as 𝐴𝐴 ∇(𝜈𝜈𝜈𝜈) −

1

ℎ
∇ × (𝜈𝜈ℎ𝜈𝜈 ) where trans-

port divergence χ is defined as 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 =
1

ℎ
(𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥(ℎ𝑢𝑢) + 𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦(ℎ𝑣𝑣)) . The symmetric form is expressed instead as 𝐴𝐴

1

ℎ
∇ ⋅ (𝜈𝜈ℎ𝜈𝜈𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠) 

(Gent, 1993) where

���� =
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

�� ��

�� −��

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

,
�� = ��� − ���,

�� = ��� + ���.
 (3)

A viscous boundary condition (see Section 2.3) is applied at the wall of the basin by enforcing the values of χ and 
ζ in the “rot-div” form and DS and DT in the symmetric form. In the discrete form, the same viscous boundary 
condition can thus be written differently depending on the formulation of Dν.

We will also perform simulations using the flux form of the shallow water equations. In this case, Equation 2 
rewrites as

𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡(ℎ𝐮𝐮) + ∇ ⋅ (ℎ𝐮𝐮⊗ 𝐮𝐮) + 𝑓𝑓 (𝐤𝐤 × ℎ𝐮𝐮) = −𝑔𝑔′
ℎ∇ℎ − 𝑟𝑟ℎ𝐮𝐮 + ℎ𝐃𝐃𝜈𝜈 +

𝝉𝝉

𝜌𝜌0
. (4)

2.2. Numerical Discretization

We use for the numerical simulations the shallow water option (SWE) introduced in the version 4.2 of the NEMO 
general circulation model (Madec & NEMO System Team, 2022). The initial state is at rest with h0 = 500 m the 
uniform thickness of the active layer. Experiments are integrated over 25 years to achieve a steady state on h. All 
the simulations presented here use the Leap Frog Robert-Asselin time-stepping scheme (Leclair & Madec, 2009). 
In contrast, AM98 used the third order Adams-Bashforth (III) scheme. We do not expect the spurious form drag 
to be sensitive to the order of accuracy of the time-stepping scheme. We performed sensitivity tests with the third 
order Runge-Kutta method and found no noticeable differences in the equilibrium solutions (not shown).

Following AM98, we employ a Cartesian mesh with uniform resolution. Spatial resolution will be varied from 
1/4° to 1/48°. In the reference case, the mesh is aligned with the edges of the square basin, so that the model 
coastlines are perfectly straight (Figure 2, left). In the rotated cases, the mesh is oriented at some angle (up to 
45°) with respect to the physical coastline, so that steps punctuate the model coastlines (Figure 2, right). Hence, 

Figure 2. Effects of rotating the numerical mesh within an idealized square 
basin. The mesh is represented by the black lines. Land is shaded in gray, the 
oceanic domain in white. The red thick line represents the physical coastline. 
On the left, the grid is aligned with the basin. On the right, the mesh is rotated 
so that artificial steps appear in the model shoreline. This figure is adapted 
from AM98.
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the comparison of aligned and misaligned cases allows us to assess potential drag effects of artificial coastal 
indentation. Both physics (e.g., wind stress, Coriolis parameter) and grid-cell size are kept unchanged when the 
mesh turns in relation to the physical basin, so that only the shape of the model coastline changes. Physical and 
numerical parameters are similar to AM98 and listed in Appendix A.

All the simulations solved in vector-invariant form and shown in this study use the potential-enstrophy conserving 
vorticity scheme (called ENS) (Sadourny, 1975), except in Section 4.4 where we tested the scheme (called EEN) 
developed by Sadourny which conserves kinetic energy and—provided there is no divergence in the flow—
potential enstrophy (Burridge & Haseler, 1977). Tests showed that solutions using the kinetic energy conserving 
advection scheme (called ENE) (Sadourny, 1975) behave very similarly to the ones shown here with the ENS 
scheme. Note that AM98 used the “vorticity” scheme given by Bleck and Boudra (1986), which is similar to ENS 
except for the presence of the vertical scale factor h at the numerator and denominator in ENS (as required to 
effectively conserve a discrete expression of potential enstrophy, Sadourny, 1975). Additional tests showed that 
“vorticity” and ENS schemes yield solutions that are slightly different but behave similarly in the presence of 
staircase-like coastlines. The expression of the various discretization schemes is given in Appendix B.

This configuration assumes an idealistic topography made of vertical walls and a flat bottom. However, the 
effective topography can be distorted by the traditional estimation of the thickness h at U, V, and F boundary 
nodes. In the open ocean on a C-grid, h is naturally defined at the center of each cell and calculated as a two-point 
(or four-point) average at velocity (or vorticity) nodes, for discrete conservation of properties. At the boundary, 
using the same definition and averaging with masked h can be equivalent to imposing sub-grid-scale topography, 
and can reinforce topostrophy. Tests under ENS, ENE, and EEN advection schemes showed that simulations are 
sensitive to the treatment of h at the boundary (not shown), especially with EEN. We chose to calculate boundary 
h as the masked average of the surrounding masked heights, in order to actually represent vertical walls.

2.3. Boundary Condition

The system of Equations 1 and 2 or Equations 1–4 requires two horizontal boundary conditions to be well posed. 
The standard conditions on a solid wall consist of the impermeability condition u.n = 0, with n the coast-normal unit 
vector, and of a slipperiness condition that is a simplified representation of the effects of a viscous boundary layer.

AM98 considered two types of slipperiness condition (hereafter called viscous boundary condition): no-slip 
and free-slip. No-slip requires the tangential speed to be zero at the boundary which is u.t  =  0, with t the 
coast-tangential unit vector. Combined with the impermeability condition (u.n = 0), no-slip thus entails u = 0 
at the border. By contrast, free-slip is the absence of shearing and hence dissipation at the coast. It is defined as 
the absence of coast-normal shear at the border ∂u/∂n = 0 and can be interpreted as a mirror condition across the 
border, where virtual flow within land mirrors the oceanic flow.

It is possible to deduce from the viscous boundary condition the value of the vorticity at the boundary. In their 
Section 2, Verron and Blayo (1996) write the vorticity ζc at an impermeable boundary regular enough to define 
in the local frame the vectors (n, t), where n is directed outward the basin:

𝜁𝜁𝑐𝑐 =

(

𝜅𝜅𝐮𝐮 −
𝜕𝜕𝐮𝐮

𝜕𝜕𝐧𝐧

)

.𝐭𝐭, (5)

with κ the local curvature of the coastline (note that u is a vector and ∂u/∂n = ∇u ⋅n with ∇u the 2 × 2 Jacobian 
matrix of u). When the coastline is straight (κ tends to 0), the free-slip boundary condition reduces to ζc = 0, while 
the no-slip boundary condition computes ζc = −(∂u/∂n).t using u.t = 0. When dealing with a numerical model, 
depending on the numerical grid and discretization schemes, the evaluation of a quantity on a grid-point near the 
boundary may require the use of another quantity at the boundary. It is for instance the case of ζc in the non-linear 
term in Equation 2, and the case of the rot-div formulation of the diffusive term. The boundary conditions there-
fore provide this information.

3. The Need for Physical Convergence
3.1. Influence of Resolution

The numerical parameters chosen by AM98 are those of an eddy-permitting OGCM: horizontal resolution is 1/4°, 
corresponding to a grid spacing Δx = Δy = 25 km. At this resolution, neither the internal radius of deformation 
R nor the boundary layers are properly resolved throughout the basin (Hallberg, 2013). Indeed, in the initial state, 
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the deformation radius is about 35 km at the northern boundary, so that Δx ∼ R. It is therefore expected that 
increasing spatial resolution while keeping the same values for physical parameters (i.e., viscosity ν and friction 
r) will give solutions that differ from the reference solution of AM98.

Figure 3 shows the steady solution using the vector-invariant form of equations with the ENS advection scheme, 
the rot-div stress tensor and the free-slip boundary condition. From top to bottom, spatial resolution increases 
successively from 1/4° to 1/8°, 1/16° and 1/32°. The mesh is either aligned with the coastline (left column) or 
rotated by 45° (right column). The 45° angle creates an artificially indented coastline, as illustrated in Figure 2. 
Shading and isolines depict the layer thickness h. In all cases, we obtain an anticyclonic (clockwise) circulation 
composed of two connected cells: a relatively weak Sverdrup interior intensified at the western boundary in the 
southern 1,500 km of the domain, and an inertial recirculation sub-gyre confined to the northernmost 500 km. 
We find that some high resolution simulations vacillate in the eastern part of the recirculation cell; that is, the 
simulated flow displays an oscillatory behavior in this region over a timescale of about 18 months. Such vacilla-
tion is thought to occur in a very restrained parameter range (Holland & Haidvogel, 1981). To ensure consistent 
comparisons, all shown free-slip solutions are averaged over the final 5 years.

Panels (a) and (b), corresponding to a resolution of 1/4°, reproduce the results of AM98. At this resolution, the 
inertial recirculation cell extends all the way to the eastern boundary when the mesh is aligned with the physical 
coastline, whereas it occupies only the western half of the basin when the mesh is rotated by 45°. Hence, the 
free-slip circulation seems to dwindle as the mesh turns. However, the latter statement is no longer true with a 
fine spatial resolution. At 1/32°, the two solutions are virtually identical (Figures 3g and 3h). As apparent in the 
evolution of the shape and maximum of the northern recirculation, both aligned (Figures 3a, 3c, 3e, and 3g) and 
turned (Figures 3b, 3d, 3f, and 3h) solutions appear to tend toward the same state. Besides, solutions at 1/16° look 
very similar to the ones obtained at 1/32° meaning that the solutions are physically converged from 1/16° (i.e., the 
main characteristics of the flow are almost insensitive to the increase of the mesh resolution).

The inertial recirculation sub-gyre is the most sensitive feature to resolution and mesh orientation. Hence, we 
choose to quantify the model sensitivity to the rotation and resolution of the grid using two diagnostics: the zonal 
extension of the inertial cell, and its overall intensity (calculated as the maximum of the active layer thickness 
within this cell). Figure 4 compares these diagnostics at different orientations of the mesh as a function of reso-
lution. The extension (Figure 4a) and intensity (Figure 4b) of the rotated (dark blue dotted line) and aligned (red 
dotted line) solutions are very similar at 1/16° and continue to get closer at the finest resolutions. Both character-
istics rapidly tend toward those of the 1/48° solution.

Figures 3 and 4 thus demonstrate that (a) the reference aligned solution should be the one obtained at 1/16° 
resolution (Figure 3e - now taken as the reference) instead of 1/4° (Figure 3a); and (b) the simulated circulation 
is insensitive to staircase-like coastlines provided that the model is physically converged to spatial resolution.

3.2. Preserving 1/4° Staircase Steps

When increasing spatial resolution, the size of the coastal steps decreases as their number increases along the 
coastline. Is the insensitivity to mesh orientation at high resolution due to the smaller step size? To answer this 
question, we performed 1/16° simulations with exaggerated coastal indentation (identical to its shape at 1/4° reso-
lution). In this way, we maintain the broken aspect of the shoreline unchanged while reducing the grid spacing. 
We find that the final free-slip solution (Figure 5a) is insensitive to the larger steps: it is almost identical to the 
reference aligned solution (Figure 3e). Hence, physical convergence allows the simulated circulation to be insen-
sitive to mesh orientation and coastal indentation, irrespective of the size of coastal indents.

3.3. Condition for Physical Convergence

The zonal development of the northern recirculation cell results from a non-linear interaction between the 
sub-gyre and its mirror recirculation induced by the free-slip boundary condition (e.g., Figure 1 of Cessi (1991)). 
The northern region is also where the deformation radius is the smallest. This radius is about 35 km at the north-
ern boundary in the initial state and it decreases over time because the westerly wind stress causes upwelling 
along the northern coast (thus shrinking h). Therefore, the deformation radius near the northern boundary is 
never properly resolved on a 1/4° mesh. To assess whether resolution of the deformation radius along the northern 
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Figure 3. Free-slip solutions solved in vector-invariant form under ENS using the rot-div stress tensor. Shading and isolines 
(in black) depict the active layer thickness h (isoline 500 m is thickened). x and y main ticks are 500 km apart. In the left 
column (a, c, e, g), the mesh is aligned with the borders of the basin. In the right column (b, d, f, h), the mesh is turned at 45° 
relative to the borders, as illustrated in the bottom-right zooms. The spatial resolution increases from top to bottom: (a, b) 
1/4°, (c, d) 1/8°, (e, f) 1/16° and (g, h) 1/32°.
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frontier is key to obtain physical convergence, we performed experiments where the aligned, 1/4° mesh is refined 
in a narrow northern band. Specifically, we reduce the meridional grid spacing from 1/4° 300 km offshore to 
1/16° at the northernmost grid cells.

Figure 5b shows that refining the meridional grid spacing near the northern boundary contracts the inertial recir-
culation sub-gyre (compare with Figure 3a). Local grid refinement thus suffices to bring this recirculation cell 
closer to the physically converged solution (Figure 3e) than to the initial 1/4° solution (Figure 3a). Analogous 
sensitivity tests with local mesh refinement close to the western, southern or eastern coast showed very little 
impact on the solution (not shown). Resolving the northern deformation radius, hence the mirror interaction at 

the north boundary, appears to be the key ingredient for physical conver-
gence. We infer that a minimum of four grid points per deformation radius 
is necessary.

3.4. No-Slip Boundary Condition

All experiments up to here have been conducted using the free-slip bound-
ary condition. The no-slip boundary condition may be expected to generate 
weaker circulation cells and weaker sensitivity to mesh orientation (AM98). 
Figure 6 shows no-slip solutions using aligned (left) and 45°-rotated (right) 
meshes, at 1/4° (top) and 1/16° (bottom) resolution. Under no-slip, there is 
no large recirculation cell in the northern part of the domain and the zonal 
transport is two times weaker there. Instead, no-slip solutions converge in 
time toward an oscillating small gyre nestled in the north-west corner. At 
1/4° resolution, a 45° rotation of the mesh causes the small gyre to shift 
south by about 200 km (Figures 6a and 6b). At 1/16° resolution, this sensi-
tivity vanishes (Figures 6c and 6d). Hence, insensitivity to mesh orientation 
is again achieved provided that spatial resolution is sufficiently fine. The 
same conclusion holds when no-slip is applied in the symmetric stress tensor 
formulation (not shown).

Figure 4. Extension and intensity of the free-slip solutions solved in vector-invariant form using the rot-div stress tensor. 
The extension of the inertial recirculation cell (a) is the zonal length (in km) measured between the two most distant points 
on the 500 m isoline of upper-layer h. Its intensity (b) is the maximum (in m) of the active layer thickness h. Both quantities 
are plotted as a function of mesh resolution, and are shown as a difference relative to values from the finest aligned solution 
(1/48°) resolved under ENS (these values are 1,311 km and 794 m). Dotted lines (solid lines) depict solutions solved under 
ENS (EEN) scheme. The sequence of colors (red, orange, light blue and dark blue) marks the orientation of the mesh 
(aligned, 10°, 30°, and 45°, respectively).

Figure 5. Free-slip solution solved in vector-invariant form under ENS using 
the rot-div stress tensor. Shading and isolines (in black) depict the active layer 
thickness h (isoline 500 m is thickened). x and y main ticks are 500 km apart. 
(a) The mesh is oriented at 45° and the spatial resolution 1/16° but coastal 
steps remain of size corresponding to 1/4° resolution. (b) The mesh is aligned 
and uniformly at 1/4° except within 300 km of the north coast where the 
meridional spatial resolution is refined from 1/4° to 1/16° (as illustrated in the 
right-end panel).
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4. True Mirror Boundary Condition Achieves Slipperiness
4.1. Symmetric Stress Tensor

A major caveat pointed out in AM98 is the extreme sensitivity to mesh orientation of free-slip solutions that 
resort to the symmetric viscous stress tensor. Figure 7 shows solutions using the free-slip boundary condition 
and the symmetric stress tensor. When the mesh is aligned with the physical coastline (Figures 7a and 7d), the 
model behavior is qualitatively similar to what was obtained using the rot-div stress tensor (Figures 3a and 3e). 
However, when the mesh is rotated by 45° (Figures 7b and 7e), both coarse and fine solutions change starkly and 
resemble no-slip solutions (Figure 6) as pointed out in AM98. Hence, the free-slip boundary condition combined 
with the symmetric stress tensor appears to act as no-slip when the mesh is oriented at 45°, which suggests that 
its implementation is not suitable. We next examine how to recover a true free-slip condition on the 45°-turned 
mesh using the symmetric tensor.

When the mesh is not aligned with the physical coastline, the original straight boundaries become broken or 
indented in the model. To faithfully represent boundary flows, boundary conditions should be written with respect 
to the original, physical land-ocean frontier. For example, at 45°, the physical shoreline goes through T and F 
nodes (Figure 8). A free-slip condition is a mirror condition at the coast (e.g., Shchepetkin & O’Brien, 1996). 
Therefore, we should set virtual flows on “ghost nodes' (AM98), within land grid cells, that are symmetric to the 
ocean flows with respect to the physical shoreline. These virtual velocities are only used to evaluate the lateral 
friction term along the border. The example of a western coastline is illustrated in Figure 8. In this case, the mirror 
condition writes

�̃�𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖+1 = 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖+1𝑖𝑖𝑖 (6)

�̃�𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖 (7)

where the tilde is used to denote inland virtual velocities. It is the same condition as proposed by Griffiths (2013) 
in the context of Kelvin waves. Both anti-diagonal (DS or ζ) and diagonal (DT or χ) rates of deformation, defined 

Figure 6. No-slip solutions solved in vector-invariant form under ENS with the rot-div stress tensor. Shading and isolines (in 
black) depict the active layer thickness h (isoline 500 m is thickened). x and y main ticks are 500 km apart. In the left column, 
the mesh is aligned with the physical coastline. In the right column, the mesh is 45°-turned. Spatial resolution is 1/4° in the 
top row and 1/16° in the bottom row. Because the final state steadily oscillates over periods of roughly 5 months (linked to the 
generation of Rossby waves), the shown solution is extracted by averaging over the last 10 years of the simulation.
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at vorticity and tracer points respectively, are then deduced from this mirror condition. In particular, for a uniform 
grid spacing Δx (=Δy), we have

(𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆 )𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =
1

Δ𝑦𝑦
(�̃�𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖+1 − 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) +

1

Δ𝑥𝑥
(𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖+1𝑖𝑖𝑖 − �̃�𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) =

2

Δ𝑥𝑥
(𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖+1𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖). (8)

Hence, DS is not zero at the tips of the coastal steps, but instead doubled 
compared to the value obtained with zero virtual inland velocities. This 
is contrary to the traditional implementation of free-slip in the symmetric 
tensor, which sets DS = 0 at the boundary. DS = 0 is the correct condition 
when the numerical and physical shorelines perfectly coincide but fails when 
they are misaligned. Note that zero vorticity condition is ensured at the 
boundary F nodes with the mirror condition (Equations 6 and 7).

The no-slip condition can be defined following the same rationale, by setting 
inland virtual velocities as the opposite to their oceanic mirrors:

�̃�𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖+1 = −𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖+1𝑖𝑖𝑖 (9)

�̃�𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = −𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 . (10)

The proposed free-slip and no-slip conditions for a 45°-turned mesh and 
either stress tensor are summarized in Table 1. Their implementation consists 
in multiplying the factors defined in Table 1 with the rates of deformation 
estimated in the trivial case of zero (masked) velocities at the boundary and 
inland. Note that we could have considered that the physical shoreline goes 
through (U, V) nodes, as AM98, instead of (T, F) nodes. In this case, the 
mirror condition requires a slightly more complex interpolation of the virtual 
velocities.

We implemented the proposed free-slip condition in the symmetric stress 
tensor and assessed the impact on the equilibrium solution with a 45°-turned 
mesh (Figures  7c and  7f). In contrast to previous results which relied on 

Figure 7. Free-slip solutions solved in vector-invariant form under ENS using the symmetric stress tensor. Shading and 
isolines (in black) depict the active layer thickness h (isoline 500 m is thickened). x and y main ticks are 500 km apart. 
Spatial resolution is 1/4° in the top row and 1/16° in the bottom row. In the left column, the mesh is aligned with the 
physical coastline. In the middle and right columns, the mesh is 45°-turned. The first two columns use the traditional 
free-slip implementation in the symmetric tensor (DS = 0), whereas the third column uses the mirror condition proposed in 
Equations 6 and 7.

Figure 8. Schematic presenting a mirror condition on the western coastline. 
Land grid cells are located west of the black hatching. The original, physical 
coastline, goes through the diagonals of the cells and is drawn in solid black. 
Red circles locate velocity points, black disks locate vorticity points (F nodes) 
and black crosses height points (T nodes), as is standard for a C-grid. Red 
squares mark boundary nodes or “ghost nodes” where virtual velocities are 
defined. Example oceanic velocities are shown by red arrows, mirrored by the 
virtual velocities shown with gray arrows.
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the standard free-slip boundary condition (Figures 7b and 7e), a true free-
slip circulation is simulated with a northern recirculation cell that extends 
roughly to the middle of the basin. The solutions in Figures 7c and 7f are 
very similar to those previously obtained with the rot-div tensor (Figures 3b 
and 3f). Our simulations thus confirm that the traditional way of applying 
free-slip in the symmetric tensor (DS = 0) is not suitable when the mesh is 
misaligned with the coastline.

We stress that setting only DS at the tips of steps is insufficient to obtain a 
true free-slip solution (not shown). Boundary conditions on both DS and DT 
are necessary to make the indented coastline slippery using the symmetric 
tensor. In contrast, canceling only ζ in the rot-div tensor proved to be enough 
to achieve slipperiness; doubling χ only brought minor changes. Since the 
condition ζ  =  0 at the coast was already implemented in the experiments 
described in Section 3, a correct free-slip behavior was simulated.

4.2. Flux-Form Equations

All numerical experiments documented above were solved in vector-invariant form (Equation 2). How slippery 
are staircase-like coastlines in a model solved in flux form (Equation 4)? Figure 9 shows the steady flux-form 
solutions on aligned (Figures 9a and 9d) and 45°-turned (Figures 9b, 9c, 9e, and 9f) meshes at 1/4° (top row) and 
1/16° (bottom row) resolution, using the rot-div stress tensor. Figures 9a and 9d reveals the same contraction of 
the northern recirculation cell with increasing resolution as found previously (Figures 3a and 3e) on the aligned 
mesh. However, when the mesh is turned and the coastline becomes indented, solutions become akin to no-slip: a 
small gyre is nestled in the northwest corner in an oscillatory steady state (Figures 9b and 9e).

By construction, there is no viscous boundary condition applied in flux-form advection, only the impermeability 
condition holds. The viscous boundary condition is free-slip and implemented in the rot-div stress tensor. Under 
such parameters, a coastal step tends to generate filaments of opposite vorticity that cause the coastal current to 
retroflect (Deremble et al., 2016; see also Section 5). Therefore, solutions solved in flux-form are expected to be 
sensitive to the presence of steps, as retroflection dynamics hinder along-boundary flow.

To remedy this sensitivity to mesh orientation, we implemented the same mirror condition (Equations 6 and 7) 
but in the advective trend, by enforcing velocities at the coast to satisfy this condition. The result is shown in 

Table 1 
Proposed Viscous Boundary Conditions for a Uniform and 45°-Turned 
Mesh

Free-slip No-slip

σζ,D ζ × 0 ζ × 2

χ × 2 χ × 0

σsym DS × 2 DS × 0

DT × 0 DT × 2

Note. The table gives the modifications of quantities used in either tensor to be 
implemented at the coast, relative to the trivial case of zero virtual velocities. 
The top row describes quantities of the rot-div tensor while the bottom row 
describes quantities of the symmetric tensor, as defined in Section 2.1.

Figure 9. Free-slip solutions solved in flux form using the rot-div stress tensor. Shading and isolines (in black) depict the 
active layer thickness h (isoline 500 m is thickened). x and y main ticks are 500 km apart. Spatial resolution is 1/4° (top row) 
and 1/16° (lower row). In the first column (a, d), the mesh is aligned so the coastline is straight. Second and third columns (b, 
c, e, f) have the mesh rotated at 45°. In the third column, a mirror condition is enforced in the advective trend.
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Figures 9c and 9f for the 45°-turned mesh. We obtain a sizable inertial recirculation cell in the northern part of 
the basin, with zonal extensions close to the previous solutions (Figures 3b, 3d, 3f, and 3h and Figures 7c and 7f). 
Hence, enforcing the free-slip condition in both the diffusive and advective terms makes staircase-like coastlines 
slippery, including with flux-form equations.

4.3. Intermediate Angles

At 1/4° resolution, the fully indented coastline (Figure  3b) leads to a solution closer to the converged solution 
(Figures 3e–3h) than does the straight coastline (Figure 3a). At intermediate orientations of the mesh (strictly between 
0° and 45°), the coastline counts fewer outgoing angles than at 45°, and a solution midway between the aligned and 
45°-turned cases might be expected. In reality, intermediate angles generate solutions that depart much more from 
the converged solution (Figure 10). Figure 10 uses the exact same numerical choices as Figure 3 except for the mesh 
orientation, which is either 10° (left column) or 30° (right column). At these orientations, the inertial recirculation 
cell expands toward the east between 1/4° and 1/16°, then contracts with resolution (Figure 10). Solutions (not 
shown) performed on 1/48° mesh are not significantly different from the ones obtained on 1/32° mesh (Figures 10g 
and 10h) meaning that physical convergence is reached near 1/32°. The curves plotted in Figure 4 for 10° (orange 
dotted line) and 30° (light blue dotted line) orientations confirm and quantify these results. Interestingly, the 1/48° 
solutions at intermediate angles depart from the aligned solution (Figure 4): their recirculation cells are wider by 
about 30 km, and weaker by about 5 m. It is puzzling that different converged solutions seem to exist for different 
orientations; one might have expected that the same solution be reached across all orientations at very fine resolution.

Why do solutions at intermediate angles differ from their aligned and 45°-turned counterparts? Once the model is 
converged, dynamics inside the domain must be well captured independently of the orientation of the grid, so that 
differences are expected to lie at the borders. If the mesh is aligned (Figure 11, left) or turned at 45° (Figure 11, 
right), the physical coastline coincides with the F nodes of the C-grid and the free-slip condition ζ = 0 exactly 
matches that of a straight coastline. At intermediate angles however, this condition is inaccurate because the free-
slip boundary resulting in the model (red dotted line) is not straight but corrugated (Figure 11, middle). Imposing 
ζ = 0 on the tips does make artificial steps slippery yet does not achieve the true free-slip condition of a straight 
coastline. We expect that defining the free-slip condition with respect to a straight boundary would yield the same 
solutions and convergence rate as with the aligned mesh.

In other words, to accurately represent the free-slip condition, virtual inland velocities should be interpolated as 
the mirrors of the ocean flows with respect to the straight shoreline. Such a strategy would presumably allow to 
retrieve a true free-slip behavior also with advection in flux form, and with the symmetric stress tensor, for any 
orientation of the mesh. We have not endeavored such an interpolation at intermediate angles, for it is tedious and 
would not generalize to arbitrary (curved) physical shorelines. Instead, we suggest using more general techniques 
such as immersed boundary methods (Causon et al., 2000; Ketefian & Jacobson, 2011; Kirkpatrick et al., 2003).

4.4. Benefit of Wide Stencils

Strictly speaking, the mirror condition should apply in each term of the equations. For example, on the 45° 
oriented mesh within oceanic cells along the border, this would double the kinetic energy and ∂th in Equations 1 
and 2 respectively, while the vertical scale factor h and the Coriolis term at the outgoing vorticity points would be 
mirrored with respect to the cell diagonals. However, our implementation of these conditions did not bring notice-
able changes on the 45°-turned solution (not shown), which is already very close to the reference. This result 
indicates that the sensitivity of circulation within this configuration is controlled primarily by the formulation of 
advective and diffusive terms, in accord with Dupont et al. (2003).

Motivated by the sensitivity of solutions to the discrete formulation of advection, we investigated the impacts 
of mesh orientation and coastline indentation using a different advection scheme (EEN). Results are shown in 
Figure 12 under the free-slip boundary condition. The mesh is progressively turned from left to right (0°, 10°, 
30°, and 45°) and spatial resolution increases from 1/4° to 1/8°. First, we find that the aligned and intermediate 
solutions are physically converged at 1/8° resolution (1/16° not shown), contrary to solutions that resorted to 
ENS or ENE. Second, all solutions are very similar across mesh orientations, even at 1/4° resolution, with a 
recirculation cell that extends halfway through the basin. These results are quantified in Figure 4 which shows 
that EEN-based solutions (in solid lines) are virtually identical as early as 1/8°, and that they converge together to 
the same state as ENS-based solutions as resolution increases to 1/48°.
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Figure 10. Free-slip solutions solved in vector-invariant form under ENS using the rot-div stress tensor. Shading and isolines 
(in black) depict the active layer thickness h (isoline 500 m is thickened). x and y main ticks are 500 km apart. The mesh 
orientation is 10° (left) and 30° (right). Spatial resolution increases from top to bottom: 1/4°, 1/8°, 1/16°, and 1/32°.
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Vorticity schemes previously used in this study have a 7-point wide stencil, whereas the EEN scheme has a 
17-point wide stencil (see Figure B1). We infer that the larger stencil of the EEN scheme effectively smoothens 
the discontinuity of the coast, making dynamics much less sensitive to the misalignment of the grid with the phys-
ical shorelines. These results advocate for the use of schemes having relatively wide stencils, possibly high-order 
schemes, to minimize spurious effects of staircase-like coastlines.

5. From Straight to Swerving Coastlines
5.1. Dynamics Along a Cornered Coastline

In the previous sections, we explored ways to eliminate spurious effects of artificial steps in model coastlines. 
However, coastal steps are not always artificial and their effects not necessarily spurious, since real coastlines 
contain sharp turns that exceed the grid scale and impact boundary currents. For example, a protruding corner 
in the coastline can cause boundary currents to retroflect (Dengg, 1993), impacting the larger scale circulation 
(Ansorge & Lutjeharms, 2005; Weeks et al., 2010). Which boundary conditions are most appropriate to model 
this physical response to a coastal step?

To address this question, we reproduce the configuration of Deremble et al. (2016). The domain is a square basin 
of 500 km in length, cropped by a 100 km × 250 km land mass at the southwest end, as illustrated by the gray 
shading in Figure 13. The equations solved are those given in Section 2.1, except that the model is barotropic and 
excludes wind forcing, bottom friction and the Coriolis effect (parameters are given in Appendix A). The simula-
tion starts with a vortex of negative relative vorticity, standing near the eastern side of the land mass (Figure 13a). 
The vortex is then advected up to the corner due to non-linear interaction with the straight coastline. When the 

Figure 11. Representation on a C-grid of a straight shoreline with the piecewise constant approximation. The black disks are 
the vorticity (F) nodes and the crosses are the height (T) points. The numerical frontier (red dotted line) connects the vorticity 
nodes that influence the dynamics. In the aligned case (left) the numerical frontier occupies cell faces and joins F nodes so 
it coincides with a straight coastline. In a similar way, the numerical frontier in the 45°-turned case (right) goes through cell 
diagonals, hence intersecting F and T nodes. In the intermediate case (middle), the closest vorticity points to the targeted 
straight coastline (in blue) are not aligned, resulting in a slithering numerical frontier.

Figure 12. Free-slip solutions solved in vector-invariant form with the EEN advection scheme and the rot-div stress tensor. 
Shading and isolines (in black) depict the active layer thickness h (isoline 500 m is thickened). x and y main ticks are 500 km 
apart. From left to right, the mesh is progressively rotated, at 0°, 10°, 30°, and 45° with respect to the physical coastline. 
Spatial resolution increases from 1/4° (top) to 1/8° (bottom).
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vortex begins to overtake the corner, filaments of positive vorticity are generated at the tip, forcing the retroflec-
tion of the flow as explained by Deremble et al. (2016). Figure 13b shows the vortex detaching from the coast 
along a filament of opposite relative vorticity that stretches northeastward from the tip.

5.2. Lateral Boundary Conditions

On a large-scale isolated step, the definitions of the boundary conditions given in Section 2.3 are less straight-
forward as it is no longer possible to define the local vectors (n, t) at the singularity. A no-slip condition (u = 0) 

Figure 13. Potential relative vorticity field illustrating the interaction between a cyclonic vortex and a cornered coastline. Panel (a) shows the initial state, (b–h) are 
snapshots of the potential relative vorticity field after 45 days. Isolines are equivalent to streamlines in this configuration. On all walls, the free-slip boundary condition 
is applied in advection (vector-invariant form equations only) and in diffusion on both sides of the land mass—except at the tip where different treatments are assessed. 
Each of these treatments is specified in the bottom right corner of each panel, following notations defined at the top left of the figure.
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could potentially hold by continuous extension from the adjacent walls to the tip. However, the definition of the 
free-slip viscous boundary condition becomes unclear as the normal derivative of the flow is unknown at the 
tip. Furthermore, by bending a regular coastline toward the limiting case of a protruding corner (κ tends to infin-
ity), the vorticity in Equation 5 becomes infinite, suggesting that a singularity in the coastline acts as a source of 
vorticity in the flow (Deremble et al., 2016).

Dengg (1993) argued that the retroflection of a boundary current at a cape is better captured in numerical simu-
lations when a no-slip viscous condition is used instead of free-slip. However, Deremble et al. (2016) described 
analytically the detachment or retroflection of a vortex under the assumption of no dissipation, with only advec-
tion as the driver. They showed that such retroflection requires only impermeability conditions along both side 
of the walls in the advective trend.

Here we extend this result to several numerical formulations of advection, showing that retroflection is faithfully 
represented when viscosity ν is set to zero at the F-node of the singularity (Figures 13b, 13e, and 13h). With 
flux-form equations, there is no required viscous boundary condition in advection, so that only impermeability 
is imposed and retroflection is simulated (Figure  13b). With vector-invariant equations, retroflection is also 
captured under either ENS (Figure 13e), ENE (not shown) or EEN (Figure 13h) advection schemes when using 
the impermeability condition to estimate vorticity at the tip. However, if relative vorticity is enforced to vanish 
at the tip (ζc = 0), the retroflection is no longer simulated (Figure 13c). The enforcement of zero vorticity is 
equivalent to applying a free-slip viscous condition; this result thus matches previous reports that free-slip can 
suppress retroflection (Dengg, 1993; Deremble et al., 2016; Dupont & Straub, 2004). If instead a no-slip condi-
tion is applied at the tip, vorticity filaments change intensity but are still represented (compare Figure 13d with 
Figures 13b, 13e, and 13h).

When neutralizing the retroflection effect in the advection term (by imposing ζc = 0 at the tip in the advective 
trends), it is still possible to recover the filament generation through the viscous dissipation. Indeed, with a 
non-zero viscosity ν set at the singularity, retroflection is simulated by applying the no-slip viscous boundary 
condition in the diffusive term (Figure 13f). However the filament of positive relative vorticity is different in 
shape and intensity (compare Figure 13f with Figures 13b, 13e, and 13h), its characteristics become more sensi-
tive to the chosen value of viscosity ν (not shown), and its physical interpretation as the detachment of the viscous 
boundary layer (Deremble et al., 2016) is less straightforward.

The rot-div stress tensor is used for diffusion in the solutions discussed above (Figures 13b–13f and 13h). In 
Figure 13g, we show a solution that uses the symmetric stress tensor combined with the viscosity ν set to zero 
at the outgoing corner. The solution is quite similar to that obtained using the no-slip viscous condition in the 
rot-div stress tensor (Figure 13f). This result concurs with those of Section 4 and emphasizes the problematic 
behavior of the traditional implementation of slipperiness in the symmetric tensor. These findings also explain 
why Dupont and Straub (2004) and Deremble et al. (2016) obtained unexpected behaviors at coastal tips when 
using the combination of symmetric tensor and free-slip viscous boundary condition: in effect, this combination 
produces no-slip on steps.

To summarize, our experiments demonstrate that the detachment of a vortex can be represented in the absence 
of dissipation by estimating the vorticity at the tip using either impermeable or no-slip conditions. By applying 
a zero vorticity condition at a coast's singularity, the generation of filaments of opposite vorticity and the retrof-
lection of a current are instead prevented, as explained by Equation 5 and illustrated in Figure 13c. We disentan-
gled the effect of the viscous boundary condition at the singularity under various formulations for advection 
(vector-invariant and flux-form equations) and diffusion (rot-div and symmetric stress tensors). The results high-
light the inadequacy of the usual formulation of free-slip (zero vorticity) to simulate the lateral interaction of a 
boundary current with a cape, and potentially analogous flow-topography interactions along curved coastlines, as 
suggested by previous work (Dupont & Straub, 2004).

5.3. Implications for Staircase-Like Coastlines

Staircase-like coastlines studied in Sections 3 and 4 using the AM98 configuration can be viewed as a series of 
small isolated steps. Each step may be expected to have a dynamical effect on the local circulation as described 
in Section 5.2, and the ensemble of steps may have a cumulative impact on the basin-scale gyres. For example, 
the behavior of solutions using only the impermeability condition, as it is the case in flux-form equations on the 
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45°-rotated mesh (Figures 9b and 9e), can be understood by noting that each step works to retroflect the boundary 
flow and ultimately distort the gyre circulation. Indeed, in these simulations the viscous boundary condition is 
free-slip and is applied only in the diffusive term. Therefore, the lack of a zonally extended inertial recirculation 
(Figures 9b and 9e) likely stems from the retroflection—induced by the advection term—of the boundary current 
on the indented coastline. Interestingly, increasing spatial resolution (while keeping viscosity ν and friction r 
unchanged) allows the inertial recirculation gyre to grow eastward (compare Figure 9e with Figure 9b). An addi-
tional simulation (not shown) at a finer resolution of 1/32° confirms this tendency: the inertial recirculation cell 
then occupies over half of the basin. We interpret this behavior as the consequence of the reduction of the scale of 
steps (1/32°) relative to the width of the boundary currents (∼1/4°): the production of vorticity filaments, which 
feeds upon the discontinuity in the flow field across the tips of steps (Deremble et al., 2016), is damped if steps 
are too small to generate sizable discontinuities.

6. Conclusions
We revisited the “staircase problem” highlighted by Adcroft and Marshall (1998), who exposed the existence 
of a spurious form drag when smooth coastlines are numerically transformed into steps. We reproduced their 
configuration, which consists of a square closed basin under shallow water dynamics and cyclonic wind forcing, 
simulated on a Cartesian mesh with varying orientation. We tested various mesh resolutions with many combi-
nations of advection formulations (flux or vector-invariant forms of equations with potential-enstrophy (ENS), 
energy (ENE) or energy and potential-enstrophy (EEN) conserving schemes developed by Sadourny) and two 
commonly used viscous stress tensors (rot-div and symmetric formulations).

We first show that the free-slip non-rotated solution is not physically converged at 1/4° resolution, under ENS or 
ENE with the rot-div stress tensor, but only from 1/16° with the same viscosity and friction parameters as AM98. 
By physical convergence we mean the insensitivity of the main characteristics of the flow to further increase of 
the mesh resolution. Such convergence requires to resolve the inertial dynamics induced by the free-slip (i.e., 
mirror) boundary condition along the northern coast by having at least four grid points per internal radius of 
deformation, which is close to 30 km in this region.

In addition, we find that the 45°-rotated free-slip solution is also physically converged from 1/16° resolution 
and surprisingly looks almost identical to the aligned 1/16° solution, contrary to AM98. The reason is that the 
free-slip boundary condition (zero vorticity) applied at the tips of coastal indents created by the 45°-rotated mesh 
exactly stands for a straight shoreline passing through T and F nodes of a C-grid. At intermediate angles of mesh 
orientation (strictly between 0° and 45°), physically converged solutions are only achieved near 1/32° resolution 
and depart from the non- or 45°-rotated 1/16° solution. We suggest that the different sensitivity and delayed 
convergence at intermediate angles stem from inaccurate declaration of the free-slip boundary condition as the 
resulting numerical frontier is corrugated, not straight.

The above-mentioned results hold in vector-invariant form with the ENS or ENE scheme combined with the 
rot-div stress tensor. When switching to the symmetric stress tensor or to flux-form advection, rotated solutions 
no longer converge toward the reference (aligned) solution and instead resemble no-slip solutions. In both cases, 
applying a true mirror boundary condition with respect to the physical coastline on the 45°-rotated mesh allows 
to retrieve solutions close to the reference at 1/16° resolution. These results pinpoint the spurious behavior of the 
traditional implementation of “free-slip” in the symmetric viscous tensor, which works as intended only if the 
mesh is aligned with the border.

Importantly, using an advection scheme with a larger stencil (EEN in vector-invariant form) makes the free-
slip solutions virtually identical from 1/8° for any orientation of the mesh. We infer that larger stencils allow 
advection schemes and the simulated circulation to become much less sensitive to broken coastlines, providing a 
practical avenue to mitigate spurious effects of piecewise-constant land-ocean frontiers.

In addition to exposing ways to eliminate spurious effects of artificial coastal steps, we explored the numerical 
treatment of a single sharp turn in the physical coastline, using the configuration of Deremble et al. (2016). 
One expected impact of a large protruding corner in the coastline is the generation of vorticity filaments 
that force the boundary current to retroflect (Deremble et al., 2016). We show that the retroflection is faith-
fully captured by advection if expressed in flux form, which disallows the use of a viscous condition, or in 
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vector-invariant form, provided an impermeability or no-slip condition is applied at the maxima of curvature. 
In contrast, using a free-slip (zero vorticity) viscous boundary condition at the tip suppresses the retroflection 
entirely.

We conclude that staircase-like coastlines can behave like straight and slippery coastlines provided that 
coastal dynamics are physically resolved and that an accurate mirror boundary condition is used. Naturally, 
in realistic OGCM configurations, it is not always feasible nor desirable to increase resolution whilst keep-
ing viscosity unchanged to achieve physical convergence. To minimize spurious effects of artificial steps  in 
OGCM boundaries, we thus recommend the use of advection schemes with large stencils (such as the 
energy-enstrophy conserving (EEN) scheme), combined with free-slip (zero vorticity) boundary conditions 
and the rot-div viscous stress tensor. If flux-form equations or the symmetric stress tensor are chosen, free-
slip along staircase-like coastlines is best implemented with general techniques such as immersed boundary 
methods. However, when coastal steps represent sharp turns in the real coastline that cause boundary currents 
to retroflect, perfect slipperiness is no longer desirable as it may suppress retroflection. In this case, applica-
tion of impermeability or no-slip conditions can better represent physical flow-topography interactions than 
a free-slip (zero vorticity) boundary condition. Consequently, the best choice of boundary condition may 
depend on the degree to which the considered boundary steps reflect numerical artifacts versus real topo-
graphic features. In realistic configurations, it is thus expected that ideal boundary conditions should vary 
with location.

Appendix A: Numerical Parameters
In the AM98 configuration, the initial state is at rest with the thickness of the active layer uniformly equal to 
h0 = 500 m. Density is ρ0 = 1,000 kg m −3 and reduced gravity g′ = 0.02 m s −2. The Coriolis parameter evolves on 
a beta-plane f(y) = f0 + βy where f0 = 0.5 × 10 −4 s −1 and β = 2 × 10 −11 m s −1 so that the internal radius of deforma-
tion 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 =

√

𝑔𝑔′ℎ0∕𝑓𝑓 is about 45 km at the mid-basin. Zonal wind stress is τ = −τ0 cos(πy/L) with τ0 = 0.2 N m −2. 
Uniform friction parameters are considered with r = 10 −7 s −1 the bottom linear friction and ν = 500 m 2 s −1 the 
lateral viscosity. Uniform mesh resolution (Δx = Δy) and associated time-step for the AM98 configuration are 
summarized in Table A1. The Asselin filter parameter of the Leap Frog Robert-Asselin time-stepping scheme is 
ϵ = 10 −1. In vector-form, gradient of kinetic energy is discretized with a second order centered scheme. In flux 
form, advection is also discretized with a second order centered scheme while the Coriolis term is discretized 
with the ENS scheme.

In the single vortex configuration of Deremble et al. (2016), the initial conditions are a flat sea surface and a 
vortex of negative vorticity placed next to the wall. In the relative frame of reference centered on the vortex, the 
initial horizontal speeds are given by the azimuthal profile vθ (Lamb-Oseen vortex):

𝑣𝑣𝜃𝜃(𝑟𝑟) =
Γ

2𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟

(

1 − exp

(

−
𝑟𝑟
2

2𝑟𝑟2
0

))

, (A1)

with the pseudoradius r0 = 20 km and the strength of the vortex Γ = −5 × 10 4 m 2 s −1. The model is barotropic 
with gravity g = 9.81 m s −2 and the basin is 1 m deep. There is no wind forcing nor bottom friction. Coriolis 
effects are not considered (f  =  0 throughout the basin). Small lateral dissipation is added to ensure numeri-
cal stability: viscosity ν = 20 m 2 s −1. Simulations are ran over 45 days with an uniform spatial resolution of 
Δx = Δy = 1.25 km and a time-step of 90 s.

Resolution 1/4° 1/8° 1/16° 1/32° 1/48°

Grid-spacing 25 km 12.5 km 6.25 km 3.125 km ∼2.1 km

Time-step 30 min 15 min 7.5 min 3 min 1.5 min

Table A1 
Grid-Size and Time-Step Used in Discretization for AM98's Configuration
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Appendix B: Formulation of the Discrete Vorticity Schemes Used in Vector-Invariant 
Form Simulations
The discrete vorticity schemes considered in this study are defined on the Arakawa C-grid. The grid is staggered 
so that total vorticity ζi,j + fi,j, horizontal velocities (ui,j; vi,j) and height hi,j variables are arranged as shown in 
Figure B1a. The total potential vorticity 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 =

(𝜁𝜁 + 𝑓𝑓 )

ℎ𝑓𝑓

 is needed for vector-invariant form advection so layer thickness 

at F-nodes hf is deduced from the height h nodes: 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝑓𝑓 = 𝐴

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

 ; while vorticity is diagnosed as follows:

𝜁𝜁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =
1

𝑒𝑒1𝑒𝑒2𝑓𝑓
(𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖[𝑒𝑒2𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣] − 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖[𝑒𝑒1𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢])𝑖 (B1)

where (𝐴𝐴
−𝑖𝑖
,
−𝑗𝑗 ) and (δi, δj) are the averaging and differencing operators at the mid point, for example, 

𝐴𝐴 ℎ
𝑖𝑖

=
1

2
(ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + ℎ𝑖𝑖+1𝑖𝑖𝑖) and δiv = vi+1,j − vi,j. The horizontal scale factors e1t, e1u, e1v and e1f (e2t, e2u, e2v, and e2f) are 

derived analytically at each node from the latitudinal (longitudinal) coordinate; on a uniform regular mesh, they 
are all equal to Δx = Δy.

Figure B1b–B1d represents the discretization at ui,j nodes (blue disks) and illustrates the size of the stencil for 
each scheme. First, the potential enstrophy conserving scheme (Figure B1b) (Sadourny, 1975) provides a global 
conservation of global enstrophy hf q 2 for non-divergent flow. For x and y components of the vorticity term, it 
writes as:

Figure B1. Discrete vorticity schemes on the Arakawa C-grid. (a) Location and indexing of height h nodes (black crosses), 
horizontal velocity u and v nodes (black circles) and vorticity ζ nodes (black disks) on a single cell. Panels (b–d) illustrate 
respectively the ENS, ENE, and EEN discretization of vorticity in vector-invariant form. Single arrows (in gray) add 
themselves; double arrows represent two-point averaging; right-angle cornered arrows symbolize triads j

�Q�
� ; and rectangles 

(gray edged) is the factoring of the averaged quantities with the local variables.
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+
1

𝑒𝑒1𝑢𝑢
𝑞𝑞
𝑗𝑗
𝑉𝑉

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗

 (B2)

−
1

𝑒𝑒2𝑣𝑣
𝑞𝑞
𝑖𝑖
𝑈𝑈

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑖 (B3)

where (U; V) are the transports across cell faces, for example, V = e1vhvv. Then, the kinetic energy conserving 
(ENE) vorticity scheme (Figure B1c) (Sadourny, 1975) is defined as:

+
1

𝑒𝑒1𝑢𝑢
𝑞𝑞𝑉𝑉

𝑖𝑖
𝑗𝑗

 (B4)

−
1

𝑒𝑒2𝑣𝑣
𝑞𝑞𝑈𝑈

𝑗𝑗
𝑖𝑖

. (B5)

Finally, the EEN scheme developed by Sadourny (Burridge & Haseler, 1977) is a member of the family of vortic-
ity schemes derived by Arakawa and Lamb (1981) that conserves kinetic energy and, provided there is no diver-
gence in the flow, potential enstrophy. This scheme relies upon averaging triads of vorticity ��Q�

� that ultimately 
widen the stencil up to 17 velocity nodes; instead of 7 in the ENS or ENE schemes as they use a much cheaper 
two-point averaging. A triad ��Q�

� is defined as:

�
�Q�

� = 1
12

(

��−1∕2−��−1∕2+� + ��−1∕2+��−1∕2+� + ��−1∕2+��−1∕2−�

)

, (B6)

with (l, m) ∈ I 2 where I = (1/2; −1/2). Each triad combines with the adjacent transport 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝑖𝑖

𝑗𝑗
 , for example, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝑖𝑖+1
𝑗𝑗

 
multiplies 𝐴𝐴 with 𝑖𝑖+1

𝑗𝑗
Q

−1∕2

1∕2
 (in red in Figure B1d). Expressions for EEN scheme summarize as

+ 1
�1�

∑

�,�∈�2
�+1∕2−�
� Q�

� � �+1∕2−�
�−1∕2+�

 (B7)

− 1
�2�

∑

�,�∈�2
�
�+1∕2−�Q

�
� � �−1∕2+�

�+1∕2−�. (B8)

Data Availability Statement
NEMO code is available at https://forge.nemo-ocean.eu/nemo/nemo. The described version is 4.2. The config-
urations are available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7480139 and the plotting scripts are available at https://
doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7480159.
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CHAPTER

II

Advective Stability Condition of the

Brinkman Volume Penalisation Method

Introduction

Picking the optimal time step when running an ocean model or a climate model is a delicate

task. This is partly because constraints on the time step arise from various modelled processes

and numerical choices, with potential spatial and temporal dependence, and potential depen-

dence on the exact configuration used. In general, the maximum time step that preserves sta-

bility is sought, in order to minimize computational cost. This is why, when introducing new

numerical methods, it is desirable to understand the implications on the maximum time step

allowed. Here, we investigate stability constraints imposed by a new promising method to rep-

resent the land-ocean frontier: the Brinkman Volume Penalisation (BVP) method (Kevlahan et

al., 2015). This method has gained recent interest in the ocean modelling community because

of its ability to refine the representation of topography via the introduction of porous (half-land,

half-ocean) cells.

Lemarié et al. (2012) analysed three physical processes susceptible to limit the time-step

in an ocean climate model: inertial oscillations, internal gravity waves and three-dimensional

advection. They show that advection causes the most severe constraint on the time step in a

few hot spots of the global ocean. Kevlahan et al. (2015) presented an energetically consistent

formulation of BVP that does not tighten the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) constraint related

to inertia-gravity waves. However, constraints imposed by advection have not been studied in

previous oceanic applications of BVP (Debreu et al., 2022, 2020; Kevlahan et al., 2015).

In this chapter, we investigate the relationship between the damping effect introduced by

the penalisation method and the numerical stability of advection in the context of the BVP

method. The chapter begins with a concise overview of the BVP method (Section 1), followed by

an examination of the CFL constraints imposed by advection when using the BVP method. We

study the direct impact of spreading the penalised region on the model’s stability (Section 2). To

further enhance our understanding of stability, we assess the Lipschitz condition, which plays

a role in the representation of vertical advection (Appendix A). Subsequently, we establish the
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II. ADVECTIVE STABILITY CONDITION OF THE BRINKMAN VOLUME PENALISATION METHOD

minimal criteria that friction within porous cells must meet to ensure the numerical stability of

the model in the presence of variable porosity (Section 3). In Section 4, we present a summary

of our findings and provide recommendations.
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1. The Brinkman Volume Penalisation method

1 The Brinkman Volume Penalisation method

1.1 Retrospective

In the original formulation of Angot (1999); Angot et al. (1999), the blocking effect of the pe-

nalised medium was recovered mainly by considering the friction exerted on the flow. Liu and

Vasilyev (2007) point out that this formulation is inadequate for representing the perfect re-

flection of a wave on a solid wall as the reflected wave is damped while a transmitted wave is

tolerated. In the framework of compressible flows, these authors formulate a continuity equa-

tion that accounts for a porous region so that the jump in porosity acts as a high-impedance

medium, causing an incoming wave to totally reflect. This correction is beneficial for general

ocean applications where the propagation of gravity waves is a key process for accurate sim-

ulations. Reckinger et al. (2012) then developed this treatment for incompressible flows in a

rotating shallow water configuration.

However, Kevlahan et al. (2015) pinpointed an inconsistency in the formulation of Reckinger

et al. (2012): mass travels at a higher speed than momentum, which prevents energy conser-

vation and affects the numerical stability of the model. Kevlahan et al. (2015) thus present a

new conservative formulation of penalisation for incompressible rotating shallow water equa-

tions that allows the reflection of gravity waves without the need to use a smaller timestep.

Ultimately, this formulation precisely consists of the incompressible shallow water equations

governing the physical flow through a porous medium.

In Debreu et al. (2020), the BVP method of Kevlahan et al. (2015) is extended to the three

dimensional primitive equations of ocean models, and used to recover sharp bathymetric fea-

tures in terrain following coordinates while avoiding the pressure gradient errors associated

with steep slopes. The same authors thereafter improved their discrete formulation to account

for the barotropic–baroclinic mode splitting with a penalised topography (Debreu et al., 2022).

They also reduced the additional computational time to nearly zero, thus showing the potential

of the BVP method for long integrations of global ocean models. In this chapter we adopt the

formulation of penalised continuous equations presented by Debreu et al. (2022).

1.2 Effective volume and permeable medium

Throughout this chapter, we denote the three-dimensional position vector as x = (x, y, z), where

x and y represent the two horizontal spatial directions, and z is the vertical coordinate aligned

with gravity. In the context of the BVP method, we introduce two key parameters: the porosity

φ and the friction σ.
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II. ADVECTIVE STABILITY CONDITION OF THE BRINKMAN VOLUME PENALISATION METHOD

Porosity φ indicates how much liquid is held in a porous cell and is defined as the fraction

of liquid volume to the geometric volume of the cell. In practice, the use of the penalisation

is confined near the boundaries where the substitution of the solid body by a porous medium

primarily changes the effective volume transported through the domain. In other words, the

porosity is analogous to an indicator function of land in such manner that it equals 1 far in the

interior ocean and 0 in the solid body. In the vicinity of the boundary, its value is comprised

between 1 and 0 and varies smoothly, creating a continuum between the porous land and the

ocean interior.

The blocking effect of land induces a natural resistance to the flow, commonly referred to

as drag. In the BVP framework, this drag is represented by the friction parameter σ, incorpo-

rated into the dynamic equation through an additional term −σu, where u represents the two-

dimensional horizontal velocity vector. Physically, this friction can be expressed as a Darcy’s

law with σ=µφ(x)/K (u,x), where µ is the dynamic viscosity, and K is the permeability, indicat-

ing the ease of flow through the porous medium. This implies that the friction parameter σ is

proportional to the porosity φ and inversely proportional to the permeability K of the medium.

Permeability is generally low in the porous medium (φ < 1), effectively dampening all velocity

fluctuations and approximating a viscous ’no-slip’ condition (u = 0) in the solid body (Kevlahan

et al., 2015). While the combination of high friction with a linear formulation typically results in

the enforcement of a ’no-slip’ (Dirichlet) boundary condition (Angot, 1999; Angot et al., 1999;

Kevlahan et al., 2015), other studies have presented alternative boundary conditions, such as

’free-slip’ (Neumann) or ’partial-slip’ (Robin), using different formulations of drag in the dy-

namical equations (Reckinger et al., 2012; Bensiali et al., 2015). However, for the purposes of

this thesis, the porosity φ and the friction σ are assumed to be independent, along with a sim-

ple linear friction term of the form −σu.

In essence, the application of the BVP method involves combining a very low porosityφ≪ 1

with a high friction σ in the porous region, effectively mimicking a solid domain and approx-

imating the behavior of a rigid boundary. It is important to note that the magnitude of the

friction parameter σ does not directly represent the physical dissipation exerted by the topog-

raphy or the porous medium, but rather serves as an arbitrary quantity that allows for control

over the accuracy of the desired boundary condition, as explained by Vasilyev and Kevlahan

(2002). This characteristic sets the BVP method apart from other penalisation techniques.
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2. Courant number stability analysis

Following (Debreu et al., 2022, 2020), the penalised primitive equations read in the absence

of forcing and diffusion:

∂t (h̃u)+∂x(h̃u2)+∂y (h̃vu)+h∂z(φwu) = h̃

ρ0
∂xP |z −σh̃u (II.1a)

∂t (h̃v)+∂x(h̃uv)+∂y (h̃v2)+h∂z(φw v) = h̃

ρ0
∂y P

∣∣
z −σh̃v (II.1b)

∂t h̃ +∂x(h̃u)+∂y (h̃v)+h∂z(φw) = 0 (II.1c)

∂zP = −ρg (II.1d)

with (u, v, w) the three dimensional velocity vector where w is the velocity across model levels,

h = ∂z/∂k represents the layer thickness where k is the index of the vertical coordinate, h̃ =
φh the penalised layer thickness, P the hydrostatic pressure, ρ the density and ρ0 a reference

density.

It is straightforward to see that the penalised primitive equations converge to the classi-

cal equations without penalisation in the interior ocean. However, in the proximity of the

boundary, the flow dynamics are significantly influenced by the Brinkman Volume Penalisa-

tion method, which introduces reduced transport and deceleration, effectively approximating

the impact of topography on the system.

At a discrete level, the accuracy and numerical stability of the Brinkman Volume Penali-

sation method relies on setting finely the penalty parameters. In the subsequent analysis, we

explore the stability constraints that arise from advection when implementing the BVP method.

Our objective is to determine a practical range of application that maintains the numerical sta-

bility of the method.

2 Courant number stability analysis

Satisfying the CFL condition is the first requirement when running a numerical model to avoid

numerical instabilities. This condition requires the advective Courant number to remain in-

ferior to a threshold, which depends on the chosen time-space discretisation (Lemarié et al.,

2015). In practice, this entails choosing an adequate time step and grid cell size given the phys-

ical velocity solved. As shown in section 1.2, introduction of a porosity parameter changes the

effective volume carried by the advective fluxes. Sharp variations in this parameter can induce

strong grid-scale variations in the penalised fluxes that impact the Courant number of advec-

tion, and that may thus jeopardise numerical stability.
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II. ADVECTIVE STABILITY CONDITION OF THE BRINKMAN VOLUME PENALISATION METHOD

Table II.1: Location of grid-nodes for a single
cell. Indices (i , j ,k) are co-aligned along (x, y, z)
directions.

T i j k
U i +1/2 j k
V i j +1/2 k
W i j k +1/2
F i +1/2 j +1/2 k

Figure II.1: The Arakawa C grid. Location of T
nodes (black circle) and (u,v,w,f) nodes (grey
circles) on a single unit cell. This figure is
derived from (Madec & NEMO System Team,
2022).

Here, we establish the classical CFL condition for advection in the penalised regions. We

focus the stability analysis primarily on the porosity effects, since we anticipate that the friction

term has a stabilising effect by slowing the motion in the penalised region. The purpose of

this section is to describe the impact of a varying porosity on the CFL stability condition. The

effects of smoothing the porosity field will be discussed in regard to the numerical stability of

the method.

2.1 Advection stability conditions of the penalisation

The standard approach for an analysis of advective stability is to write the Courant numbers

in a finite-volume sense to be consistent with the discretisation schemes used in numerical

models. In many OGCMs such as the NEMO model (Madec & NEMO System Team, 2022), the

physical variables are arranged on the Arakawa “C” grid (Arakawa & Lamb, 1977) with trac-

ers T in the center of the cells, horizontal velocities (u, v) at the lateral faces (centered in the

vertical), vertical velocity w centered at the bottom and top faces of the box and vorticity F

placed at the corners (centered in the vertical), as arranged in Figure II.1. Location of grid-

points are written as a function of integer or integer and a half value of the column (Table II.1).

Space factors ∆x, ∆y or ∆z define the distance between two nodes in the (x, y, z) directions re-

spectively. Following these notations, the effective (’penalised’) volume of the discretised cell

Ṽi , j ,k =φ(xi , j ,k )(∆x∆y∆z)i , j ,k . Similarly, the discrete effective volume flux (Ũ ,Ṽ ,W̃ ) are defined

in each direction as

Ũi+1/2, j ,k =φ(xi+1/2, j ,k )Ui+1/2, j ,k =φ(xi+1/2, j ,k )
(
∆y∆z

)
i+1/2, j ,k ui+1/2, j ,k (II.2a)

Ṽi , j+1/2,k =φ(xi , j+1/2,k )Vi , j+1/2,k =φ(xi , j+1/2,k )
(
∆x∆z

)
i , j+1/2,k vi , j+1/2,k (II.2b)

W̃i , j ,k+1/2 =φ(xi , j ,k+1/2)Wi , j ,k+1/2 =φ(xi , j ,k+1/2)
(
∆x∆y

)
i , j ,k+1/2 wi , j ,k+1/2 (II.2c)
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2. Courant number stability analysis

Consider the purely advective equation in the absence of forcing and dissipation along with

the incompressibility equation written in the conservative way on a fixed-time coordinate.

∂t (h̃q)+∂x(h̃uq)+∂y (h̃vq)+h∂z(φw q) = 0 (II.3a)

∂x(h̃u)+∂y (h̃v)+h∂z(φw) = 0 (II.3b)

q can represent either a tracer or horizontal momentum (when a flux form of the nonlinear

term is used).

Following (Shchepetkin, 2015), the Courant numbers for forward in time, upstream finite-

volume discretisation of tracer advection, α̃x in the x-horizontal direction and α̃y in the y-

horizontal direction, are given by

(α̃x)i , j ,k = ∆t

Ṽi , j ,k

[
max(Ũi+1/2, j ,k ,0)−min(Ũi−1/2, j ,k ,0)

]
(II.4a)

(α̃y)i , j ,k = ∆t

Ṽi , j ,k

[
max(Ṽi , j+1/2,k ,0)−min(Ṽi , j−1/2,k ,0)

]
(II.4b)

and the vertical one by

(α̃z)i , j ,k = ∆t

Ṽi , j ,k

[
max(W̃i , j ,k−1/2,0)−min(W̃i , j ,k+1/2,0)

]
(II.5a)

These numbers are positive definite and they can be easily interpreted as the fractions of the

volume flowing out through each direction to the total volume of the cell, during one time step

∆t . The CFL stability condition due to three dimensional advection reads

α̃x + α̃y +βα̃z ≤ α∗
t (II.6)

with α∗
t the advective CFL criterion for tracer advection, and β a coefficient arising from the

fact that different advection schemes with different stability criteria may be used in the hori-

zontal and vertical advection (Lemarié et al., 2015). It is straightforward to see that adhering

to the CFL condition necessitates maintaining the proportion of the volume replaced during

one time step below α∗
t to prevent numerical model failure. As an example, [α̃x + α̃y + α̃z] > 1

corresponds to the situation when a forward-in-time, first-order upstream scheme loses its

positive-definiteness property and becomes numerically unstable. The consideration of other

time-space discretisation schemes would affect the values of α∗
t and β but not the definition of

the Courant numbers, which makes the chosen approach versatile as shown in Lemarié et al.

(2012).
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II. ADVECTIVE STABILITY CONDITION OF THE BRINKMAN VOLUME PENALISATION METHOD

Similar Courant numbers can be defined for the advection of momentum in both horizon-

tal directions. Taking the example of the x (zonal) direction, it suffices to replace q by u in the

advection equation and to consider the zonally averaged fluxes over the U node, to be consis-

tent with the discretisation schemes used in numerical models. The fraction of momentum

replaced during one time step in each direction is thus given by

(α̃ux)i+1/2, j ,k = ∆t

Ṽi+1/2, j ,k

[
max(Ũ i+1, j ,k ,0)−min(Ũ i , j ,k ,0)

]
(II.7a)

(α̃uy)i+1/2, j ,k = ∆t

Ṽi+1/2, j ,k

[
max(Ṽ i+1/2, j+1/2,k ,0)−min(Ṽ i+1/2, j−1/2,k ,0)

]
(II.7b)

(α̃uz)i+1/2, j ,k = ∆t

Ṽi+1/2, j ,k

[
max(W̃ i+1/2, j ,k+1/2,0)−min(W̃ i+1/2, j ,k−1/2,0)

]
(II.7c)

The overbar denotes an average over the x-direction at the center i +1/2 of the cell Ṽi+1/2, j ,k , e.g

for a variableψ,ψ= 1
2 (ψi−1/2+ψi+1/2). The CFL stability condition for u-momentum advection

then reads

α̃ux + α̃uy +βα̃uz ≤ α∗
u (II.8)

where α∗
u is the advective CFL stability criterion for momentum advection.

Small vertical Courant numbers are almost guaranteed when the adaptive, Courant

number-dependent treatment of vertical velocity (Shchepetkin, 2015) is used in the simula-

tions. The latter treatment extends the range of stability of vertical advection by solving implic-

itly a fraction of the vertical velocities which, if explicitly integrated with the same time step,

would generate excessive vertical Courant numbers. Since the method employs a first-order

upstream approach for spatial derivatives, it introduces more diffusion compared to traditional

spatial schemes for vertical advection. To minimise the additional diffusion associated with this

approach, the method is wisely designed to activate only when and where necessary (hence its

application is restricted in both space and time). Given that the proportion of the vertical ve-

locity solved implicitly is determined in regard to the evaluation of the three-dimensional CFL

condition, our focus also lies in maintaining low horizontal Courant numbers in order to avoid

introducing artificial diffusion in the penalised region.

However, the method proposed by (Shchepetkin, 2015) involves inverting a system of equa-

tions, which could potentially be singular. This aspect is overlooked in their study, and we ques-

tion whether the BVP method could lead to a non-invertible system ? To explore this scenario,

we establish in Appendix A the so-called Lipschitz condition resorting to the BVP method that

vertical advection needs to adhere to prevent numerical failure. Nonetheless, sensitivity tests
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2. Courant number stability analysis

show that numerical instabilities are likely to arise from breaking the CFL number due to ex-

cessive horizontal velocities rather than from breaking the Lipschitz condition (not shown),

thereby justifying our study.

2.2 Numerical constraint induced by a sharp interface

Significant differences in face areas and capacities within the mesh can jeopardize the numer-

ical stability of the model. The introduction of porosity, along with penalisation, leads to nu-

merical stability challenges in some specific areas of the domain. These ’hot spots’ arise at the

sharp transition region where the ocean interfaces with the penalised (i.e., land) region.

Let us consider a numerical cell intersected by different topographic slopes, as depicted

in Figure II.2. When the slope cuts the cell in half (Figure II.2a), the liquid portion of the cell

accounts for half of the total volume, leading to a cell porosity, or volume porosity, φt = 0.5.

Adjacent to the ocean region (depicted in white), with a porosity of φt = 1, the two domains are

connected through the shared face of the cell. It is common practice (discussed in next section)

to define the face porosities φu by averaging the porosity values φt of the two adjacent cells,

resulting in φu =φt , which gives φu = 0.75 in the case of Figure II.2a.

As the slope becomes steeper (Figure II.2b), the capacity of the cell φt becomes more com-

pact, while the surface area φu reduces more gradually. In the extreme case of a vertical wall

(Figure II.2c), the cell is almost empty (φt close to zero), whileφu approaches half the face area.

This situation creates a critical stability issue when the volume leaving the cell greatly exceeds

its capacity.

Consider the extreme scenario depicted in Figure II.2c, where transport is directed toward

the ocean region. The effective volume flowing through the eastern face of the first porous cell

can be relatively large (φu ≈ 0.5) despite the small capacity of the cell (φt = 0.01). Consequently,

for a given time step and resolution, the maximum allowable speed in the Courant number

equation (Eq. II.4a) is approximately 50 times smaller than in the absence of penalisation. A

similar issue can arise in any direction, for both tracer and momentum advection.

In order to establish the connection between the Courant numbers and the porosity values

φ, we rewrite the Courant number defined in equations Eq II.4a as follows:

(α̃x)i , j ,k = ∆t

(φtV )i , j ,k

[
max((φuU )i+1/2, j ,k ,0)−min((φuU )i−1/2, j ,k ,0)

]
(II.9a)

For a fixed time-space resolution, the Courant number (α̃x)i , j ,k (Eq II.9a) primarily depends on

the cell capacity φt and its surface areas (φu)i+1/2 and (φu)i−1/2. Assuming that the orientation

of the currents varies across more than one cell, the most critical case for stability occurs where

the ratioφu/φt is the largest. To assess the impact of volume penalisation on the horizontal CFL
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II. ADVECTIVE STABILITY CONDITION OF THE BRINKMAN VOLUME PENALISATION METHOD

Figure II.2: Schematic illustration depicting the representation of a steep topographic slope intersecting
a numerical cell. The cells are cut based on the steepness of the slope, with the ocean domain colored
in white and the land (porous) region in grey. Cells that are fully land, indicating complete masking, are
shaded in black. Each case shows the surface porosity values φu , which are defined as the average of
the two adjacent volume porosities φt . Panel (a) and (b) depict slopes with aspect ratios of ∆z/∆x and
2∆z/∆x respectively. In panel (c), the extreme case of a vertical wall is presented, with a slope of aspect
ratio 100∆z/∆x, resulting in an almost empty cell. In this case, φu is shown to demonstrate how the
sensitivity factors rx and rux are computed.

conditions, we introduce the factors rx and rux, which quantify the change in the CFL condition

resulting from the introduction of penalisation:

(rx)i = max
(
(φu)i+1/2, (φu)i−1/2

)
(φt )i

(II.10a)

(rux)i+1/2 =
max

(
(φu)

i+1
, (φu)

i
)

(φu)i+1/2
(II.10b)

These factors provide insight into the grid-scale porosity variations and their influence on nu-

merical stability. Specifically, when considering a sharp interface with a small volume porosity

value φmin, the expressions for rx and rux become:

(rx)i = 1+φmin

2φmin
(II.11a)

(rux)i+1/2 = 3+φmin

2(1+φmin)
(II.11b)

For very small volumes (φmin ≪ 1) the influence of the penalisation on momentum advection

is limited, as rux ranges between 1 and 3/2. On the contrary, mass advection is prone to greater

constraints on the time-step as rx becomes infinite as rx ∼ 1/(2φmin) for smallφmin. Indeed, fig-
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ure II.2c displays the values of rx and rux for the extreme case of a vertical wall (φmin = 0.01), with

rx ≈ 50 and rux ≈ 1.5. This gap between these two numbers suggests that numerical instability

is more likely to arise from mass advection rather than momentum advection.

2.3 Geometry realism and its impact on stability

The approach of using a simple two-point average for definingφu may not accurately represent

the geometry depicted in Figure II.2. However, it offers the advantage of providing continuous

variations in the height of the water column, which improves the model response to the to-

pography. Upon examining the expressions of rx and rux (Eq.II.10), it becomes apparent that

there is potential to mitigate the numerical constraints of a sharp interface by modifying the

definition of porosity fields on the faces and centers of the cells. Striking the right balance be-

tween the realism of the numerical topography and the additional constraint imposed on the

model remains an open question. In conjunction with other existing methods in z-coordinate

models, we mention different approaches that vary in their realism to investigate the potential

applications of the Brinkman Volume Penalisation.

In the ’partial cell’ approach (Adcroft et al., 1997), the volume of the last wet cell is modified

to account for the actual height of the water column, resulting in a stepped representation of

the topography that can lead to excessive spurious mixing in simulations. In the context of the

Brinkman Volume Penalisation framework, this approach corresponds to defining (φu)i+1/2 =
min

(
(φt )i+1, (φt )i

)
, which avoids constraints on tracer advection (rx = 1).

The ’thin wall’ representation presented by (Bonaventura, 2000; Steppeler, 2002) assigns

depths only to the faces of the bottom cells, leaving the centers of the bottom cells unchanged,

which is equivalent to setting φt = 1. This representation guarantees that rx is less than unity,

enhancing the stability for tracer advection. However, the abrupt changes in depths from the

center to the faces of the cell raise concerns regarding the generation of noise in global ocean

applications.

Another class of methods is the ’shaved cells’ approach (Adcroft et al., 1997), where the vol-

ume and surface areas of the bottom cells are geometrically modified based on the position of

the slope, resulting in a smooth representation of the bottom by avoiding the creation of ar-

tificial steps. For gentle slopes (less than the aspect ratio ∆z/∆x), the approach simplifies to

setting φu = φt , as discussed earlier. In the general case, stability is more severely compro-

mised for steeper slopes, as it can generate very small volumes adjacent to large face areas. The

constraint exerted on the time step is rx ≈ 1/φmin.

A more detailed modelling of the topography can be achieved with the ’porous barriers’

method presented by Adcroft (2013). This approach introduces thin porous walls to capture

fine-scale topographic obstacles. The presented method aligns well with the ’Depth Dependent
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II. ADVECTIVE STABILITY CONDITION OF THE BRINKMAN VOLUME PENALISATION METHOD

Porosity’ penalisation method for urban flooding simulations, as presented in Guinot, Delenne,

Rousseau, and Boutron (2018). However, direct implications for the stability of the model can-

not be deduced from this configuration, except that it lies between the thin wall and shaved

cells approximations.

Hence, one significant advantage of defining the face porosity as the two-point average of

cell centers is that it ensures the continuity of depths at the velocity nodes with the depths of the

water column. Additionally, this approach helps alleviate the numerical constraints by a factor

of two compared to the shaved cell representation. With this definition, we now investigate the

impact of spreading the penalised interface on the stability of the model.

2.4 Effects on the stability of spreading the interface

In previous studies, the penalised interface is spread across multiple cells to ensure the numer-

ical stability of the model. This is typically achieved by employing a Shapiro filter on the sharp

penalised interface (Debreu et al., 2022, 2020) or by using a hyperbolic tangent function to con-

nect the ocean and land, with the width controlled by an arbitrary parameter (Kevlahan et al.,

2015; Reckinger et al., 2012; Liu & Vasilyev, 2007). These methods offer the advantage of reduc-

ing the constraint on the time-step while preserving the physical height of the water column.

However, there is currently limited guidance available on determining the appropriate level of

filtering that effectively maintains the numerical stability of the method.

Figure II.3: Factors rx and rux with various level of smoothing. Panel (a) shows the porosity field φt de-
fined at the center of the cells (dots), and porosity φu defined at faces by averaging over the two adjacent
cells (i.e. φu = φt ). The low porosity region has a porosity φmin = 0.01. Colours indicate the number
of passes of a Shapiro filter (1/4,1/2,1/4) (Shapiro, 1970) applied to the porosity field: zero (black), one
(blue), two (green), three (orange) or four (red). Panels (b) and (c) show on a y-log scale the factors rx

and rux, respectively, of the smoothed porosity field.

Figure II.3 shows the effect on rx and rux of smoothing the interface in a 1D configuration.

We start from a porosity field at cell center φt defined by a step function (Figure II.3a in black),

whose value is φmin = 0.01 on the left of the interface (indicated by the vertical dotted line) and
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1 on the right. T-node porosity (φt ) is plotted at the center of the cells (dots), and velocity-

node porosity (φu) is defined by averaging neighbouring φt values (hence φu lies on the lines

connecting the dots). Colours, from blue to red, indicate the number of passes of a Shapiro

filter applied to the porosity step function.

Let us consider first the constraint on the maximum time step allowed for mass advection

(Figure II.3a,b). Before filtering (black curves), the configuration is identical to the case of the

vertical wall shown in figure II.2c, resulting in rx peaking at about 50 at the interface. As the

degree of smoothing increases, the profile of the porosity curve possesses a progressively wider

transition such that the profile of rx flattens toward smaller values of the order of the unity. We

found that applying two passes of filter (equivalent to having 6 points to solve the interface)

suffices to divide by 10 the initial constraint on the time step (green curve in II.3b). Past two

passes, the effect of smoothing on rx is more subtle.

The constraints for the momentum advection react differently to the level of smoothing, as

illustrated in Figure II.3c. The maximum value of the factor rux actually increases from 1.5 to

about 3 up to two passes of filtering (green curve in Fig. II.3c), then gently decreases to around

2 (orange and red curves in Fig. II.3c). The latter observation suggests the need to explore al-

ternative methods for spreading the porosity field. The increase of rux with a few passes of

smoothing is unexpected. A plausible strategy to explore the problem further would be to find

other methods for spreading the porosity field.

However, the comparison between Figure II.3b and Figure II.3c suggests that mass advec-

tion remains the limiting process for the numerical stability of the BVP method. This differ-

ence is expected due to the nature of the staggered grid. On a C-grid, the computation of vol-

ume fluxes for momentum advection is performed through a two-point average of the adjacent

transports, which inherently smooths out velocity fluctuations. As a result, the CFL condition

for momentum advection becomes less sensitive to grid-scale variations.

In summary, we show that the CFL constraint imposed by advection is most sensitive to

mass advection when using the BVP method. When defining a sharp interface between the

low porosity region (φmin) and the ocean interior, the maximum allowable time step must be

reduced by a factor of approximately (2φmin)−1. We demonstrate that spreading the interface

through successive applications of a Shapiro filter helps to mitigate the constraint on the time

step. In fact, two passes of filter achieve most of the mitigation by significantly reducing the

impact of the initial porosity jump by a factor of ten. However, even with multiple filtering

passes, the maximum allowable time step still needs to be reduced, leading us to consider the

incorporation of some drag through penalty friction as a potential solution.
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3 Adjusting penalty friction for numerical stability

As topography is spread across the porous region, the physical position of the boundary be-

comes less clear. Thus, it is an open question with the BVP method where to apply friction in

order to choose the position of the blocking barrier. It is unclear whether gradually ramping up

friction in the porous region (Debreu et al., 2020, 2022) or increasing it sharply landward of the

target boundary (that is, the boundary in the absence of penalisation) (Kevlahan et al., 2015)

produces more accurate solutions. Debreu et al. (2022) show that the numerical formulations

for the discretisation of friction also have important consequences for the spatial extent of the

velocity damping region and the actual extent of the no-slip region.

On the one hand, introducing drag in the porous medium has the potential advantage of

damping velocity fluctuations where the numerical advection stability is at risk, thereby pre-

venting the CFL condition to be violated. On the other hand, high levels of friction within the

smoothed interface may potentially cause excessive drag of boundary currents. These consid-

erations invite us to look for a minimum friction that guarantees the numerical stability of the

model.

3.1 Temporal discretisation of friction

The numerical formulation for the permeability is a delicate problem with strong repercussions

on the drag exerted on the simulated flows. The accuracy of the BVP method in the representa-

tion of topography is theoretically controlled by the intensity of the friction parameterσ applied

in the porous region (Angot, 1999). However, the maximum value allowed in a numerical model

is limited because of the stability restriction induced by the discretisation scheme chosen.

Considering only the x-direction, the one-dimensional penalised equation is

∂t (h̃u) = RHS−σh̃u (II.12)

where the right-hand side term RHS gathers any contribution from the potential non-linear,

forcing and dissipation terms. In Debreu et al. (2020); Kevlahan et al. (2015), the authors use an

explicit method to integrate −σh̃u, given by:

(h̃u)n+1 = (1−σ∆t )(h̃u)n +∆t RHS (II.13)

where n represents the discretised time step. This method is relatively easy to implement, but

it requires that the magnitude of σ remains smaller than 1/∆t for numerical stability. As we

intend to develop our method without restriction on the amount of friction represented in the

porous region, we look for other discretisation techniques. Following Rasmussen, Cottet, and
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Walther (2011), Debreu et al. (2022) explored some potential formulations to implement σ in

the dynamic equations and presented three methods based on a time splitting. Their approach

consists in solving Eq.II.12 in two steps:

∂t (h̃u) = RHS (II.14a)

∂t (h̃u) = −σh̃u (II.14b)

Solving II.14a gives an intermediate value (h̃u)n+1,∗ = (h̃u)n +∆t RHS for the second step.

Debreu et al. (2022) compared explicit, implicit and exponential temporal integration methods

for solving II.14b. The three formulations read, respectively for explicit, implicit and exponen-

tial integration:

(h̃u)n+1 = (1−σ∆t )(h̃u)n+1,∗ (II.15)

(h̃u)n+1 = (h̃u)n+1,∗

1+σ∆t
(II.16)

(h̃u)n+1 = exp(−σ∆t )(h̃u)n+1,∗ (II.17)

Debreu et al. (2022) then define the friction σ(x) that is a simple function of φ(x). The compar-

ison between equations II.15, II.16, and II.17 reveals that the level of friction introduced in the

dynamic equations can vary depending on the integration method employed. Specifically, the

authors demonstrate that an explicit method leads to velocity damping over a narrower region

compared to an implicit method, resulting in a more slippery porous region.

Instead of precisely controlling the damping in the penalised region, our focus is to intro-

duce the necessary friction that ensures numerical stability for a given porosity profile. There-

fore, we prefer an implicit method, without loss of generality. It is important to note that the

resulting drag in the interface region may be lower than the actual friction required to approx-

imate a ’no-slip’ condition. Furthermore, a plausible strategy to be explored would be to con-

sider the penalty friction in the context of the bottom stress induced by physical bathymetry, as

presented in Debreu et al. (2022).

We proceed by determining a value of σ that maintains the horizontal CFL condition in

the porous medium. To assess the feasibility of our approach, we initially consider one-

dimensional advection. However, the methodology can be extended to the three-dimensional

case or restricted to the two horizontal directions, provided an adaptive, Courant number-

dependent treatment of vertical velocity (Shchepetkin, 2015) is used during the simulation.
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Our guiding principle is to set the friction parameterσ to positive non-zero values when the

Courant number in equation II.4a exceeds a safety factor γ.

3.2 Minimal friction criteria

Criterion for tracer advection

The Courant number at iteration n +1 and position xi is

α̃x(Ũ n+1) = ∆t

(φt V )i

[
max((φuU n+1)i+1/2,0)−min((φuU n+1)i−1/2,0)

]
. (II.18)

Using Ũ n+1 expressed in Eq. (II.16), the Courant number involves the friction of the two adja-

cent faces of the cell

α̃x(Ũ n+1) = ∆t

(φtV )i

[
max

((
φuU n+1,∗

1+σ∆t

)
i+1/2

,0

)
−min

((
φuU n+1,∗

1+σ∆t

)
i−1/2

,0

)]
. (II.19)

Using the fact that each term in the Courant number is positive definite, the number is bounded

by

α̃x(Ũ n+1) ≤ max
s∈{i−1/2,i+1/2}

(
1

1+σ∆t

)
s
α̃x(U n+1,∗) (II.20)

Note that the porosity factor rx is implicitly taken into account in the right hand side of the

inequality. Denoting (σt
0)i = min(σi−1/2,σi+1/2), we constraint the upper bound of α̃x(Ũ n+1) by

γ, giving

α̃x(Ũ n+1) ≤ α̃x(Ũ n+1,∗)

1+ (σt
0)i∆t

≤ γ (II.21)

Thus, the minimum of neighbour frictions must satisfy

(σt
0)i ≥ 1

∆t

(
α̃x(Ũ n+1,∗)

γ
−1

)
(II.22)

to preserve the CFL condition on tracer advection.

Criterion for momentum advection

Since we found that rux can increase with the degree of smoothing applied to the porosity field,

we also establish a minimum criterion on momentum advection. By averaging the volume flux

in the x direction, Ũ n+1 expressed in II.16, we write the Courant number II.7a as a function of
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the neighbouring frictions at the iteration n +1 and position xi+1/2:

α̃ux(Ũ n+1) = ∆t

(φuVu)i+1/2

[
max

((
φuU n+1,∗

1+σ∆t

)
i+1

,0

)
−min

((
φuU n+1,∗

1+σ∆t

)
i

,0

)]
(II.23)

Calculations are analogous to the ones detailed above. By introducing (σu
0 )i+1/2 =

min
(
(σt

0)i , (σt
0)i+1

) = min(σi−1/2,σi+1/2,σi+3/2), we are thus able to express that the minimum

of these three adjacent frictions must satisfy

(σu
0 )i+1/2 ≥ 1

∆t

(
α̃ux(Ũ n+1,∗)

γ
−1

)
(II.24)

Synthesis

To preserve the numerical stability for advection, satisfying both criteria II.22 and II.24 is neces-

sary. At each time step, the Courant numbers are calculated with the Ũ n+1,∗ field for tracer and

momentum advection. Then, σi+1/2 is evaluated to satisfy both II.22 at i and i +1 nodes and

II.24 at i −1/2, i +1/2, and i +3/2 nodes. Additionally, σi+1/2 must remain positive to prevent

the introduction of anti-friction. An expression for σi+1/2 that satisfies all these requirements is

σi+1/2 = max
(
(σu

0 )i−1/2, (σt
0)i , (σu

0 )i+1/2, (σt
0)i+1, (σu

0 )i+3/2,0
)

(II.25)

With this approach, no tuning of the friction σ in the interface region is required, as its

magnitude is governed by the porosity φ and velocity fluctuations. The introduction of the

new parameter γ is not cumbersome as it simply sets the maximum Courant number allowed

for a given numerical formulation. The safety factor should be set close the CFL number of

a given space-time discretisation. Note that the three-dimensional CFL condition criteria of

many space-time discretisation schemes used in ocean models are listed in Table 2 of (Lemarié

et al., 2015).

A more simple approach could be to establishσ on rx by considering the maximal transport

Umax admissible without the penalisation. The drawback of this method is that drag may be

dispensed too far in the transition region, resulting in a more frictious bottom. In contrast,

the presently suggested approach reduces overall friction in the simulation by adapting at each

iteration the friction parameter, while ensuring stability.

Figure II.3 showed that the maximum of rx or rux shifts toward the interior of the ocean

when more than two passes of Shapiro filter is applied on the porosity field. We caution that

this may become problematic for our definition of σ in Eq. II.25 as artificial friction could be
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introduced well away from the target topography. A plausible strategy to be explored would be

to find the optimal minimum friction that respects simultaneously criteria II.22 and II.24 while

also decreasing monotonically away from the low porosity region.

4 Conclusion

We have conducted a thorough analysis of the numerical stability associated with the BVP

method (Debreu et al., 2022) for tracer and momentum advection on a Cartesian C-grid. Our

main objective was to investigate the constraints on the time-step imposed by the BVP method,

focusing on three key parameters: height penalisation (φmin), friction, and the spreading of the

penalised region.

Our findings indicate that using a sharp interface with penalisation defined on two grid

points results in a time-step constraint proportional to 1/φmin. However, by smoothing the

porosity field and spreading the penalised region, we were able to significantly mitigate this

numerical constraint. It should be noted that conventional filtering methods, such as Shapiro

or hyperbolic tangent, tend to exhibit progressive saturation. We observed that employing a

penalised interface resolved across six grid cells provided the most significant benefit, reducing

the time-step constraint by a factor of ten.

Furthermore, the incorporation of friction within the penalised region proved to be effec-

tive in reducing the numerical constraint by slowing down the currents. To estimate friction in

the porous region, we introduced an adaptive method that ensures the numerical stability of

the model. This adaptive approach should be considered when defining the viscous boundary

condition for actual topography.

In conclusion, the introduction of a penalised medium introduces an additional constraint

on the model time-step, which is influenced by the minimum porosity value. Exploring alter-

native spreading methods that effectively alleviate the numerical constraint holds potential for

implementing more realistic conditions with the BVP in ocean climate models. Additionally,

while the adaptive method presented in this study avoids the need to reduce the time-step,

further evaluations are necessary to link friction and porosity conditions to the physical stress

exerted by topography. Future work will address these aspects of the study.
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CHAPTER

III

Addressing the Staircase Effect in

Overflows With the Brinkman Volume

Penalisation Method

Introduction

In the lifecycle of a dense water mass, overflows often constitute a critical step that initiates the

water mass’s journey into the abyss. These overflows, or dense gravity currents, result when

dense water formed behind confining topographic barriers, or on a continental shelf, escapes

into the deep ocean over a sloped sea floor (Legg et al., 2009). During the descent, overflowing

water masses undergo intense turbulent mixing until they reach a state of buoyant equilibrium

with the surrounding waters. Overflows are key in the global ocean overturning circulation as

they supply dense waters to the deep ocean. However, their representation in z-coordinate

ocean general circulation models often falls short of reality.

Specifically, a recurring challenge faced by such models in simulating overflows is the ex-

cessive spurious mixing that occurs during the descent, leading to the loss of characteristic

features in the final water mass. The origins of this spurious mixing are not completely un-

derstood, although it is known that the staircase-like nature of the bottom boundary leads to

excessive dilution of dense waters as they undergo convective mixing at each step. Hence, the

deficiencies in the representation of overflows are primarily attributed to the stepped repre-

sentation of bottom topography in z-coordinate models, which forces artificial mixing when a

gravity current overflows a step (Winton et al., 1998).

Adopting the shaved cells approach (Adcroft et al., 1997) instead of the traditional partial

cells method can mitigate but not eliminate the spurious mixing. This suggests that the under-

lying causes may require deeper investigation, as illustrated by Q. Wang et al. (2008). Previous

studies identified other factors affecting the spurious mixing, such as the vertical and horizon-

tal spatial resolution (Legg et al., 2006; Colombo et al., 2020) or the numerical formulations

employed for solving the advection of the water mass (Riemenschneider & Legg, 2007; Ilıcak

et al., 2012). It appears that the only solution to reduce spurious mixing to a satisfactory level
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in z-coordinate models is to substantially increase the spatial resolution of the mesh. This so-

lution is incompatible with climate applications (which require long integration of basin-scale

models) and current computing resources.

In this study, we explore the potential of the Brinkman Volume Penalisation (BVP) method

(Debreu et al., 2022, 2020; Kevlahan et al., 2015) to overcome some of the spurious effects of

staircase-like topography, while maintaining a fixed spatial resolution and time step. Our goal is

to use BVP to effectively spread the land-ocean interface and improve the representation of bot-

tom currents. In section 1, we reproduce the idealised configuration of an overflow presented

by Ilıcak et al. (2012). Then, we propose and validate two modifications in the discrete momen-

tum advection that contribute to reduce the spurious mixing in z-coordinate models (section

2). In section 3, we present a new representation of the topography using the BVP method,

and assess its impact on dense water properties by comparison to traditional representations

of bathymetry, such as partial cells (Adcroft et al., 1997) and terrain-following methods (section

3). We summarise our results and recommendations in section 4.
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1 Model setup

1.1 Configuration

To investigate the spurious effects of staircase-like topography, we adopt the idealised overflow

configuration introduced by Ilıcak et al. (2012). Our model domain is a two-dimensional (x, z)

basin with a depth of 2000 m and a length of 200 km. Bathymetry is described by the analytical

profile b(x), which consists of a steep topographic slope connecting a 500 m deep continental

shelf to the 2000 m deep abyssal plain. The profile is given by

b(x) = 500+ 1500

2

(
1+ tanh

x −40

7

)
(III.1)

Figure III.1a provides a visual representation of the configuration, with the topographic vari-

ation depicted in grey shading. The initial state involves a cold water mass (10°C) at rest within

the first 20 km of the continental shelf, indicated by the blue region in Figure III.1a. This water

mass exists in a relatively lighter environment (20°C), represented by the red region in Figure

III.1. The density anomaly is calculated using the linear equation of state, resulting in a value of

2 kg/m3.

To address the issue of spurious mixing during overflows, Ilıcak et al. (2012) exclude the

use of horizontal and vertical diffusivity for tracer advection. However, the choice of excluding

diffusion is debatable considering the prevalence of static instabilities in overflows and the ab-

sence of non-hydrostatic physics in the configuration. Isopycnal models naturally restore col-

umn stability, whereas height or terrain following models require specific treatments to avoid

simulating non-physical vertical inversions in the density field. To circumvent this issue, we

use a parameterisation of convection called ’enhanced vertical diffusion’. This parameterisa-

tion introduces a high vertical diffusivity of 10 m2 s−1 when the stratification is statically unsta-

ble (negative buoyancy frequency). The enhanced vertical diffusion affects only the tracer field

and effectively reduces noise in the column, resulting in diminished spurious mixing.

The primitive equations in the (x, z) domain can be expressed as follows:

∂t (hu)+∂x(hu2)+h∂z(wu) = h

ρ0
∂xP |z +h∂z

(
km

z ∂zu
)

(III.2a)

∂t (hρ)+∂x(huρ)+h∂z(wρ) = h∂z
(
k t

z∂zρ
)

(III.2b)

∂t h +∂x(hu)+h∂z w = 0 (III.2c)

∂zP = −ρg (III.2d)
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with (u, w) the velocity vector where w is the velocity across model levels, h = ∂z/∂k represents

the layer thickness where k is the index of the vertical coordinate, P the pressure field, km
z the

vertical viscosity, k t
z the vertical diffusivity, g gravity and ρ0 a reference density of 1026 kg m−3.

1.2 Numerical formulations

We conducted numerical simulations using the overflow option (OVERFLOW) of NEMO v4.0

(Madec & NEMO System Team, 2022), which uses a C-grid.

Selecting an appropriate discrete formulation for tracer advection can be a challenging task,

because it involves striking a balance between the advective component which can generate

spurious grid-scale oscillations and the diffusive component which damps these oscillations

whilst possibly generating numerical mixing. The diffusive component can either be inherent

to the scheme itself (as in odd-centered schemes) or explicitly added (Lemarié et al., 2012).

Ideally, diffusion within the tracer advection scheme should be strong enough to eliminate grid-

scale accumulation of variance but weak enough to preserve characteristics of water masses.

Here we turn to Flux Corrected Transport (FCT) schemes, which are non-linear, monotonic

schemes that employ anti-diffusion and non-linear limiters to prevent oscillations (Zalesak,

1979; Lévy et al., 2001). More precisely, we employ the fourth order formulation of FCT using a

centered and a compact scheme in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.

The discretisation of momentum advection is performed with a modified third order Up-

stream scheme (Madec & NEMO System Team, 2022) in the horizontal directions and a second

order centered scheme in the vertical direction.

To reduce computational cost and enable the use of larger time steps, we activate the

Courant-number-dependent treatment of vertical velocity proposed by Shchepetkin (2015).

This approach implies to solve both momentum and tracers with implicit time integration

and first order upstream scheme applied to the fraction of vertical advection that exceeds the

Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition. Since the method employs a first-order upstream

approach for spatial derivatives, it introduces more diffusion compared to the fourth order

compact interpolation used in the FCT scheme. To minimise the additional diffusion associ-

ated with this approach, the method is wisely designed to activate only when and where neces-

sary (hence its application is restricted in both space and time).

Finally, the Leap Frog Robert-Asselin time stepping scheme (Leclair & Madec, 2009) is used

with a time step (∆t ) of 10 s. The horizontal mesh resolution is 1 km, while the vertical grid

consists of 100 levels. The vertical viscosity km
z is prescribed as 10−4 m2 s−1, and the vertical

diffusivity k t
z remains zero, except during the activation of enhanced vertical diffusion. A linear

sea surface height treatment is assumed.
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1.3 Flow characteristics
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Figure III.1: Evolution of the temperature field during the overflow. The bathymetry, shaded in grey, is
represented either with z-coordinate using partial steps (panels a-d) or with s-coordinate (panels e-h).
Shading depicts the temperature. Panels a and b shows the initialisation. Other panels show snapshots
of the solution, when 50% (b,f), 75% (c,g), and 95% (d,h) of the initial volume of dense waters has left
the continental shelf (x = 20 km). The corresponding elapsed time t50%, t75% or t95% is indicated in the
bottom left corner of each panel. Insets in panels c and g are zooms of the region outlined by a white
rectangle.

Figure III.1 demonstrates the time evolution of the overflow. Bathymetry, shaded in grey, is

represented either with depth (z) coordinate using partial steps (panels a-d) or with a terrain-

following (s) coordinate (panels e-h). The partial cells representation creates artificial staircase

like topography, as illustrated in the inset of panel c. Temperature is visualised using a color

gradient, ranging from dark blue for cold (dense) waters at 10°C to dark red for warm (light) wa-

ters at 20°C. Bright shadings (between dark blue and dark red) indicate intermediate tempera-

tures, hallmarking the occurrence of diapycnal mixing during the simulation. The initial state

is depicted in the left-most panels (a, e). The temporal evolution of the simulated overflows

is shown from left to right. To best illustrate the sensitivity to the chosen vertical coordinate,

shown snapshots correspond to times when an equivalent volume of shelf waters has partic-

ipated in the overflow. Specifically, panels (b, f), (c, g), and (d, h) correspond to the instants

when 50%, 75%, and 95% of the initial volume of dense waters has exited the first 20 km of the

continental margin, respectively. The elapsed time, denoted as t50%, t75%, or t95%, is indicated

in the bottom left corner of each panel.

In all cases, the gravity current displays a distinctive frontal structure characterized by a

leading edge or ’head’ that advances along the slope, displacing lighter waters and forming a

plume above. The head region is continuously fed by the trailing tail, which constitutes the

main body of the flow. The density anomaly within the head region accelerates the front, while

mixing processes work to slow down its progress by diluting dense waters.
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The front in the s-coordinate simulation rapidly reaches the base of the slope at t50% (panel

f), accompanied by a well-confined bottom current (zoom in panel g). On the abyssal plain,

the resulting water mass exhibits a distinct dense core at 10°C (dark blue), indicating minimal

spurious mixing as compared to the z-coordinate simulation.

The z-coordinate overflow is considerably slower (compare panels b and f). This is because

dense waters experience pronounced mixing along the steps, reducing the density anomaly

that drives the gravity current. The along-slope temperature gradient in the inset of panel c

illustrates the progressive loss of densest waters during the descent. When reaching the abyssal

plain, the densest water is close to 14°C, forming the narrow patch of cyan color in panel d.

Figure III.1 thus demonstrates that artificial steps tend to impede overflows and to exces-

sively mix the sinking bottom waters, consistent with previous findings (Ilıcak et al., 2012). In

the following, we will explore numerical approaches susceptible to mitigate these spurious ef-

fects of staircase-like topography.

2 A modified momentum advection scheme to reduce

numerical mixing

In order to minimise spurious mixing effects, it is crucial to ensure well-resolved advection

speeds (Riemenschneider & Legg, 2007; Ilıcak et al., 2012). Keeping this objective in mind, we

undertake a reassessment of the discrete formulation employed in NEMO for momentum ad-

vection.

2.1 A modified UBS scheme for momentum advection

Let us write the spatial discretisation of the flux-form advection of momentum in both horizon-

tal and vertical directions,

∂t (hu)i+ 1
2 ,k = 1

∆x

(
Ui ,k ui ,k −Ui+1,k ui+1,k

)+ 1

∆z

(
Wi+ 1

2 ,k− 1
2

ui+ 1
2 ,k− 1

2
−Wi+ 1

2 ,k+ 1
2

ui+ 1
2 ,k+ 1

2

)
(III.3)

with (U ,W ) the advective flux, (u, w) the momentum flux and (i ,k) the discrete indexing of the

mesh, k being oriented upward.

The Upstream Biased Scheme (UBS) for momentum advection in NEMO, presented in

(Madec & NEMO System Team, 2022), differs from the standard third order Upstream scheme

(hereafter UP3) in several aspects:
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i) The interpolation of u in the x direction is carried out using the three-point, upstream-

biased, quadratic (parabolic) scheme, given by:

ui ,k = 1

2
(ui− 1

2 ,k +ui+ 1
2 ,k )−


1
6 u′′

i− 1
2 ,k

, if Ui ,k ≥ 0

1
6 u′′

i+ 1
2 ,k

, otherwise
(III.4)

Here u′′
i− 1

2 ,k
= ui− 3

2 ,k−2ui− 1
2 ,k+ui+ 1

2 ,k . Due to Leap-Frog temporal integration, the first term

in Equation III.4 represents the centered-in-time advective part, while the second term is

forward in time, serving as the diffusive part. This arrangement ensures the preservation

of stability in the space-time discretization.

ii) Following the implementation in the CROCO model (Jullien et al., 2022), the horizontal

advective flux U is computed using a fourth order centered interpolation (hereafter C4),

Ui ,k = 1

4
(Ui− 1

2 ,k +Ui+ 1
2 ,k )− 1

32

(
U ′′

i− 1
2 ,k

+U ′′
i+ 1

2 ,k

)
(III.5)

iii) A second order centered scheme (hereafter C2) is used in the vertical direction where both

advective fluxes Wi+ 1
2 ,k+ 1

2
and horizontal momentum are calculated with a second order

interpolation scheme,

Wi+ 1
2 ,k+ 1

2
ui+ 1

2 ,k+ 1
2
= 1

4

(
Wi ,k+ 1

2
+Wi+1,k+ 1

2

)(
ui+ 1

2 ,k +ui+ 1
2 ,k+1

)
(III.6)

Achieving consistency between advection and continuity

Maintaining consistency between momentum advection and the continuity equation is crucial

for preserving essential quantities such as kinetic energy. However, there are concerns regard-

ing the current formulation.

First, the interpolation scheme for momentum advection in the horizontal directions is

fourth order, while the continuity equation is discretised with a second-order scheme. This

inconsistency breaks energy conservation at the discrete level (not shown). To address this, a

fourth-order interpolation scheme should be employed for continuity as well.

Second, the computation of advective fluxes for momentum relies on a C4 interpolation in

the horizontal directions, whereas the vertical fluxes are interpolated using a C2 scheme. This

disparity in interpolation schemes breaks momentum conservation, which can lead to spurious

oscillations.

To overcome these issues, we propose a modified implementation of the momentum advec-

tion scheme. We suggest using a C2 interpolation for the horizontal advective fluxes to ensure

consistency with the vertical fluxes and achieve more accurate momentum preservation. In the
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x-direction, this formulation can be expressed as:

Ui ,k = 1

2
(Ui− 1

2 ,k +Ui+ 1
2 ,k ) (III.7)

In this case, the divergence in Equation III.3 simplifies with our suggestion to a C2 interpola-

tion in the x direction of the continuity equation, which holds true due to the incompressibility

of the flow. Assuming a spatially uniform horizontal velocity field u with a value of unity, the

momentum preservation (Equation III.3) can be expressed as:

∂t (hu)i+ 1
2 ,k = 1

2∆x

[(
Ui− 1

2 ,k −Ui+ 1
2 ,k

)
+

(
Ui+ 1

2 ,k −Ui+ 3
2 ,k

)]
(III.8a)

+ 1

2∆z

[(
Wi ,k− 1

2
−Wi ,k+ 1

2

)
+

(
Wi+1,k− 1

2
−Wi+1,k+ 1

2

)]
(III.8b)

= 0 (III.8c)

Built-in diffusion for vertical momentum advection

A C2 approximation for an advected quantity is known to be susceptible to dispersive errors.

If these errors are not properly addressed, they can lead to the emergence of non-physical so-

lutions. This is the case in iii) for the vertical interpolation of horizontal momentum. While

the addition of explicit vertical diffusion could potentially damp these oscillations, determin-

ing an appropriate level of diffusion is a challenging task. Indiscriminate diffusion may result

in excessive damping in certain regions of the flow, thereby compromising the accuracy of the

solution.

To address this issue, we propose a refinement in the vertical advection scheme by replacing

the C2 vertical averaging of u with a formulation similar to a standard UP3 scheme. The UP3

scheme is specifically designed to exhibit dissipative leading-order errors and effectively damp

dispersive (phase) errors. In other words, we suggest utilizing an UBS scheme in the vertical

direction. This modification enables us to eliminate the explicit vertical diffusion in Equation

III.3, and accordingly we set km
z to zero. By adopting this approach, we aim to improve the

accuracy of the solution while mitigating the unwanted dispersive errors associated with the

C2 scheme.

Similar to Equation III.4, we can express a three-point, upstream-biased, quadratic

(parabolic) interpolation of u at the mid-points in the vertical direction:

ui+1/2,k+1/2 =
1

2
(ui+ 1

2 ,k +ui+ 1
2 ,k+1)−


1
6 u′′

i+ 1
2 ,k

, if Wi+ 1
2 ,k+ 1

2
≥ 0

1
6 u′′

i+ 1
2 ,k+1

, otherwise
(III.9)

where u′′
i+ 1

2 ,k+1
= ui+ 1

2 ,k −2ui+ 1
2 ,k+1 +ui+ 1

2 ,k+2.
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2.2 Sensitivity analysis

We aim to evaluate the numerical choices discussed above in both depth (z) and terrain-

following (s) coordinate systems. The tested combinations of schemes are summarized in Table

III.1. The ’Refz’ and ’Refs’ combinations serve as reference experiments, using the default mo-

mentum advection implementation in NEMO. The combination ’Cz/s’ incorporates consistent

interpolation of the horizontal advective fluxes as described in Eq. III.7, while ’Uz/s’ employs

the UBS method for vertical advection of horizontal momentum (Eq. III.9). The combination

’CUz/s’ combines both modifications.

Figure III.2 presents the results for the z-coordinate system with partial bottom cells, while

Figure III.3 displays the results for the s-coordinate system. To gauge spurious mixing associ-

ated with the different discretisation schemes, temperature and horizontal velocity fields are

depicted in the final state of the overflow, corresponding to t95%.

Table III.1: Tested combinations of momentum advection formulations, in horizontal and
vertical directions, for z-coordinate and s-coordinate systems. Topography represented in z-
coordinate are treated with ’partial cells’ (Adcroft et al., 1997).

Simulation Horizontal dir. Vertical dir. Bottom representation
Refz/s C4/UBS C2/C2 z or s-coordinate
Cz/s C2/UBS C2/C2 z or s-coordinate
Uz/s C4/UBS C2/UBS z or s-coordinate

CUz/s C2/UBS C2/UBS z or s-coordinate
BVP(n) C2/UBS C2/UBS z-coordinate with BVP method where n in-

dicates the level of smoothing of the poros-
ity field (see section 3).

CUz/s(n) C2/UBS C2/UBS z or s-coordinate, using a smoothed to-
pography where n indicates the level of
smoothing of the slope.

Comparison between Figure III.2a, representing the default version of NEMO, and Figure

III.2c, shows that a consistent computation of momentum fluxes reduces numerical diffusion

of temperature in the z-coordinate system. In particular, bottom waters at the foot of the con-

tinental slope are colder by a few degrees in Figure III.2c relative to Figure III.2a.

Figure III.2f illustrates the zonal velocity field for the same experiment as shown in Figure

III.2b, except that UBS is used instead of C2 for vertical advection. Dispersive errors are ob-

served throughout the solution using C2, as shown by the grid-scale noise. Application of the

UP3 scheme effectively eliminates these errors in the velocity field, meaning that the default

levels of vertical viscosity were too little. This improvement is then reflected in the advected

temperature field: bottom waters at the foot of the slope are noticeably denser with the UBS

scheme (Figure III.2e) compared to the C2 scheme (Figure III.2a). This behaviour is expected

since treating momentum advection with built-in diffusion results in a smoother velocity field,
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Figure III.2: Snapshots of the overflow simulations solved in z-coordinate with partial bottom cells, for
the four combinations of advection schemes listed in Table III.1. Bathymetry is shaded in grey. Snapshots
correspond to the time (indicated on each panel) at which 95% of the initial dense water volume has left
the continental shelf. The left column displays the temperature field, while the right column shows
the horizontal velocity field. Each row corresponds to a specific combination of horizontal and vertical
advection schemes: a) and b) represent the reference experiment, Refz; c) and d) correspond to Cz; e)
and f) depict Uz; and g) and h) illustrate CUz. It is worth noting the better preservation of cold water
(dark blue colour in the left panels) and the reduction of noise in the velocity field achieved through the
use of improved numerical schemes.
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Figure III.3: Snapshots of the overflow simulations solved in s-coordinate, for the four combinations
of advection schemes listed in Table III.1. Bathymetry is shaded in grey. The left column displays the
temperature field, while the right column shows the horizontal velocity field. Snapshots correspond to
the time (indicated on each panel) at which 95% of the initial dense water volume has left the continental
shelf. Each row corresponds to a specific combination of horizontal and vertical advection schemes: a)
and b) represent the reference experiment, Refs; c) and d) correspond to Cs; e) and f) depict Us; and g)
and h) illustrate CUs. It is worth noting the slowdown of the sinking plume and the reduction of the noise
in the velocity field achieved through the use of an UP3 scheme for the vertical advection.
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leading in turn to less spurious mixing of the transported tracer. A consistent computation of

momentum fluxes in the horizontal and vertical, using the C2/UBS formulation for both, proves

to be the best combination (Figure III.2g,h). In particular, dense water mass characteristics are

much better preserved during the downslope flow relative to the reference experiment.

Changes in the s-coordinate solutions are expected to be less pronounced due to smaller

dia-surface velocities. The same modifications of momentum advection yield only small dif-

ferences in mixing levels within the overflow (compare e.g. Figure III.3a with Figure III.3c). As

anticipated, the low level of noise near the end of the slope is eliminated when switching to UP3

advection (compare Figure III.3f with Figure III.3b). Nonetheless, the sinking rate of the dense

water mass is sensitive to the discrete formulation of vertical advection. With C2 advection,

the front position is approximately x = 110 km at t95% (Figure III.3a), while it is about 15 km

upstream with the UBS scheme (Figure III.3e). This corresponds to a significant slowdown of

approximately 0.7 m s−1. The slower sinking rate is in better agreement with the overflow solu-

tions obtained by Ilıcak et al. (2012) with ’ROMS’, ’viscous MOM’ and the layered model ’GOLD’

(see their Figure 9).

2.3 A diagnostic of numerical mixing

To gain insights into the characteristics of the dense water reaching the foot of the slope, we

perform a volumetric diagnosis to quantitatively evaluate the impact of different momentum

advection discretisations on spurious mixing. Figure III.4 compares the temperature distri-

butions of the water mass volume reaching the foot of the slope. More precisely, the volume

passing through x = 60 km is accumulated over time for each temperature class until the total

volume reaches 20 Gm3. Differences in the distributions reflect the reduction or enhancement

of spurious mixing. To avoid potential interpolation errors, the thermal flux computed in the

FCT44 scheme is divided by the mass transport U , after flux limiting, giving the effective ad-

vected temperature. The results are presented in Figure III.4, where the effective temperature

is plotted on the x-axis, and the advected volume is displayed on the y-axis on a logarithmic

scale.

The diagnostic presented in Figure III.4a aligns well with the results shown in Figure III.2.

In z-coordinate, the volume distributions are primarily characterized by a broad peak centered

around 18°C. This peak corresponds to the plume of mixed waters observed in the simulations

over the head region. The volume in each temperature class decreases gently towards colder

temperatures until it abruptly drops at a relatively cold temperature.

Beyond these common characteristics, reddening of the distribution due to modifications in

the momentum advection is apparent. The modified UBS formulation brings a notable increase

in volume of waters colder than 16°C, and a shift of the minimum temperature towards colder
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Figure III.4: Temperature distribution of waters reaching the foot of the slope, accumulated until a total
volume of 20 Gm3 has crossed x = 60 km. Panel (a) shows the solutions using the z-coordinate, and panel
(b) shows solutions using the s-coordinate. The colour sequence (black, grey, blue, and red) corresponds
to the combinations ((Refz,Refs), (Cz,Cs), (Uz,Us), and (CUz,CUs), respectively) listed in Table III.1. The
volume is presented on the y-axis using a logarithmic scale. Temperature bins have a width of 0.5°C. It
takes approximately 11 hours of simulation to reach 20 Gm3 in z-coordinate, while it takes only about
7.5 hours in s-coordinate.

classes. In the default implementation (’Refz’, in black), waters reaching the foot of the slope

are always warmer than 13.5°C (cf. the small patch of cyan in Figure III.2a). By switching to

the consistent formulation ’Cz’ (in grey), volume shifts towards colder temperatures, and the

minimum temperature decreases by 1.5°C. Although ’Uz’ does not significantly reduce spurious

mixing (compare blue and black), it is the combination of both modifications (’CUz’, in red)

that yields the most substantial improvement in preserving cold waters as they sink. The ’CUz’

combination enables water as cold as 11.5°C to reach the foot of the slope.

The volume distributions obtained from the s-coordinate simulation (Figure III.4b) show

distinct differences compared to those obtained with the z-coordinate. They exhibit a narrow

peak centered around 18°C and relatively uniform volume in the colder temperature classes,

with another peak near the initial temperature of dense waters (10°C). Upon comparing each

combination in Figure III.4b, no substantial changes are observed in the properties of the wa-

ters flowing through x = 60 km. The total volume of waters colder than 16°C remains largely

unchanged, indicating that the observed slowdown in the sinking rate in ’Us’ should not be at-

tributed to a more diluted water mass, but rather to the additional vertical diffusion introduced.
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In summary, we have carefully examined the discrete formulation of momentum advection

in the OVERFLOW configuration of NEMO. We propose a correction to the discrete formula-

tion of the horizontal UP3 scheme, which resolves an inconsistency between advection and

the continuity equation. Additionally, we introduce an UP3 scheme in the vertical direction,

addressing the dispersive errors that occur with the C2 scheme given the low explicit vertical

viscosity chosen by Ilıcak et al. (2012). These choices significantly reduce the spurious mixing

observed in simulated overflows in the z-coordinate system. The modified UBS scheme will be

incorporated into the upcoming release of NEMO (version 5.0). In the following, momentum

advection is discretised with consistent formulation with an UBS formulation in both horizon-

tal and vertical directions.

3 Alleviating the staircase effect with Brinkman Volume

Penalisation

The presence of artificial steps in the topography leads to strong vertical velocities and convec-

tive mixing as bottom currents sink along the staircase-like slope. This in turn induces large and

often overestimated mixing of water mass properties. In order to reduce spurious mixing, we

explore the potential of Brinkman Volume Penalisation, which may smooth out the slope dis-

continuities felt by the downslope flow. To evaluate the impact of this approach, we compare

simulations employing the BVP method to those using traditional representations of topogra-

phy, such as depth or terrain-following coordinates.

3.1 Penalised configuration

Following Debreu et al. (2020, 2022), the set of equations governing the penalised primitive

equations can be expressed as follows:

∂t (h̃u)+∂x(h̃u2)+h∂z(φwu) = h̃

ρ0
∂xP |z −σh̃u +h∂z

(
φkm

z ∂zu
)

(III.10a)

∂t (h̃ρ)+∂x(h̃uρ)+h∂z(φwρ) = h∂z
(
φk t

z∂zρ
)

(III.10b)

∂t h̃ +∂x(h̃u)+h∂z(φw) = 0 (III.10c)

∂zP = −ρg (III.10d)
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with h̃ =φh the penalised layer thickness andσ the penalty friction exerted through the porous

medium. Both mass and momentum contents are altered in the penalised case by the porosity

φ. This modification affects effective volumes along with the effective transports. Similarly,

vertical diffusion takes into account the modified surface areas. The porosity φ and friction σ

constitute the key parameters in the BVP method.

In order to model a fluid with solid boundaries these variables often take the following dis-

continuous forms:

(φ,σ) =
(φmin,1/ϵ) in the penalised region

(1,0) in the ocean domain
(III.11)

where the parameters ϵ and φmin control the accuracy of the approximation. By setting ϵ≪ 1

andφmin ≪ 1, the penalisation allows to retrieve the frictional and blocking effects of a topogra-

phy, effectively simulating interactions of a fluid with solid boundaries. One advantageous pos-

sibility of the BVP method is to spread this discontinuous interface along the physical boundary.

By allowing porosity values betweenφmin and 1, a smoother transition between land and ocean

is achievable. In previous studies, the spreading of the interface has primarily been employed

to ensure numerical stability in the model (Kevlahan et al., 2015; Debreu et al., 2020, 2022). The

impacts and potential advantages of interface spreading on the behaviour of simulated bot-

tom currents are not well understood. In this study, we aim to explore the effects of interface

spreading in the context of overflow dynamics.

At the discrete level, each cell is assigned a porosity value based on whether it is located in

the ocean interior or on land. However, some cells near the transition can be considered partly

ocean and partly land, because the physical boundary cuts through these cells. To accurately

capture the height of the water column, the porosity field then takes intermediate values that

correspond to the volume fraction of the liquid part within the cell. In this particular configura-

tion, the position of the physical boundary is determined by the analytical profile b(x) defined

in Equation III.1. To estimate the liquid part in the intersected cells, we simply utilise the inte-

gral of b(x): ∫ x2

x1

b(x)d x =
[(

500+ 1500

2

)
x +7

1500

2
log(cosh

(
40−x

7

)]x2

x1

(III.12)

The minimum porosity plays a crucial role in determining the accuracy of the simulated to-

pography. In order to achieve a refined representation of the topography while mitigating the

numerical constraint, we set the height parameter φmin to 10−2. Following the approach de-

scribed in (Debreu et al., 2020), we control the width of the interface by applying to the porosity

field successive passes of a Shapiro filter (1/4, 1/2, 1/4) (Shapiro, 1970) in both the horizontal

and vertical directions. Then, face porosities φu and φw are defined by averaging the porosities

φt of the neighbouring porous cells, to provide a smooth representation of the slope.
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The numerical stability of the BVP method can be compromised by abrupt changes in

porosity within the interface region. While spreading enhances stability, some level of frictionσ

is still necessary in the penalised region to ensure overall stability of the simulation and obviate

a drastic increase of temporal resolution. However, it is important to strike a balance and avoid

excessive damping, as it can prevent bottom currents from flowing into the penalised region

and negate the potential benefits of interface spreading.

To find this balance, we follow the method presented in Chapter II which provides guidance

for applying penalty friction that preserves the numerical stability of the BVP method while

allowing a certain degree of slipperiness. For each time step, the method introduces the neces-

sary damping to prevent the horizontal Courant number from exceeding a safety factor γ. The

value of γ must be chosen in keeping with the CFL condition of the discrete schemes used for

advection of tracers and momentum. According to Lemarié et al. (2015), the CFL condition in a

Leap-Frog environment is 0.522 for a fourth order centered FCT scheme and 0.472 for an UBS

scheme. As a precautionary measure, the safety factor γ is set to 0.1.

To some extent, the definition of the porosity field, before smoothing, follows the princi-

ple of shaved cells presented in (Adcroft et al., 1997). The shaved cells approach provides a

smooth representation of the slope by cutting the cells relative to the position of the bound-

ary to account for the real volume of the water column. However, this approach introduces

a misalignment of the center of mass of the trimmed cells with the adjacent cells, leading to

corrections in the computation of the horizontal pressure gradient (HPG) and potential errors

from interpolation. In contrast, within the BVP method, porous cells capture the modification

of the volume while preserving their centers aligned with the other cells of the mesh, thereby

avoiding any noise in the computation of the HPG.

To verify this assumption, we conducted a reproduction in NEMO of the idealised seamount

testcase presented by Beckmann and Haidvogel (1993) and evaluated the treatment of partial

cells using the penalisation method (results not shown). These findings confirm the validity

of the assumption, consistent with the results of Debreu et al. (2020). In their Figure 10, they

demonstrate that penalising the topography over an s-envelope does not introduce any addi-

tional errors in the residual currents.

3.2 Simulating overflows with the BVP method

The numerical discretisation is identical to the non penalised case presented in the Methods.

Momentum advection is discretised with the modified UBS formulation (’CUz’ combination of

Table III.1), which improved conservation of the dense waters. We now evaluate the impact of

widening the interface region for the conservation of dense waters.
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Figure III.5: Snapshots of the overflow simulations solved in z-coordinate with BVP and a varying degree
of porosity smoothing. Bathymetry is shaded in grey. The left column displays the temperature field,
while the right column shows the horizontal velocity field. Snapshots correspond to the time (indicated
on each panel) at which 95% of the initial dense water volume has left the continental shelf. Each row
corresponds to a degree of smoothing: zero (top row), two (second row), four (third row) or six (bottom
row) passes of the Shapiro filter. It is worth noting the better preservation of cold water (dark blue colour
in the left panels) and the widening of the bottom currents achieved through penalisation and smooth-
ing.
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Figure III.5 illustrates the overflow behavior in the presence of penalised topography. The

left column shows the temperature field, while the right column displays the horizontal velocity

field. The solutions are shown at t95%, i.e. when 95% of the dense shelf waters have left the shelf.

The grey shading indicates the masked land domain underneath the penalised region, with its

staircase pattern. For better comparison with the non penalised case, the first 20 km of the

continental shelf remains non-penalised. The number of filtering passes of the porosity field is

indicated in parentheses on the left. The widening of the transition zone from the top to bottom

is visible in the apparent drop of topography at x = 20 km; mind that the true topography felt by

the flow is much smoother because low porosity cells are located just above the grey shading.

When using the minimal smoothing level, there are no visible changes between the penal-

isation and partial cells approaches in terms of topography representation and dense water

preservation (compare Figure III.5a with Figure III.2g). However, the sinking rate is slightly

faster with the penalisation method. The case with no smoothing is equivalent to using shaved

cells (Adcroft et al., 1997). This result thus confirms that a linear-wise representation of the to-

pography cannot eliminate the spurious mixing emerging from stepped topography at a given

resolution (Q. Wang et al., 2008).

By widening the penalised region, the bottom waters reaching the abyssal plain become

denser, as evident from the dark blue patches in Figure III.5c,e,g. The smoothing of poros-

ity also leads to a reduction in the height of the mixed plume above the head region. These

changes coincide with a faster sinking rate and the spreading of bottom currents across the

porous interface (Figure III.5d,f,h). Hence, our simulations suggest that increasing the width

of the land-ocean transition via penalisation tends to reduce spurious mixing occurring within

downslope currents in z-coordinate.

When four or six passes of Shapiro filter are used, the eastward velocity has a double max-

imum structure that appears to be nonphysical (Figure III.5f,h). This should be tempered by

recognising that the deeper maximum in velocity is associated with minor volume transport

due to the low porosity of bottom cells. Nonetheless, these velocity snapshots indicate that ad-

ditional constraints on the spatial structure of the friction parameter σ are desirable to avoid

spurious behaviours.

In general, snapshots from the penalised simulations must be carefully interpreted since

the effective volumes of the cell are modified by the use of porosity and invisible in Figure III.5.

Analysing the temperature distributions presented in Figure III.6 provides more quantitative

insight into the actual modification of dense waters that reach the foot of the slope. Distribu-

tions corresponding to overflows solved in s-coordinate (’CUs’) and in traditional z-coordinate

with partial cells (’CUz’) are also shown for comparison. The diagnostic is computed in panel a

when the same volume 20Gm3 has reached the slope. In panel b, the diagnostic is computed for
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the entire 17-hour simulation, with the total transported volume for each simulation indicated

in the legend. One noteworthy aspect when comparing z and s-coordinate simulations is the

strong difference in the total volume advected eastward (Figure III.6b).

In the previous case, comparing the distributions until the same volume reaches the foot

of the slope highlighted the differences between solutions that use the same representation

of the topography. Figure III.6a shows the diagnostic reproduced with the penalised solution,

suggesting that the penalised solution may behave similarly to an s-coordinate representation.

However, the difference in the total volume advected necessitates consideration of the tem-

perature distributions throughout the entire 17-hour simulation (Figure III.6b). This provides a

clear delineation of the behavior of downflow currents along topographies represented in either

s-coordinate, partial cells, or the penalisation method.
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a) Temperature distribution until 20Gm3 has reached
the foot of the slope.
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b) Temperature distribution throughout the entire 17-
hour simulation

Figure III.6: Temperature distribution of dense waters reaching the foot of the slope at x =60km. The
color sequence (blue, green, orange, and red) represents penalised simulations with increasing levels of
smoothing. The distributions corresponding to the s-coordinate and partial cells coordinates are shown
in grey and black, respectively. The volume is displayed on the y-axis using a logarithmic scale (Gm3),
with temperature bins of 0.5°C width. The total outflows for each simulation are indicated in the legend.
It is worth noting the increasing volume of dense characteristics with the widening of the penalised re-
gion, resulting in performance comparable to an s-coordinate system.

Figure III.6b shows that with increasing size of the penalised region, there is a noticeable

increase in cold water volume, down to 10°C, as well as a reduction in the peak volume around

18°C. The distributions thus move toward the s-coordinate reference when resorting to BVP and

porosity smoothing. Importantly, only two passes of the Shapiro filter are sufficient to achieve
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substantial gain in dense water preservation. This moderate level of smoothing may be opti-

mal since it minimises distortion of the target boundary and maintains a coherent downslope

current (Figure III.5d).

3.3 Overflowing a smoothed topography

By spreading the interface, the resulting topography is smoothed, so that the reduction in spu-

rious mixing obtained with BVP could be partly due to the modified effective topography. Pre-

vious studies have shown that smoothing a z-coordinate topography can have positive effects

on the dynamics (Penduff et al., 2002). However, we should assess whether the improvements

obtained here with BVP and smoothing are merely due to modified topography.
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Figure III.7: Snapshots of the overflow simulations solved in z-coordinate and s-coordinate with a
smoothed topography. Bathymetry is shaded in grey. Bathymetric profile is obtained after six passes
of horizontal filtering of b(x) with a Shapiro filter (1/4,1/2,1/4), giving depths similar to ’BVP(6)’. The
left column displays the temperature field, while the right column shows the horizontal velocity field.
Snapshots correspond to the time (indicated on each panel) at which 95% of the initial dense water vol-
ume has left the continental shelf. Panels a and b (c and d) display the solution solved in partial cells (s-
coordinate). It is worth noting that these solutions are nearly indistinguishable from their non-smoothed
counterparts (Figure III.2g and III.3g), but they are distinct from the penalised solutions (Figure III.5g).

Figure III.7 presents snapshots of the simulated overflow using partial cells and the s-

coordinate system with a smoothed topography. The bathymetric profile is obtained by ap-

plying six passes of horizontal filtering to b(x), resulting in water column heights equivalent to

’BVP(6)’. The case with partial cells is denoted as ’CUz(6)’, while the terrain following solution
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is labeled as ’CUs(6)’. We observe that the solution using partial cells (Figure III.7a) is largely

unaffected by the smoothed topography and closely resembles the reference solution (Figure

III.2g). This observation holds true for ’CUs(6)’ as well (compare Figure III.7c and Figure III.3g).

To complete the evaluation, Figure III.6b displays the temperature distributions for the

’CUz(6)’ and ’CUs(6)’ combinations, indicated by dotted lines. The curves closely align with

their non-smoothed counterparts (solid lines). Hence, the spreading of the penalised topog-

raphy truly enables the simulated overflows to be less susceptible to spurious mixing; the im-

provements are not merely due to (slight) distortion of the effective topography.

4 Discussion and conclusions

Quantitative diagnostics of spurious mixing

In this chapter, we evaluated three numerical representations of a topographic slope (z-

coordinate with partial cells, s-coordinate, and z-coordinate with penalisation) and several dis-

crete representations of fluid transport in the context of an idealised two-dimensional overflow

(Ilıcak et al., 2012). Consistent quantification and comparison of ’spurious mixing’ across the

simulations is challenging, because the differences occur in several aspects and at several stages

of the overflow. In particular, the speed of the downslope flow varies across simulations, since it

depends on the density difference between dense sinking water and surrounding waters (hence

on the amount of diapycnal mixing). At a given elapsed time, different simulations will be in dif-

ferent stages of the overflow, thus blurring the comparison. Comparing the end state (17 hours)

of the simulations is also insufficient, because the temperature distributions then integrate the

effects of mixing on the flat abyssal plain which are not our focus here.

To quantify spurious mixing occurring during the downslope flow in a consistent way, we

thus developed diagnostics based on the flux of water flowing eastward past the foot of the

slope. We calculate both the temperature distribution and the cumulative volume of this flux,

then compare temperature distributions for a given volume or at the end of the simulations.

The results were shown in Figures III.4 and III.6. To summarise the sensitivity of spurious mix-

ing and overflow strength to numerical choices, we construct a two-dimensional diagram (Fig-

ure III.8) showing, for each simulation, the proportion of water colder than 16°C flowing past

the foot of the slope (x-axis) against the time to 95% discharge of the initial dense water vol-

ume (y-axis). This figure clearly shows the correlation between discharge speed and spurious

mixing intensity: a lesser degree of mixing generally goes with a shorter discharge time. In

z-coordinate, improvements in the momentum advection scheme increase the proportion of

water colder than 16°C from 20 to 30%, with no increase in discharge rate. Use of BVP further

increases this percentage, up to about 60% for a large degree of porosity smoothing, and also re-
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duces the discharge time by 0.5 to 1.5 hour. Figure III.8 thus demonstrates that resorting to BVP

brings the z-coordinate solutions fairly close to the s-coordinate solutions, which have about

75% of water flowing across x = 60 km colder than 16°C. These conclusions are insensitive to

small changes in the chosen criteria for measuring spurious mixing and discharge time (not

shown).
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Figure III.8: Diagram of simulated overflows for the conservation of dense waters. The y-axis represents
the time in hours at which 95% of the initial dense waters have left the continental shelf. The x-axis
indicates the total volume fraction of waters colder than 16°C that crossed x = 60km throughout the 17-
hour simulation. Each dot corresponds to a combination listed in Table III.1. The colors black, green,
and red represent simulations using partial cells, penalised z-coordinate, and s-coordinate, respectively.
It is noteworthy to observe the migration of the penalised overflow (green) as the interface widens, from
partial cells (black) to s-coordinate (red) solutions.

Insights on the benefits of BVP

We now discuss the potential origins of the positive impact of BVP on the simulated overflow.

We evoke three potential causes that may explain the obtained reductions in discharge time

and dense water dilution.
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First, a significant source of spurious mixing arises from the width of cells being larger than

the front located at the head of the dense water plume. Indeed, when the front is advected into

a cell containing lighter waters, dense water to the left of the front mixes with lighter waters to

the right of the front, within this cell and this time step. This cell-scale dilution tends to spread

the frontal region of the overflow and hinder the sinking of dense shelf waters.

By penalising the topography, the volume of porous cells becomes smaller as the depth in-

creases. When dense waters enter a porous cell with a reduced effective volume, there is po-

tentially less dilution compared to a fully liquid cell. Improvements in the preservation and

sinking of the frontal zone may thus owe to the reduction in the effective volume of cells along

the bottom boundary.

Second, the widening of the land-ocean interface contributes to the smooth or spread bot-

tom currents, effectively reducing spurious mixing of the advected tracer field. In the traditional

approach, the no-flow condition at the topography is typically enforced on the cells adjacent

to the boundary. However, the BVP method takes a different approach by incorporating the

blocking effect of the topography within a few cells near the border. The resultant wider in-

terface generates a more distributed topographic constraint on the bottom currents, extending

throughout the penalised region. As a consequence, it may act like a broader stencil for the

discrete advection scheme, rendering advection less sensitive to artificial steps (Chapter I) and

thus naturally minimising spurious mixing.

Furthermore, it is known that advection schemes near walls or boundaries, where bot-

tom currents are confined, can lead to accuracy loss. For example, the fourth-order advection

scheme FCT44 degrades to a second-order FCT22 scheme adjacent to a wall, which introduces

more diffusion of the tracer fields. Similarly, the diffusive off-centered UBS scheme becomes

a second-order centered scheme, which is more prone to dispersive errors in the momentum

advection. Therefore, one potential advantage of spreading the interface is to mitigate the ac-

curacy loss of advection schemes at coasts or borders. However, this aspect has not been quan-

tified and requires further investigation.

Third, spurious mixing in z-coordinate overflows is thought to occur partly because of con-

vective instabilities: when dense water moves horizontally (here, to the right) past a step, it

may be denser than the underlying water and mix convectively. This process can dilute the

sinking dense water very rapidly and thicken the plume much more than realistic entrainment

would. The thickening of the land-ocean interface implied by BVP may reduce the prevalence

of convective mixing by damping the imprint of topographic slope discontinuities on bottom

currents. In addition, the reduction of the effective volume of bottom grid cells with BVP may

reduce dilution when convective mixing does occur.
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Sources of spurious mixing in overflows simulated by z-coordinate climate models have

been discussed and partially addressed in past studies (Snow et al., 2015). With coarse resolu-

tion meshes, spurious mixing often produces deep waters that are too light, affecting the simu-

lated stratification and overturning on a global scale (Winton et al., 1998; Downes et al., 2011).

To alleviate this problem, overflow parameterisations, such as the downslope transport scheme

of Campin and Goosse (1999), are commonly employed in regional or global models. We

performed an additional simulation with the parameterisation of Campin and Goosse (1999),

which is commonly used in NEMO. The simulation, which used the z-coordinate with partial

cells, revealed only minor improvements in the preservation of dense waters (not shown), con-

sistent with our experience with global NEMO configurations. Further work is required to ade-

quately combine BVP with such transport schemes.

Conclusion

Staircase topographies present a persistent challenge in ocean circulation models: artificial

steps give rise to intense vertical velocities and excessive mixing as bottom currents descend

along the staircase. Currently, effective and computationally affordable solutions to mitigate

this spurious mixing in z-coordinate models are lacking. We explored potential avenues to im-

prove the preservation of dense overflowing waters at fixed spatial resolution, using the ide-

alised OVERFLOW configuration (Ilıcak et al., 2012) in NEMO (Madec & NEMO System Team,

2022).

We first showed an inconsistency between the discretisation of momentum advection and

the formulation of continuity in NEMO. By employing a second-order accurate interpolation

scheme for advective fluxes that adheres to the discrete formulation of the continuity equation,

we ensure conservation of momentum and kinetic energy across the basin (in the absence of

diffusion or source terms).

Furthermore, we find that adopting the upstream biased scheme (UBS) for vertical advec-

tion of momentum, as opposed to the second-order centered scheme, eliminates potential

noise in the horizontal velocity field during overflows. The UBS scheme introduces numeri-

cal momentum diffusion, effectively eliminating numerical oscillations and promoting smooth

flow throughout the water column.

The combination of these modifications significantly reduces spurious mixing in the ad-

vected tracer field. Notably, dense waters reaching the foot of the stepped topography are 2°C

colder in the overflow simulations. The modified advection scheme will be incorporated in the

upcoming release of NEMO (version 5.0). These results underscore the crucial role of discrete

momentum advection in addressing spurious mixing in ocean models.
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We also investigated the potential of the Brinkman Volume Penalisation (BVP) method to

address spurious mixing in z-coordinate overflows. One notable advantage of this method is

its ability to spread the interface by smoothing the porosity and friction parameters. This ap-

proach effectively reduces the dilution of dense water within cells and spreads bottom currents

across the penalised region. The broader interface leads to smoother bottom currents, thereby

reducing the sensitivity of advection schemes to artificial steps. Consequently, this improved

interface significantly enhances the conservation of dense waters and reduces the discharge

time, resembling the performance achieved in s-coordinate representations.

In conclusion, our study highlights that a significant source of spurious mixing in the pres-

ence of stepped topography in ocean models is attributed to the treatment of advection. The

BVP method offers a practical solution for z-coordinate models to address this issue by spread-

ing the interface without the need for further spatial resolution refinement. However, coarse

spatial resolution used in typical climate models may impose limitations on the degree of

porosity smoothing and the extent of the penalised region, thereby limiting the benefits of the

BVP method. A possibly ideal approach would to combine BVP with existing parameterisations

of bottom boundary layer transport. Alternatively, a promising solution for improving overflow

simulations in global or regional configurations is the use of an envelope s-coordinate system

in conjunction with the penalisation method, as previously presented in (Debreu et al., 2022,

2020).
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CHAPTER

IV

Toward Global Realistic Simulations

Introduction

In previous chapters, we have showed that the numerical stability of the Brinkman Volume

Penalisation (BVP) method is guaranteed by spreading the penalised region and defining fric-

tion in a consistent way (chapter II). We have highlighted the potential of the BVP method as

a promising approach for representing topography in ocean models, particularly in terms of

removing the errors in the computation of the horizontal pressure gradient and ensuring a

smooth discretisation of the bottom (chapter III). However, the advantages of spreading the

penalised region may be limited in global configurations where the large vertical resolution of

the bottom (approximately 200 m in an ORCA1 configuration (Madec & NEMO System Team,

2022)) can propagate the penalisation too far into the ocean interior. Several questions still

need to be addressed to be able to simulate a global ocean using BVP.

In this chapter, we aim to move towards realistic configurations by introducing penalisation

in the re-scaled height coordinates proposed by (Adcroft & Campin, 2004), which are commonly

used in ocean circulation models (section 1). While the BVP method ensures the preservation

of the speed of internal waves within the porous region (Kevlahan et al., 2015), its impact on the

behaviour of Rossby waves when smoothing coastlines has not been studied. Therefore, our

second objective is to investigate the effects of penalisation smoothing on the characteristics of

planetary waves (section 2).
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1 Penalising the bottom topography

1.1 Re-scaled height coordinate with the BVP method

The free-surface of the ocean exhibits significant variations due to tides and atmospheric forc-

ing. As a result, the thickness of the top layers may not be sufficient to accurately resolve the

surface layer when using a fixed-resolution grid (Stacey et al., 1995). To address this issue, most

circulation models incorporate the variations of the free-surface throughout the water column,

allowing stretching or squeezing to be distributed across all vertical levels. Adcroft and Campin

(2004) suggested a treatment which keeps the topography fixed in time while allowing a cleaner

separation of the external and internal modes of variability. The vertical advection associated

with the external mode is treated in a Lagrangian manner. Consequently, the re-scaling pro-

cedure of cell thicknesses due to free-surface variations also applies to the bottom cells, which

require special treatment in the presence of penalisation.

In the NEMO model, the vertical scale factors ∆z vary in time as a function of the free-

surface η. They are expressed as:

∆z(t ) =∆z0
(
1+ η(t )

H0

)
(IV.1)

where∆z0 represents the initial vertical scale factor and H0 is the geometric (non-penalised)

height of the water column. At time step n +1, around a specific level k, the displacements of

the interfaces relative to the initial state are determined as follows:

(∆hk )n+1 = h0
k

(
1+ ηn+1

H0

)−h0
k (IV.2a)

= h0
k

ηn+1

H0
(IV.2b)

Within the penalised region, the displacement ∆h should take into account the penalised

surface and the capacities of the cells. In studies by Debreu et al. (2022, 2020), the effective mass

is interpolated at each time step based on the profile of porosity φ as a function of z, which al-

lows for potential applications of wetting and drying with penalisation. Here, we assume that

the oscillations of the free surface in a coarse global configuration are small compared to the en-

tire column of the ocean, allowing us to consider that W-face porosityφw,k and volume porosity

φt ,k remain constant around their initial positions. By considering the liquid part of the grid

cell, we obtain a balance equation:
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(φt ,k∆zk )n+1 = (
φw,k (∆hk )n+1 −φw,k+1(∆hk+1)n+1)+ (φt ,k∆zk )0 (IV.3a)

= ηn+1

H0

(
φw,k h0

k −φw,k+1h0
k+1

)+φt ,k (∆zk )0 (IV.3b)

We establish a relation for the update of the layer thickness, reminiscent of the expression

in Eq. (IV.1):

(φt ,k∆zk )n+1 =∆z0
k

[
φt ,k +

(φw,k h0
k −φw,k+1h0

k+1

∆z0
k

)ηn+1

H0

]
(IV.4a)

This implementation remains simple to implement and imposes a small computational

overhead because it requires only to store one 3D array at the time of the initialisation. Sup-

posing that the free surface is not penalised (φw,top = 1), the sum across the column of the

re-scaled vertical factor (φt ,k∆zk )n+1 provides the mass conservation of the water column:

H̃ n+1 = ηn+1 + H̃0 (IV.5)

1.2 A preliminary simulation within ORCA1

We conducted a simulation of the BVP method in a global ocean using a forced ORCA1 configu-

ration. In this preliminary test, we applied the penalisation method to treat the bottom partial

cells without using the friction parameter. The vertical grid is stretched following the movement

of the free-surface, accordingly to the relation derived in Eq.IV.4a.

In NEMO, the topography of the ORCA1 configuration is defined in a ’domain’ file, which

contains the horizontal and vertical scale factors for each node (T, U, V, F and W) of the ’C’

staggered grid. The file is given as an input for the code and can be modified externally. Hence

we built a Python routine to penalise the topography. To make the partial cells porous, the T, U,

and V nodes are adjusted to the mid-point in the vertical direction.

Since NEMO already employs a finite volume/finite difference discretisation and handles

surface fluxes, integrating the penalised equations into the dynamic core is straightforward.

The calculation of the horizontal pressure gradient is also simplified with the penalisation

method, as all grid points of a given level remain close to the same depth. This eliminates the

need to store 3D arrays at each T, U, V, F, and W nodes. Instead, the depths can be computed
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through 1D vertical lists, which vary only through the stretching of the grid with the free-surface

(ηn+1/H0 in Eq.IV.4a), and this stretching information can be stored in 2D arrays. This optimi-

sation reduces the number of memory calls and results in a more efficient implementation.

During a 50-year period with a reference time step of 45 minutes, the partial cells treated

with the penalisation method are compared with traditional partial cells. Both simulations ex-

hibit similar bottom currents with no significant changes (not shown). However, the reduction

in memory access led to a 5% reduction of the computational time.

The straightforward implementation of the BVP method in NEMO opens up possibilities for

future simulations that incorporate more realistic penalised topography. Modifying the domain

file is simple and can be easily handled through external routines, making it accessible to users.

For future configurations that utilise face porosity at W nodes and penalty friction, minimal

coding adjustments is also required.

2 Penalising the coastline

2.1 Impact of a smoothed coastline on Rossby waves

To assess the potential effects of smoothing the porosity field on wave propagation and pre-

vent potential damping in the penalised region, we exclude friction in the upcoming study. We

consider the two-dimensional penalised shallow water equations with reduced gravity, as pre-

sented in (Kevlahan et al., 2015), while applying the standard assumptions for the study of linear

wave dynamics of inviscid, homogeneous fluids under rotation (refer to chapter 9 of Cushman-

Roisin (2011)). The governing equations are expressed as follows:

∂t u − ( f0 +βy)v = −g ′∂x
η̃

φ
(IV.6a)

∂t v + ( f0 +βy)u = −g ′∂y
η̃

φ
(IV.6b)

∂t η̃+H
(
∂x(φu)+∂y (φv)

) = 0 (IV.6c)

with η̃(x, y, t ) = φ(x, y)η(x, y, t ) the penalised free-surface, (u,v) the horizontal velocity vector,

H the rest-state water column thickness, g ′ the reduced gravity, and f = f0 +βy the Coriolis

parameter defined on a β-plane.
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Planetary waves propagation in penalised continuous equations

To investigate the propagation of planetary waves, we begin by decomposing the velocity

field into geostrophic and ageostrophic components. Assuming first-order velocities as u ≈
−(g ′/ f0)∂yη and v ≈ (g ′/ f0)∂xη, we substitute these into the momentum equations Eq. (IV.6).

Solving for u and v yields:

u = −g ′

f0

∂η

∂y
− g ′

f 2
0

∂2η

∂x∂t
+ β0g

f 2
0

y
∂η

∂y
(IV.7a)

v = +g ′

f0

∂η

∂x
− g ′

f 2
0

∂2η

∂y∂t
− β0g

f 2
0

y
∂η

∂x
(IV.7b)

To incorporate the effects of varying porosity on planetary wave propagation, we assume

that the two-dimensional porosity field varies gently in the y direction, we express φ(x, y) =
φ0(1+α0 y), where φ0 is the mean reference porosity and α0 the variation slope. Changes in

porosity are required to be small, such that |α0|L ≪ 1, where L is the horizontal length scale of

the motion. As a result, the continuity equation can be simplified to the leading order of α0 as:

∂tη+H
(
∂xu +∂y v +α0v

)= 0 (IV.8)

Substituting Eq. (IV.7) into the continuity equation IV.8 leads to a single equation for surface

displacement, as follows:

∂tη−R2∂t∇2η+R2 (
α0 f0 −β

)
∂xη= 0 (IV.9)

Here, ∇2 is the two-dimensional Laplacian operator, and R = √
g H

/
f0 is the deformation ra-

dius. A Fourier type solution cos(kx x +ky y −ωt ) provides the dispersion relation:

ω= (
α0 f0 −β

)
R2 kx

1+R2(k2
x +k2

y )
(IV.10)

with ω the wave frequency and (kx ,ky ) the horizontal wavenumber vector.

In a uniform porous region (α0 = 0), this dispersion relation describes the classical west-

ward drift of planetary waves under the β effect. The analysis of the dispersion relation reveals

that both phase and group speeds of planetary waves are preserved within the penalised do-

main, echoing the results of Kevlahan et al. (2015). On the contrary, a gradient in the porosity

field (α0 ̸= 0) induces a steering effect similar to topographic waves on the boundary currents.

This effectively mimics the presence of a varying topography, creating a bottom slope equal to

α0. Notably, the smoothing coastline penalisation mask acts to modify the water column depth,

akin to the impact of a topography. This finding is intriguing because, in the presence of actual
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topography, the phase speed of gravity waves would typically be altered along with a reduc-

tion in the internal deformation radius R, which is not the case with the penalisation method

proposed by Kevlahan et al. (2015).

In the discrete penalised case

We now investigate how the steering effect, observed in the continuous BVP method, arises in

the discrete method formulated on a C-staggered grid. Assuming an exact temporal integration,

the discrete formulation of the mass equation IV.6c is

∂t (φtη)+H
(
δx(φuu)+δy (φv v)

)= 0 (IV.11)

Here, the porosities φt , φu , and φv are defined at the centers, as well as at the U and V faces

of the cells, respectively. By assuming discrete geostrophic velocities u = −(g ′/ f0)δyη and v =
(g ′/ f0)δxη, we obtain an expression for the displacement of the free surface:

∂t (φtη)+R2(δy (φvδxη)−δx(φuδyη)
)= 0 (IV.12)

This relation shows that fluctuations solely in U-face and V-face porosities introduce an addi-

tional term that induce a steering effect. However, when the penalisation is restricted to cell

porosities, the occurrence of topographic effect is prevented.

2.2 Numerical applications

To assess the steering effect of penalising the coastline, we compare three cases: two non-

penalised simulations with idealised vertical walls —one with a flat bottom (taken as a refer-

ence) and one with a sloping bathymetry near the coastline— and a penalised simulation with

a flat bottom.

Methods

We consider a similar configuration as presented in Chapter I. Specifically, a reduced gravity

shallow water model is employed within a square basin of L =2000 km in size, where an anticy-

clonic wind stress τ= (−τ0 cos(πy/L),0) is forcing the active layer. Nonlinear terms are excluded

from the dynamic equations.

In a reduced gravity model, where the lowermost layer is assumed to be infinitely deep and

motionless, visualising the presence of bathymetry is difficult. To circumvent this, an inverted

bottom topography, denoted as b, is applied in the momentum equations, following a simi-
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lar approach as described in (Kim & Yoon, 1996). The bathymetry b(x, y) ≥ 0 comprises a flat

seabed in the interior basin connecting to a gentle rise of∆b0 = 100 meters near coastlines. The

shape of b is determined by the indicator function χ, which smoothly varies between 1 in the

interior ocean and 0 outside [0,L]. These functions are defined as:

χ(x) = 1

2

(
tanh

( x

∆/4

)
− tanh

(
x −L

∆/4

))
(IV.13a)

b(x, y) = ∆b0(1−min
(
χ(x),χ(y)

)
) (IV.13b)

Here, the width parameter ∆ controls the size of the transition region, set to twice the spatial

grid size (∆x =∆y), ensuring that bathymetry varies over a few grid points.

In absence of penalisation, the equations are formulated as follows:

∂t h +div(hu) = 0 (IV.14a)

∂t u+ f k×u = −g ′∇(h −b)− r u+Dν+ τ

ρ0h
(IV.14b)

where h is the active layer thickness, u = (u, v) represents the horizontal velocity vector, k the

vertical unit vector, f the Coriolis parameter, g ′ the reduced gravity, r the friction coefficient,

Dν the diffusion term and ρ0 the density.

In the penalised case, a flat bottom is considered (b = 0) and the reduced gravity shallow

water equations are modified following the penalisation method proposed by Kevlahan et al.

(2015),

∂t h̃ +div
(
h̃u

) = 0 (IV.15a)

∂t u+ f k×u = −g ′∇(
h̃

φ
)− r u+Dν+ τ

ρ0h
−σu (IV.15b)

where the penalised layer thickness is given by h̃ =φh, with φ representing the porosity, and σ

denoting the penalty friction exerted through the porous medium.

To replicate the gentle rise of the topography, the minimum porosity φmin is set to 0.8. The

shape of the porosity field coincides with that of b, such that:

φ(x, y) = φmin +
(
1−φmin

)
min

(
χ(x),χ(y)

)
(IV.16a)

To accommodate the spreading of the indicator function in the case of penalisation or when

considering bathymetry, the computational domain is expanded by a few grid points, and the

wind outside is extrapolated to the value at the exact coastline. We use for the numerical sim-

ulations the shallow water option (SWE) introduced in the version 4.2 of the NEMO general

circulation model (Madec & NEMO System Team, 2022). A second-order Leap Frog Robert-
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Asselin integration in time is employed on a uniform mesh, aligned with the straight coastline,

with a spatial resolution of 1/4°. The time step ∆t , determined by stability considerations, is

set to 15 minutes. The simulation begins from a state of rest with a uniform initial layer thick-

ness of h = 500 m throughout the entire basin. Lateral diffusion uses a Laplacian viscosity with

a magnitude of 500 m2/s, considering free-slip boundary conditions, and is solved under the

rotation-divergence stress tensor. The penalty friction term is solved with explicit time integra-

tion.
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Figure IV.1: Steady state of the linear solutions. Shading and isolines (in black) depict the active layer
thickness h (the 500 m isoline is thickened). The left panel shows the reference solution with a flat
bottom. The middle panel shows the same solution with varying topography. In the right panel, the
coastline is penalised and spread over a few grid points, without friction. Note the similarity between
the penalised solution (right panel) and the reference solution with varying topography (middle panel).

Numerical results

Figure IV.1 presents the steady linear solutions for non-penalised simulations with a flat bot-

tom (Figure IV.1a) or a varying topography (Figure IV.1b), as well as the penalised case (Figure

IV.1c). The reference solution with a flat bottom (Figure IV.1a) displays the well-known Sver-

drup anticyclonic gyre, accompanied by an intensified western boundary current. However,

when a slope bottom is introduced, the solution exhibits a small recirculation gyre in the south-

west corner of the basin (Figure IV.1b). Additionally, the active layer near the coastline becomes

shallower due to the influence of the changing topography, as indicated by the light blue frame

in Figure IV.1b. The penalised solution shown in Figure IV.1c presents the same recirculation

cell as in the reference case using a varying bathymetry (Figure IV.1b).

To preserve the topographic effect of the spread interface and prevent damping, friction was

not included in the penalised solution shown in Figure IV.1c. In Figure IV.2, the frictional pa-

rameter is gradually introduced in the porous region, which damps the steering effect induced

by the porous coastline (from left to right in Figure IV.2), ultimately approaching the solution

without penalisation depicted in Figure IV.1a.
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Figure IV.2: Steady state of the linear solutions resorting to the BVP method. Shading and isolines (in
black) depict the active layer thickness h (the 500 m isoline is thickened). The coastline is rendered
porous and spread over a few points. Friction is added beyond 0km and 2000km and increases from left
to right as indicated in the titles above the panels. Notably, the small recirculation gyre in the southwest
corner is removed as the penalised region becomes more dissipative.

Hence, results numerical applications that smoothing the penalisation mask along the

coastlines induces a topographic steering effect similar to varying bathymetry. Applying high

enough friction in the porous region appears to suppress this effect, restoring the idealised so-

lution characterised by vertical walls and a flat bottom.

3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we prepare the application of the BVP method to global configurations. We

modify the re-scaled height coordinates (Adcroft & Campin, 2004) to accommodate the pe-

nalisation, and investigate the effects of penalised coastlines on the propagation of planetary

waves.

We find that the implementation of the BVP method in the re-scaled height coordinates is

straightforward and adds minimal computational overhead. Moreover, this implementation is

compatible with a penalised coastline, where the free surface at the boundary is modified by the

porosity. This opens up the possibility of using the BVP method to represent partially immersed

structures, such as mangroves (Marchesiello et al., 2019), by assuming a sub-grid profiling of the

porosity.

We performed a preliminary test of the penalisation in an ORCA1 configuration with par-

tial cells. The results highlight the benefits of treating stepped topographies with the penali-

sation method to simplify and enhance the performance of the code. Although initial testing

reveals only moderate changes in the simulated currents with the BVP method, further evalu-
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ation in global configurations is essential to fully assess its impact. These tests will contribute

to the development of a global configuration that combines the BVP method with an envelope

s-coordinate, building upon the work of Debreu et al. (2022).

Furthermore, our results show that penalising the coastlines does not alter the velocity of

planetary waves, which is consistent with the findings of Kevlahan et al. (2015). However, we ob-

serve a vortex stretching effect in the boundary currents when the penalised coastline is spread,

resembling actual topography. Using a high friction helps mitigate the steering effect within the

penalised region. However, in coupled coarse-resolution models, the spreading of the coastline

poses a challenge as the atmospheric forcing needs to be consistent across the land-sea tran-

sition. To address this issue, we propose restricting the application of the Brinkman Volume

Penalisation method to bottom topography.
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1 Conclusions

The impacts of artificial topographic steps in z-coordinate ocean circulation models are signif-

icant, but our understanding of these impacts is still limited. It is widely recognised that dense

currents cascading along step-like slopes experience excessive diapycnal mixing, which devi-

ates from observations. Additionally, the problem of spurious form drag induced by stepped

coastlines (or isobaths) was demonstrated by Adcroft and Marshall (1998) and has remained

largely unsolved since. The lack of effective solutions to mitigate the adverse effects of stepped

topography has motivated the research presented in this thesis.

Using idealised configurations, we conducted a detailed examination of the sensitivity of

boundary currents to stepped topography. Specifically, we elucidated long-standing issues as-

sociated to staircase-like coastlines, and explored the potential of the Brinkman Volume Penali-

sation (BVP) method for improved simulation of downslope currents over step-like topography.

The principal results of this thesis are presented around the three key questions that were

outlined in the introduction (page 28).

Are there computationally efficient ways to reduce the adverse effects of

stepped topographies in OGCMs?

Revisiting the lateral staircase problem shown by Adcroft and Marshall (1998), we examined the

sensitivity of boundary currents to indented coastlines (or isobaths).

First, we show that simulated currents are insensitive to step-like coastlines when the model

is physically converged; physical convergence meaning that the main characteristics of the flow

are not affected by increasing spatial resolution while keeping viscosity and friction parameters

constant. In fact, the discrepancies between the solutions solved at 1/4° on the aligned and 45°-

turned meshes (Figure 3 in chapter I) show that the numerical model is not converged at the

resolution of the original problem (1/4°). This aspect is often overlooked in z-coordinate nu-

merical studies of boundary representation, where biases in the solutions are usually attributed

solely to the presence of steps.

To become insensitive to stepped topography, ocean climate models should ideally achieve

physical convergence. Notably, sizeable reductions in spurious mixing have been observed

in realistic configurations when increasing spatial resolution while the viscosity was kept un-

changed (Holmes et al., 2021; S. M. Griffies et al., 2000). In many coarse resolution model con-

figurations, it is plausible that the simulated currents are close to physical convergence due

to the large viscosity employed for numerical stability. Nonetheless, physical convergence in

OGCMs is rarely assessed.
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Treatment of momentum advection plays an important role in reducing the sensitivity to

steps. Within an idealised overflow (Ilıcak et al., 2012), opting for discrete advection schemes

presenting consistency properties improved the conservation of dense water during the downs-

lope flow. The use of higher-order schemes in potentially achieving more accurate solutions

near stepped topography is questionable, given that their accuracy order drops near the bound-

ary. However, solutions solved under the energy-enstrophy conserving (EEN) vorticity scheme

showed a faster convergence rate than the energy- (ENE) or enstrophy- (ENS) conserving

schemes within an idealised square basin (chapter I). There is thus potential to achieve more

physically converged solutions without increasing spatial resolution.

Second, we show that the application of free-slip as a true mirror condition makes step-

like coastlines slippery for all numerical formulations. In fact, we find that the accuracy in the

usual implementation of the boundary condition varies with the orientation of the grid, thereby

explaining the sensitivity to the presence of steps. When the numerical grid is misaligned with

the physical shoreline, we show that the implementation of free-slip turns to no-slip when using

a symmetric viscous tensor and flux-form advection. In contrast, application of free-slip on

step-like topography when using the div-rot viscous tensor and vector-form advection mimics

a smooth and straight boundary. Hence, the accuracy in the formulation of the lateral boundary

condition determines the response to staircase coastlines (and isobaths).

In cases where stepped topography represents sharp turns, such as a cape leading to

retroflection of boundary currents (Deremble et al., 2016), perfect slipperiness is no longer de-

sirable as it can suppress retroflection. In such situations, the application of impermeability

or no-slip conditions better represents the physical flow-topography interactions compared to

free-slip (zero vorticity) boundary conditions. In fact, we find that staircase-like coastlines can

be viewed as series of small isolated steps, contributing to the retroflection of the boundary

currents and altering the overall circulation. Therefore, it is expected that the choice of viscous

boundary conditions should vary with location to accurately represent both the detachment of

boundary currents at a cape and the unperturbed flow along a smooth continuous coastline.

Can Brinkman Volume Penalisation reduce the sensitivity to topographic

steps?

In the BVP framework, distributing the no-flow condition across the penalised region leads to

smoother bottom currents and reduced spurious mixing. Within an idealised overflow (Ilıcak et

al., 2012), we find that spreading the penalised region significantly mitigates the adverse effects

of step-like topographic slopes. In addition to this smoother representation of the topography,
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one other potential explanation for this improvement could be the increase of the effective or-

der of advection schemes that solve downslope currents, confining the accuracy drop to the

lowest porosity region.

We have not yet explored the potential of the BVP method on the sensitivity to lateral steps.

However, we believe that boundary currents would likely benefit from its application (Kevlahan

et al., 2015). In fact, when applying the BVP method to the square basin configuration of Adcroft

and Marshall (1998), we observed that spreading the penalised coastline acts as a topographic

slope on the simulated currents, altering the nature of the staircase problem. This mixed rep-

resentation of the coastline leads us to limit the use of the BVP method to the representation

of bottom topographies, thus avoiding the delicate issue in defining the coupling between the

ocean and atmosphere over penalised continents in coarse-resolution models.

Is Brinkman Volume Penalisation a viable solution in climate-scale ocean

models?

We find that the BVP method is a versatile representation of topography that surpasses the use

of shaved cells (Adcroft et al., 1997). Firstly, porous cells capture volume modifications while

preserving their alignment with other cells of the mesh, thereby avoiding issues in the calcu-

lation of horizontal pressure gradients. Secondly, defining face porosities as the average of ad-

jacent cells ensures a smooth discrete representation of the water column thickness, reducing

noise in the barotropic component of circulation (Beckmann & Haidvogel, 1999; Adcroft et al.,

1997). Moreover, this framework allows for the use of a penalty friction that, when properly

tuned, prevents numerical instabilities when employing the BVP representation. Our initial

results demonstrate that the unique ability of the BVP method to spread the porous interface

contributes to reducing the spurious effects of stepped topographies.

The development of the BVP method was motivated by its potential for general applicability

in numerical models, which raises questions about the restrictions on spatial resolution and

time step. We find that the numerical stability for advection when resorting to the BVP method

is sensitive to the minimum porosity. We show the numerical stability of the BVP method can

be guaranteed by spreading the penalised interface and defining the friction in a purposeful

and consistent way. We derive minimal conditions for friction that preserve numerical stability

while allowing slippery conditions.

We find that treating stepped topographies with the BVP method can simplify and reduce

the computation time of the code. Preliminary tests show only moderate changes in coarse res-

olution configurations with the BVP method. However, further testing in global configurations

is necessary to fully evaluate its impact. Several questions remain regarding the incorporation

of penalisation into a global realistic configuration, such as the integration of the penalisation
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method with existing parameterisations of overflows, as well as the representation of geother-

mal fluxes within the penalised region. Finally, this approach easily accommodates complex

geometries of the boundary and can be combined with other representations such as the s-

coordinate, as shown by Debreu et al. (2022), offering promising avenues for representing to-

pography in ocean circulation models.

The numerical studies conducted during this thesis have led to several changes in NEMO

(Madec & NEMO System Team, 2022). I have introduced into NEMO v4.2 a new module for

solving shallow water dynamics (SWE) along with a new testcase (SWG) that reproduces the

square basin configuration of Adcroft and Marshall (1998). These additions have served as first

steps for incorporating the third-order Runge-Kutta time-stepping scheme into NEMO (Madec

et al., in prep). In the forthcoming release of NEMO v5.0, the modified UBS scheme, which

is now energy-consistent and incorporates UBS in the vertical advection, will be the default

formulation for flux-form advection. Additionally, based on the results obtained in this thesis,

the penalisation technique has been chosen for treating partial cells. This choice simplifies the

computation in the dynamics and avoids pressure gradient errors in the bottom cells.

2 Perspectives

This thesis has revealed several limitations associated with the representation of topography,

highlighting the need for further investigation. The study of the Brinkman Volume Penalisation

(BVP) method has also provided valuable insights and promising directions for future research.

Representing unresolved deep passages with the BVP method

In particular, the focus will be on addressing the representation of unresolved deep passages us-

ing the BVP method. In climate modelling, the inability to resolve narrow straits due to coarse

grid meshes often results in crucial connections between water masses being disrupted. These

straits play a critical role in climate simulations, especially for the deep circulation. Currently,

two strategies are commonly employed in NEMO: preserving the observed cross-section with-

out affecting the cell volume or introducing additional friction to match the observed transport.

However, these approaches are highly specific to individual cases and difficult to generalise.

To overcome these limitations, the ’porous barriers’ method developed by Adcroft (2013)

provides an objective recognition algorithm, and the BVP method offers a sensible approach

for incorporating this method. Accurately capturing the opening of these passages is essential,

considering the geostrophic equilibrium of the exchange flow through the basins. One potential

solution is to penalise the strait across two cells, while controlling the cross-section and induced

drag using porosity and friction, respectively.
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To investigate the potential of the BVP method for representing unresolved straits, I devel-

oped an idealised NEMO configuration called ’RIDGE’ and inspired by Ferron, Mercier, and

Treguier (2000). This configuration is depicted in Figure V.1a. It includes a Gaussian bump (in

black) separating two basins (in white) connected by an underwater strait in the zonal direc-

tion (in grey). The stratification in the west basin, which is slightly denser than the east basin,

initiates an exchange flow across the strait. By solving the strait meridionally across two cells, a

geostrophic flow can be achieved, as shown in Figure V.1b.

To exploit the benefits of an s-coordinate in resolving bottom flows, topography is repre-

sented using a hybrid ’z-on-top-of-s’ approach. The s-envelope comprises a Gaussian bump

that reaches its peak at the sill level, and the walls of the ridge are superimposed through mask-

ing. A similar strategy can be adopted with the BVP method, enabling finer resolution over the

width of the strait.

Future work will focus on implementing an s-coordinate combined with the BVP method

in a global configuration to accurately represent the ocean geometry below 3000m and im-

prove the simulation of the deep circulation. The impact of opening unresolved passages on

the global overturning circulation will be tested through long integrations of the ORCA1 global

configuration of NEMO.
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a) Bathymetry of the RIDGE configuration b) Throughflow across the passage

Figure V.1: Description of the RIDGE configuration implemented in NEMO. Panel a illustrates the ge-
ometry of the configuration, with depth indicated by black (shallower region) and white (deeper region)
shadings. It represents a meridional mid-ocean ridge reaching a maximum depth of 2800m, with an un-
derwater passage of 200km width and a sill at 4500m. The flat abyssal seafloor has a depth of 5500m.
Panel b displays the simulated geostrophic flow across the underwater passage, with zonal velocities
shaded from red (eastward) to blue (westward). The stratification across the passage is shown by black
lines, indicating a sloping of the isopycnals in accordance with the geostrophic currents. Future work will
focus on demonstrating the potential of the BVP method for representing underwater passages while en-
abling control over their actual shape and transport through the use of penalty porosity and friction.
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Ice modelling with the BVP method

Despite their significant influence on the ocean circulation, ice shelf cavities around Antarctica

are not routinely represented in global ocean and climate models. Modelling of the ice shelf-

ocean interface with a z-coordinate system shares some similar difficulties with overflows as

excessive diapycnal mixing occurs around steps (Losch, 2008).

Current methods do not allow for a smooth movement of the grounding line and the top

boundary of the ice shelf cavities. Additionally, the bedrock topography of Antarctica consists

of a network of deep basins connected through sills and covered by ice (Timmermann et al.,

2010). The retreat of the grounding line may reveal a geometry that is too fine to be resolved but

is essential for modelling and predicting the response of the Antarctic ice sheet and adjacent

ocean to global warming.

I plan to apply the BVP method to improve the representation of ice shelf cavities. In the

initial phase, I will develop an idealised configuration based on existing studies (Mathiot et

al., 2017) and extend the BVP method to incorporate a moving boundary that responds to the

melting and freezing along the ice shelf draft. Furthermore, I will incorporate the unresolved

bedrock topography using the BVP method, following a similar approach as for representing

underwater passages. Subsequently, I will assess the impact of this penalised representation of

ice shelf cavities in a realistic eORCA1 configuration, following the approach of Hutchinson et

al. (2023).

Breaking the monotony of overflows with the BVP method

Results presented in Chapter III showed that the BVP method offers a promising approach in

reducing the spurious mixing occurring during overflows that use a z coordinate. Excessive

spreading of the penalised region may not be recommended as the topographic constraint

could affect a too large proportion of the ocean. The limited ocean volume means that spread-

ing of the interface should be done carefully, depending on the spatial resolution of the mesh.

A first stage would be to use the idealised overflow configuration presented by Ilıcak et al.

(2012) with varying mesh resolution to assess the benefit of penalisation in coarsely or highly

resolved overflows. In addition, it would be useful to test the impact of spreading the interface

horizontally, vertically or in both directions. The ratio of vertical to horizontal resolution varies

widely across OGCM configurations and may play a role in the preservation of dense waters

within overflows, as suggested by Winton et al. (1998). Furthermore, the computational cost of

vertical grid refinement is substantially less than horizontal refinement, motivating an assess-

ment of each effect.
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A second stage would involve testing the impact of the BVP method on overflows in a global

NEMO configuration. Additionally, it is tempting to combine penalisation with current overflow

parameterisations (e.g., Beckmann and Döscher (1997); Campin and Goosse (1999)). There

may be potential synergy in this approach since the spreading of the bottom interface offers a

wider stencil for implementing the parameterised advection.

Exploring the impact of curved coastlines

I realised that the curvature of the coastline was overlooked in the usual formulation of the

lateral viscous boundary condition. Verron and Blayo (1996) write in their section 2 the vorticity

ζc at an impermeable boundary regular enough to define in the local frame the vectors (t,n),

where t is tangential to the boundary and n is directed toward the basin:

ζc =
(
κu− ∂u

∂n

)
.t, (V.1)

with κ the local curvature of the coastline (note that u is a vector and ∂u/∂n = ∇u ·n with ∇u

the 2× 2 Jacobian matrix of u). Hence, the usual definition of free-slip (zero vorticity) or no-

slip (doubled vorticity) align with the definition in Eq.V.1 solely when the coastline is straight

(κ = 0). In other cases (κ ̸= 0), the local curvature of the coastline may act as a source or sink

of vorticity depending on the convexity of the coast (sign of κ). A first test for exploring the

possible effect of the curvature of the coastline would be to consider a circular closed basin

where the curvature of the coastline is controlled by the radius of the basin and the boundary

condition is implemented with an immersed boundary method.
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vertical advection
The Courant number-dependent method presented by Shchepetkin (2015) solves with implicit

temporal integration the fraction of the vertical speed that would exceed the Courant number,

if solved explicitly. This approach involves solving a system of equations, which is as large as the

number of vertical levels. It is commonly assumed that the necessary condition ensuring the

unconditional invertibility of such system is satisfied. However, we are interested in exploring

the potential limitations of this condition in the presence of porosity.

The implicit treatment of vertical advection is performed, for conservation, on both mass

and momentum transport. For simplicity, we derive the criterion only for tracers, with wi the

vertical velocity corresponding to a fraction of the total velocity w . We call we the component

solved with explicit integration, such that w = we +wi .

The equation for vertical advection and diffusion of a tracer T with penalisation writes

∂t (φt hT )+h∂z(φw wi T ) = RHS+h∂z(φw kz∂zT ) (A.2)

where z is height (oriented upward). Although the vertical resolution generally varies along

the column, for simplicity, we assume ∆z to be uniform. An Euler implicit temporal scheme is

used, with advection discretised with a first order upstream approach (UP1) and diffusion with

centered differencing,

T n+1 −T n−1

2∆t
+UP1(

1

φt
∂z(φw w n

i T n+1)) = 1

φt∆z
RHSn

k + 1

φt∆z
δk

(
φw

kz

∆z
[δk+1/2T n+1]

)
(A.3)

with k the vertical indexing increasing with depth, δk+1/2 the vertical differencing operator, e.g.

δk+1/2(T ) = Tk −Tk+1. The upstream scheme UP1 writes in its compact form:

UP1(
1

φt
∂z(φw wi T )) = 1

φt∆z

(
[φw wi ]−k Tk−1 +

(
[φw wi ]+k − [φw wi ]−k+1

)
Tk − [φw wi ]+k+1Tk+1

)
(A.4)
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with [φw wi ]+k = max([φw wi ]k ,0) and [φw wi ]−k = min([φw wi ]k ,0). The overall system to solve

expresses as a matrix equation

AT n+1 = b (A.5)

with A a tridiagonal matrix defined by ad , −ai and −as the principal, inferior and superior

diagonals, the tracer vector T n = (T n
1 , ...T n

k−1,T n
k ,T n

k+1, ...T n
Nk

)t and the vector b = (b(k))k . The

complete system of equation takes the form of

−ai (k)T n+1
k−1 +ad (k)T n+1

k −as(k)T n+1
k+1 = b(k) (A.6)

where ad , ai and as express as:

ai (k) = 2∆t

φt∆z
[φw wi ]−k + 2∆t

φt∆z2

(
φw kz

)
k−1 (A.7)

ad (k) = 1+ 2∆t

φt∆z

(
[φw wi ]+k − [φw wi ]−k+1

)
+ 2∆t

φt∆z2

((
φw kz

)
k−1 +

(
φw kz

)
k+1

)
(A.8)

as(k) = − 2∆t

φt∆z
[φw wi ]+k+1 +

2∆t

φt∆z2

(
φw kz

)
k+1 (A.9)

b(k) = 2∆t

φt∆z
RHSn

k +T n−1
k (A.10)

The Lipschitz Condition

The Thomas algorithm is widely used to solve tridiagonal systems, which helps reduce the num-

ber of operations and enhance computational efficiency. The method remains stable provided

the matrix Eq. (A.6) is diagonal dominant, i.e.:

∀ k, |ad (k)| ≥ |ai (k)|+ |as(k)| (A.11)

Omitting the diffusive term, the diagonal dominance condition is:∣∣∣∣1+ 2∆t

φt∆z

(
[φw wi ]+k − [φw wi ]−k+1

)∣∣∣∣≥ ∣∣∣∣ 2∆t

φt∆z
[φw wi ]−k

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣ 2∆t

φt∆z
[φw wi ]+k+1

∣∣∣∣ (A.12)

By dropping the absolute values using the corresponding signs for [φw wi ]+k and [φw wi ]−k , the

condition becomes:

1+ 2∆t

φt∆z

(
[φw wi ]+k − [φw wi ]−k+1

)
≥− 2∆t

φt∆z
[φw wi ]−k + 2∆t

φt∆z
[φw wi ]+k+1 (A.13)
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Considering that wi = wi
++wi

−, the condition can be rewritten as:

2∆t

φt∆z

(
(φw wi )k+1 − (φw wi )k

)
≤ 1 (A.14)

Thus, the invertibility criterion writes as the Lipschitz condition for vertical advection:

− 2∆t

φt∆z
δk (φw wi ) ≤ 1 (A.15)

This condition imposes a constraint on the negative shear in the implicit velocity wi . The re-

lation shows that varying porosity could potentially amplify the local shear in vertical velocity,

thereby compromising the Lipschitz condition. A similar condition applies to the vertical ad-

vection of horizontal momentum u or v . For example, the Lipschitz condition for u with the

presence of permeability σ in an implicit integration method can be written as:

−2∆t σ− 2∆t

φu∆z
δk (φw wi ) ≤ 1. (A.16)

In this case, the introduction of permeability (σ> 0) strengthens the diagonal and helps main-

tain the Lipschitz condition.

Hence, excessive negative shear in the implicit fraction of the vertical current can lead to a

non-diagonal dominant invertible system. The results indicate that the violation of the Lip-

schitz condition can result in potential instabilities in simulations when using the Courant

number-dependent treatments proposed by Shchepetkin (2015). There are three separate Lips-

chitz conditions that need to be satisfied for vertical mass advection and horizontal momentum

advection. Moreover, the introduction of porosity can amplify local shear and pose a risk to the

stability of the simulation.

To explore the stability of the BVP method concerning the Lipschitz condition, we con-

ducted sensitivity tests within the idealised overflow configuration introduced by (Ilıcak et al.,

2012) by evaluating the local shear of wi and wi (results not shown). However, in all tested

cases (section III.3), numerical instabilities likely arise from breaking the CFL condition for ad-

vection rather than from the Lipschitz condition. Thus, it remains unclear whether breaking

the Lipschitz condition could be detrimental in realistic ocean configuration.
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